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SYNOPSIS
The concept of satellite services for the civilian maritime community
has only just begun to receive serious attention by major governmental,
industrial and technical organizations responsible for communications
and navigation on the high seas. One of the elements needed by such
organizations for planning purposes relative to the configuration of
maritime satellite systems is parametric data on low-cost shipboard
antennas which are practical for deployment by civilian maritime users.
The International Telecommunications Union, at the 1971 World Adminis-
trative Radio Conference for Space Telecommunications, has just allo-
cated 15 MHz of spectrum at L-band (1535-1542.5 MHz and 1636.5-1644
MHz) for maritime mobile services, on an exclusive basis.
Accordingly, the objective of this study was to perform and document
a basic conceptual investigation of low-cost L-band antenna subsystems
for shipboard use, by identifying the various pertinent design trade-
offs and related performance characteristics peculiar to the civilian
maritime application, and by comparing alternate approaches for their
simplicity and general suitability. The study was not directed at a
single specific proposal, but is intended to be parametric in nature.
Antenna system concepts were to be investigated for a range of gain of
3 to 18 dB, with a value of about 10 dB considered as a baseline refer-
ence. As the primary source of potential complexity in shipboard an
tennas.which have beamwidths less than hemispherical is the beam point-
ing or selecting mechanism, major emphasis was directed at this aspect.
Three categories of antenna system concepts were identified:
1. Mechanically pointed, single-beam antennas
2. Fixed antennas with switched-beams
3. Electronically-steered phased arrays
An analysis of general requirements and design constraints associated
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with the maritime environment established that the antennas should be sim-
ple, rugged and fairly small (<lm3), that they should be circularly-pol-
arized, and be configured to provide a coverage which is greater than hemi-
spherical by an amount corresponding to negative elevation angles of 300
for larger ships (>150m in length) and as much as 45° for smaller ships
(<150 m). It was also shown that ships rolling in heavy seas defines fair-
ly high angular rates, and also produce changes in relative satellite bear-
ing (azimuth) as well as elevation angles, which is shown to be a constraint
on single-axis fan beam approaches.
Various types oi" beam pointing or selecting techniques were identified and
analyzed, whereupon it was concluded that slaving the beam position to
shipboard inertial references, after initial (manual) acquisition, can be
most effective for the lower gain applications (<9 dB), and that automatic
angle tracking of the satellite signal using a single-channel monopulse
receiver scheme was most suitable for high gain antennas (>14 dB). In the
moderate gain range of 9-14 dB, the performance and cosh of the above two
beam pointing techniques were down to be com parable (within $300), when
added installation costs of the slaved stabilization approach, for a gyro-
compass repeater and a specially designed inclinometer, are included. The
slaved stabilization technique requires periodic manual realignment by a
crew member to compensate for the ships daily headway. This feature could
constitute a reason for a lack of confidence in a worldwide maritime satel-
lite network by the maritime and related commerce community, and is thus
considered a disadvantage. Accordingly, the single-channel monopulse auto-
tracking techniques is concluded as more desirable, pending compatability
with the antenna concept.
A variety of antenna radiator designs within the three conceptual Cate-
gories delineated above were analyzed for their suitability. Two system
configurations were selected as especially credible candidates in the
moderate gain range. The first is a mechanically pointed, single beam
short-backfire antenna incorporating single-channel monopulse autotracking.
It can provide for a minimum gain of 13 dB in operation using a small
(39 cm diameter by 10 cm deep) antenna radiator which should be very
simple to produce.
The second configuration is a system of four linear 8-element arrays de-
signed for switching of vertical fan beams (20 0
 wide by 130° in elevation)
about the periphery of the ship, with switching logic slaved to the ship-
board gyrocompass and an inclinometer vertical reference. This quad-
ruple Butler-fed array, with adjacent beam interpolation, would provide
for a minimum net gain of about 9-10 dB in operation. While automatic
angle tracking of the satellite signal is generally superior, the com-
plexity of the receiver implementation in this array candidate is estimated
to be relatively complex. Thus the slaved approach is considered more
appropriate.
A comparision of the two selected candidates indicated that the mechani-
cally-pointed single beam antenna should yield better performance at
lower cost, assuming a single antenna subsystem installation. For ships
severely constrained by overcrowding of equipment on masts and/or other
suitable superstructures, and thus requiring dual antenna subsystems,
the cost effectiveness superiority of the mechanically-pointed antenna
	 I n
is estimated to be reduced to a small, but still positive measure.
Thus, it is recommended that an L-band short backfire antenna subsystem, in-
cluding a two-axis motor driven gimbal mount, and necessary single-channel
monopulse tracking receiver portions be developed for demonstration of per-
formance and subsystem simplicity. When integrated with the appropriate
L-band transmitter, receiver", modems, etc., a prototype terminal would be
available for system tests with experimental spacecraft.
v
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INVESTIGATION OF L-BAND SHIPBOARD ANTENNAS
FOR MARITIME SATELLITE APPLICATIONS
SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1
	 USER ANTENNAS FOR MARITIME SATELLITE SERVICES
It may be anticipated that the..next decade will see a virtual explosion
in the commercial expluitation of the last 12 year's developments in
space technology. At the forefront will be the communications applica-
tions. In addition to the increased use of the existing INTELSAT relays
for intercontinental point-to-point telephony, many other satellite com-
munication systems are being planned. 7he well-known commercial applica-
tions include various forms of domestic television relay satellites and
international satellites dedicated to mobile communications.
1.1.1
	 The Maritime Satellite implication
The "mobile" user category is specifically unique due to the impracticality
of large antennas or otherwise complex user terminals, and due to their
large population. For this category, the system design and cost-effective-
ness trade-offs clearly show that user terminals should be as simple as
possible, with the burdens of complexity placed in the system's space-seg-
ment. Within the mobile user category, the aeronautical application has
received a good deal of attention in the past few years. The most press-
ing need here is for air traffic control in transoceanic flights. The
maritime mobile application is just beginning to receive serious consid-
eration,, and has a number of unique characteristics.
First of all, the maritime mobile application incorporates the largest
base of independent user terminals yet to be considered for any single
satellite communication application; civilian or military. There are
1
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over 50,000 ocean-doing vessels over 100 gross tons in size which are poten-
tial u,^,-ers. Within this decade, there is forecast to be almost 14,000 ves-
sels over 1000 gross-tons, with almost 11,000 of these in the tanker, ore
and bulk: and cargo/container ship categories of size greater than 10,000
gross tons. 'By contrast, there are forecast to be less than 1000 commercial
international aircraft (worldwide) in 1980 which would be potential users Cf
an oceanic aeronautical satellite system. Secondly, the pressing maritime
service need is for communications. Recognizing the economic necessity of
increased centralized management, and having exercised the half-century old
CW telegraphy (Morse code) system to the fullest extent possible, the tele-
communication departmentsof many shipping companies are becoming convinced
that the time has come for a completely new system, i.e., satellite relay.
Ultimately, of course, it can be expected that a multi-functioned synchron-
ous orbit satellite system which provides communications and navigation
services will be required .
(
	In contrast to the aeronautical application,
however, where relative position surveillance (which may be considered the
"inverse" of navigation)is critical to a truly active air traffic control
system, the maritime user desires a direct self-navigation capability.
The need for reliable, high quality communications is primarily economic.
The revenue-producing capability of the larger oil tankers is as high as
$25,000 to $30 ,000 per day. Shipping companies seek to maximize vessel
time at sea, as days wasted in ports waiting for replacement parts, per-
sonnel, or other administrative details can clearly be costly. Current-
ly 93% of all maritime high seas communications, by message count, are
via CW telegraphy (Morse code) using the limited HF and MF circuits.(2)
These channels generally have poor reliability due to interference and pro-
pagation anomalies, which can cause long outages, and are also limited in
(1) Dorian, Charles, "Application of Space Communications to the Mari
(2)
time Mobile Service," Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 38-V, 1971.
Heckert, G. P. and Mendoz4., B. A., "Communication Satellites: A
Management and Safety Ajd'for the Maritime Transportation Industry,"
IEEE National Telemetering Conference, Washington, D.C. 14 April',
1971.
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capacity. The average delay experienced between transmission of a message
to and receipt from a ship is about 12 hours. Thus, improved communica-
tions can be shown to be a key to increased efficiency. It is for this
reason that ship size is an important parameter in estimating a user base
for a maritime satellite system. It can be expected that the larger ships
will be the first to equip with the necessary terminals. In addition to
the efficiency-related communications such as diversion and position re-
ports, estimated time of arrival data, bunkers, repair and storm damage
.reports,-port services, cargo manifests, administration, weather and navi-
gational advisory broadcasts, etc., there are other important needs for
reliable communications such as distress and search and rescue (SAR) func-
tions and crew (personal) communications.
Another unique feature of the maritime application is the capacity re-
quired. While the number of potential users is very large and the com-
munication message categories are many, the per ship usage may be rela-
tively low. Current traffic predictions vary over a broad range. The
equivalent of eight to ten voice channels per ocean is predicted to be
viable in an initial system, with tolerable delays. A realistic estimate
for a follow-on generation system in time would be close, '{+ 150 channels,
worldwide. This is a small percentage of the capacit y ;	 is recently
launched INTELSAT IV satellite. However, the 1 atter's
	 ,aci ty is pre-
dicated on the use of very large, high gain ground terminal antennas,
e.g., 29.5 meter (97 feet) diameter parabolas. Thus, satellite system
sizing is not directly comparable. Figure 1-1 presents a simplified il-
lustration of the maritime satellite system concept. Yet another uni-
que feature is the potential use of different RF bands for ship satel-
lite and satellite coast links. This feature does not effect the re-
quirements for the shipboard antenna, except to that degree of satel-
lite power conserved with cross-strapping of RF bands.
1.1.2 The Shipboard Antenna Problem
i
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As noted, with such a large potential user terminal population, the
cost effectiveness trade-offs for a maritime satellite system dictate
simple, relatively modest antennas for the ships.	 Clearly, the sim-
plest antenna wound be a dipole. Of course, a dipole has negative gain
in its longitudinal (end-fire) direction and the ship's antenna pattern
must at least be hemispherical. That is, the worldwide satellite sys-
tem requires hemispherical coverage of the ship antenna. File a hemi-
spherical antenna with constant gain (0 to 1 dB) is not trivial to de-
sign, it would be quite simple in use in that no mechanism need be pro-
vided for pointing of the antenna beam. While theoretically possible
as a system solution, a practical spacecraft design would be severely
limited in its communications capacity. Relative to a simple hemi-
spherical pattern, a ship antenna gain of only 3 to 4 dB would effec-
tively double the capacity of the satellite system. A gain of 10 do
would increase the capacity of the same basic spacecraft design by an
order of magnitude, etc.
Thus, there is strong motivation in the planning for a maritime mo-
bile services satellite system to prescribe a certain amount of gain
for shipboard terminals, even at the expense of shipboard equipment
complexity. This is because power in space can cost w20430,000 per watt.
To date, operational-type satellite communication terminals for ships
have been developed only for military use. Because of ships motion,
and the relatively narrow-beam ( less than 2 degrees) antennas employed,
such terminals are very complex, and though they utilize small antennas
0.2 to 2.4 meter diameter), they typically require precision three-
axis pedestals and sophisticated angle tracking subsystems. Such ter-
minals are clearly not economically practical for the civilian maritime
industry, and it is the basic objective of this study to investigate
the feasibility of shipboard antenna subsystems which have some gain,
1
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e.g., 10 dB, but would be at least an order of magnitude less costly than
the military-type noted above. For example, an antenna beamwidth of 2
degrees corresponds to a gain of about 38 dB, while a gain of 10 dB im-
plies a beamwwi dth of over 50 degrees. However, it is not a priori clear
that such a large increase in beamwidth, or corresponding beam pointing
tolerance, permits order-of-magnitude reductions in control system com-
plexities.
Within the low to moderate range of gains considered, a wide variety of
antenna subsystem concepts are possible, including single beam antennas
which are mechanically pointed, switching between multiple independent,
fixed antennas, or electronically scanned arrays. The identification of
the trade-offs between these concepts, as well as between various radia-
ting elements and basic pointing techniques, specifically for the mari-
time satellite application, are the subjects of this study. In general,
such data related to the feasibility of using simple, moderate gain ship-
board antenna subsystem on commercial maritime vessels is currently
needed for planning purposes relative to maritime satellite services.
1
/ 1
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1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
1.2.1	 Principal Goals
The fundamental objective of this sta ',# is to perform and document a
basic conceptual investigation of L-band antenna subsystems of moder-
ate gain (3-18 dB) for shipboard use, by identifying the various per-
tinent design trade-offs and related performance characteristics pecu-
liar to the commercial maritime application, and comparing alternative
approaches for their simplicity and general suitability. The data is
intended for use by system planners in postulating maritime satellite
system configurations, link sizing and economic trade-offs.
It is not the specific intention to propose a single antenna subsys-
tem design approach as optimum for all ship categories. In point of
fact, it might be expected that a fully operational future satellite
communications system will involve the use of different shipboard an-
tenna configurations, depending on ship category and desired quality,.
etc. Just as exists in the HF and VHF bands today, as well as otherr
applications, it would be normal that different commercial electronics
equipment suppliers market somewhat different antenna designs, all of
approximately equivalent gain, but with variations in cost and qua-
lity, etc.
As noted in the preceding section, parametric data on the practicality
of achieving or requiring a certain amount of user antenna gain is re-
quired for planning purposes. For example, specifying higher gains
for user terminal antennas would permit the use of a larger capacity,
i.e., number of channels, with a spacecraft of a given transmiXted power
1
r
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capability. As the cost of the entire space segment is essentially di-
rectly related to satellite EIRP, the per channel usage costs of the
satellite network would be less if all ships employ higher gain antennas.
This, of course, must be balanced against the ship owners' investment in
the shipboard terminal equipment. As the number of potential ship users
is very large, this economic trade-off generally results in the need to
minimize shipboard equipment complexity. However, there Y.re both prac-
tical and economic ,limits to launch vehicle capability and satellite
power, and thus several previous AMI studies (3)(4) concluded that user
antenna gain4 on the order of 10 dB are needed for a credible system plan.
More generally, gains from 3 dB to 18 dB are of interest, reflecting dif-
ferent satellite design concepts and system capacities. Accordingly,
this study addresses antenna concepts for gains in this range, with a
nominal 10 dB . as a baseline reference value.
In addition to the economic trade-offs, the parametric data on antennas
is required for a host of other system considerations, including channel
frequency spacing. The initial system may be cons iverabIJ power limited
in the satellite-to-shipboard link, and as such could be capacity limited
to the order of eight channels (of voice or equivalent capacity each).
In such a sys,FDMA (frequency division multiple access), with indepen-
dent signal carrie r
 icc+essi ng a single satellite transmitter power am-
pl i'1r, will probably be used for system flexibility, wherein as much as
2.6 dB of link power savirls can be realized if intermodulation-controlled
channel spacing is used. This could correspond to a factor of 80% in cap-
acity. (More specifically, it represents approximately the difference
between a 5 or 6 channel capacity and an 8 or g channel capacity, respec
ti vely.) (3
3 "A Study of Maritime Mobile Satellite Service Requirements, Frequency
Planning, Modulation and Interference Analysis," in 6 Volumes, U.S.
Coast Guard Contract DOT-CG-00605A, by Automated Marine International,
Newport Beach, California. 15 October 1970.
e(4)
"Maritime Services Satellite System Definition Study." U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation - Transportation Systems Center. Contract GOT-
TSC-98, by Automated Marine International, Newport Bcach, California.
31 May 1971.
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Such channel spacing, however, requires considerably more RF spectrum
than the simple side-by-side stacking of channels (e.g., by a factor of
about 4.4 for an eight channel capacity). The viability of an initial
maritime system may depend on I/M controlled spacing, and since satellite
power can be traded for shipboard user antenna gain, a relationship exists
between shipboard antenna complexity, system capacity and L-band spectrum
requirements. Such channel spacing should not be considered unrealistic
for an initial system design. The initial system will not require the
same capacity that the second and third generation will need; thus, a
given RF spectrum allocation, such as 7.5 MHz for example, could be
effectively used with an initial satellite system providing a small num-
ber of channels (e.g., 10 per ocean) with maximum power efficiency and
then re-used in second and third generation satellites, of considerably
increased EIRP capability, to provide the then required capacity (e.g.,
150 chavinels worldwide in time) using adjacent channel spacing.
Thus, the practicality of achieving a certain shipboard antenna gain is a
major factor in the consideration of the subject satellite system design.
While there are a wide variety of antenna radiator configurations which
are possible and interesting, most are relatively inexpensive in volume
production, and the primary source of potential complexity lies in the
provision for pointing of the directive beam. It is this facet of the
shipboard antenna subsystem which is most significant in terms of uncer-
tainty and potential cost. The fact that the antenna is to have some pos-
itive value of gain implies a beamwidth less than that of a hemispherical
pattern, and thus some mechanism must be provided for the pointing of a
movable beam or for selecting the proper beam from a set of differently
oriented fixed beams.
The classic method of beam pointing is that of automatic angle tracking of
the received satellite signal's direction, implemented with either a rotat-
ing feed or set of feeds such that a comparison of multiple beams can be
used to generate a pattern null in the signal (boresight) direction. Off-
boresight angular positions then produce a signal voltage which is used,
I/M - intermodulation
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after certain processing, to drive beam position contre.1ers (e.g., an-
tenna drive motors). While this approach has, of course, numerous merits,
including accuracy, it would be desirable that an alternative scheme be
shown suitable, or at least a version of the approach which is signifi-
cantly less complex than the traditional monopulse and conical-scan angle
tracking systems used with narrow-beam antennas. Thus, the most funda-
mc^*1 objective of this study is the evaluation of the relative complex-
ities and merits of various beam pointing technique, for an L-band ship-
board antenna of modest gain, e.g., 3-18 dB.
1.2.2 Scope
The scope of this investigation of L-band ship antennas for satellite
communication services is limited to theoretical analyses and review of
pertinent results of related efforts. The contract Statement of Work
defines that the study include (5)
a. A parametric engineering analysis of shipboard antenna tracking
concepts operating in the 1600 MHz frequency band.
b. A trade-off of relative performance and cost and related concep-
tual engineering design analysis of at least two shipboard anten-
nas having gains of 10 dB (such as switched multiple beams and
narrow beam antennas having peak gains of between 3-18 dB).
c. The consideration of L-band antenna tracking schemes with mech-
anical drive freedom, switched multiple antenna beams, and mech-
anization of manual pointing of narrow beam antennas based on an
operator observing a communication receiver's AGC level.
d. A general assessment of the feasibility of at least two L-band
antennas for shipboard use with satellites with emphasis on de-
sign complexity, cost and performance.
(5) National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Contract NASw-2165.
NASA Headquarters, Control No. 10-9612. March, 1971.
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1.3 APPROACH
I
1.3.1 The Maritime Satellite Service Requirement
The first in-depth technical study of maritime mobile satellite ser-
vices was performed last year by Automated Marine International for
the U.S. Gover ment. (3) The study was managed by the U.S. Coast
Guard and co-sponsored by the Department of Transportation's Office
of Telecommunications, the U.S. Office of Telecommunications Policy
and the Department of Commerce's Maritime Administration. Its six
volumes addressed the potential user population size, the service
and capacity requirements, signal modulation and access,, frequency
planning and interference anaylsis and related system performance
trade-offs.
The primary purpose of this study was to provide technical data
in support of U.S. planning for this year's (1971) World Adminis-
trative Radio Conference (WARC) held by the International Telecom-
munications Union in Geneva. Until this conference, no frequencies
were allocated to maritime mobile for space services, and one on
the functions of the 1971 WARC was to make spectrum allocations for
such services. As WARCs are held only once every 8 or 10 years, it
was considered vital that maritime requirements be well established.
One of the conclusions of the aforementioned study, hereafter re-
ferred to as the 1970 DOT -CG
 Study, was related to the RF frequencies
most suitable for the subject application. As with aeronautical ser-
vices, two bands had generally been considered for use the exist-
ing maritime mobile line-of-sight VHF band in the 156 MHz to 174 MHz
region and the mobile UHF band in the 1540 MHz to 1660 MHz region.
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study. Op. Cit.
r
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In strong contrast to the aeronautical mobile VHF band in the 118 MHz
to 136 MHz region, the existing VHF maritime mobile band is shared
with a wide assortment of other services, primarily land mobile and
fixed, but also including broadcast and television in some non-U.S.
countries.
Frequency Planning
In August of 1968, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
opened Docket 18294 inquiring into matters pertaining to the 1971
WARC, the second such conference to consider space telecommunications.
The notices of inquiry, which followed, were primarily intended to
solicit non-government views relating to frequency requirements of
the several generic radio services. Government needs were accommo-
dated through a separate agency called the Inter-Governmental Radio
Advisory Committee (IRAC). All views are then coordinated in joint
session through IRAC, FCC, the Presidents' Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy (OTP) and the l:.S. State Department.
By August of 1969, the FCC had issued five notices of inquiry  i n sub-
ject docket, had received and commented upon hundreds of industry
and user responses, and had subsequently issued via the State Depart-
ment, the Preliminary U.S. Views to the 1971 Space WARC. The pre-
liminary views with respect to maritime were to recommetd space ser-
vice authorization of the following frequencies:
VHF: 156.4-157.4 MHz and 173-173 MHz
UHF (L-Band): 1535-1537.5 MHz and 1657.5-.660 MHz
At the same time, it was proposed that aeronautical mobile receive
for its service needs at L-band the following:
UHF: 1537.5-1557.5 MHz and 1637.5-1657.5 MHz
12
Thus, maritime was to receive two allocations of 2.5 MHz at L-band
separated by 122.5 MHz. Aviation was to receive two 20 MHz .,ands
separated by 100 HHz.
The results of the 1970 DOT-CG Study showed rather conclusively that
the Preliminary U.S. Views to WARC-ST were unsuitable for the follow-
ing reasons:
a) The maritime mobile space service was forecast by 1980 to
need a minimum of 5 MHz of spectrum in each transmission
direction.
b) The VHF band 156.4-157.4 MHz was heavily congested with
not only maritime mobile users but also land mobile and
fixed services. Many of the latter two groups did not
conform to maritime channel spacing or emission standards,
and shred space/terrestrial services would not be fea-
sible dui to interference. Further, the band 173-174
MHz was u ed for TV broadcasting in France and Japan and
it could neither be shared with maritime nor cleared for
maritime. Cleared channels were mandatory at VHF and
clearing enough spectrum and assuring same appeared to be
a remote possibiO ty.
c) The L-band frequencies were potentially interference free,
but the 2.5 ffhz of spectrum was grossly inadequate for
future maritime needs, and aviation and marine should be
auto-ized a common up-and down-link frequency separation
(for possible joint satellite use). Further, for maritime
to avail itself of a minimum cost spacecraft with hemis-
pheric (north and south) cove rage, it would need to utilize
a shipboard antenna with a gain of about 10 dB, the econo-
mic practicality of which was not established. (This compares
i 1
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with a 0 dB antenna at VHF with the same spacecraft sizing
and capacity.)
The study also concluded that as an alternative to both VHF and L-band,
the region around 400 MHz is a near-optimum in terms of satellite pow-
er minimization for a given capacity and 0 dB gain (hemispherical)
user antennas. This conclusion was also made by independent studies
in England; however, the unsuitability of the 400 MHz region due to
sheer unavailability of spectrum is so pronounced that little support
was given for such proposals at the WARC. While the final proposals
to the WARC included a request for a modest amount of spectrum in the
region near 400 MHz, only 100 kHz was allotted,"at 406.0 to 406.1 MHz,
for earth-to-space EPIRB's (Emergency Position Indicating Radio Bea-
cons), and this allocation is to be on a shared basis.
At VHF, the WARC authorized maritime use of space for safety and dis-
tress purposes on an exclusive basis in two bands of only 100 kHz each
(157.3125 tc 157.4125 MHz and 161.9125 to 162.0125 MHz). Even at that,
use of these allocations is not permitted until 1976, and it was re-
solved that the 1974 Maritime ITU conferences should consider if and
to what extent space techniques should be introduced in this band.
At L-band, the results of the 1971 WARC-ST were far more fortuitous
for the maritime mobile application, considering that as late as 1969
virtually no organized'effort was made by ?ny civilian maritime entity
to address the subject. A full 7.5 MHz was alluCated in each trans-
mission direction to maritime for satellite use on an exclusive basis,
and an additional 1 MHz in each direction shared with aeronautical
mobile. The specific authorization is:
1,535 MHz - 1,542.5 MHz
	 Maritime Mobile - Satellite
(Space-to-Earth)
1,636.5 MHz - 1,644 MHz
	 Maritime Mobile - Satellite
(Earth-to-Space)
.^	 14
1,542.5 MHz - 1,543.5 MHz
	
Aeronautical Mobile (R) - Satellite,
Maritime Mcbile - Satellite
1,644 MHz - 1 ,645 MHz
	
Aeronautical Mobile (R) - Satellite,
Maritime Mobile - Satellite
User Population and Distribution
In addition to the study of potential interference between the civilian
maritime and other services, the 1970 DOT-CG study attempted to ascer-
tain the number and type of channels required, i.e., the amount of
spectrum needed and related signal characteristics. In order to do
this, it undertook in-depth surveys of the number of potential user
ships in the world, and their percentage of time at sea. Figures 1-2
and 1-3 show the concentrations and locations of all ships at sea on
a specific day in 19E9, as typical, with and without fishing vessels
included. Each dot represents a ship (over 100 gross tons), based on
actual statistics derived from plotting the routes corresponding to
all arrival and departure announcements published daily in Lloyd's List.
Figure 1-4 shows the predicted total distribution for 1980, based on
various growth analyses. (3)
 Table 1-1 indicates the number of vessels
at sea pro,, acted in 1980, by category and size.
While the total number of ships in the world was predicted to grow
only slightly (from 50,276 to 54,114 vessels over 100 gross tons),
the percentage at sea at a given time is predicted to increase signifi-
cantly due to the increased efficiency of new (arid replacement) ships.
The worldwide distribution of the potential users clearly indicates
the necessity for worldwide coverage by the satellites. An example
coverage plot available with a three-satellite system is shown in Fig-
ure 1-5.
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study. Op. Cit., Vol. I.
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TABLE 1-1
VESSELS AT SEA WORLDWIDE (1980 FORECAST)*
(Total Number of Vessels Shown in Parentheses)
Size,
Gross
Tons Tankers Ore/Bulk
Cargo/
Psgr.
^.
Fishing
Vessels
Fishing
Fac-
tories Other Total
>100 $559 3519 4935 14400 546 254 29Ci3
- (7039) (5370) (19565) (18455) (701) (2984) (54114)
0000 4455 3519 4095 1190 420 200 13879
(5426) (5370) (11160) (1400) (512) (1339) (25207)
!6000 4072 3519 3105 - 193 65 10954
(4848) (5370) (6416) - (227) (252) (17013)
:10000 3938 3235 1320 - 108 25 8626
(4633) (4900) (1908) - (127) (65) (11433)
*	 Includes vessels in Great Lakes, Mediterranean, etc. which may not use satellites.
Communication Service and Capacity Requirements
A second study for the Department of Transportation has just been com-
pleted. This was a smaller effort addressing the operating doctrines
of a Maritime Satellite (MARSAT) Services System, network configura-
tions, and spacecraft and user terminal subsystem configuration trade-
offs. (4 ) This study was performed for the Telecommunications Division
of DOT's Transportation Systems Center (TSC). This 1971 DOT-TSC Study
specifically excluded the trade-offs associated with shipboard user an-
tenna subsystems. The user antenna subsystem was isolated as an item
for a separate study (contained herein), as it is considered an element
of critical technology in relation to the viability of and the planning
for a Maritime Satellite System.
Both the 1970 DOT-CG Study and the 1971 DOT-TSC Study addressed the
(4) 1971 DOT-TSC Study. Op. Cit.
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FIGURE 1-5
core nunication service requirements in detail. It was shown that most
of today's maritime communications is message traffic using CW telegraphy
(Morse Code) at HF. The average message delay in each direction is 6
hours. A careful survey of potential users ( various worldwide shipping
companies) has indicated a requirement for much more capacity, both for
data (hard copy telex and graphics) and radiotelephone. Using the year
1980 as a point of reference in terms of operational capacity require-
ments in an initial Maritime Satellite system, it was estimated, on the
basis of user surveys, that about 4500 ships would be equipped for
1
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satellite service. Equipage would start slowly in 1975, with the very
large vessels - tankers, ore and bulk carriers and fast loading/unload-
inq cargo vessels. This user base includes one out of two of the tankers
in excess of 10,000 gross tons (gt), (2200) and one out of four of the
ore and bulk carriers over 10,000 gt (1200) and one out of two of the
container-type vessels over 10,000 gt (380) and one out of four of the
M
general cargo and passenger ships over 10,000 gt (300) and one out of
five of the fishing vessels over 1000 gt (370).
The satellite system capacity required for this user base was estimated
to be the equivalent of 8-10 duplex voice channels in the busiest two
oceans. This result is based on careful analysis of telex word counts
according to ship category, the required use of telephone for ships
business and crew (personal) communications, etc. and is a strong func-
tion of the amount of delay assumed acceptable in establishing a parti-
cular link. While essentially instantaneous access by ships would be
provided for emergencies, the above capacity prediction is based on an
average delay on the order of 10 minutes being acceptable for routine
communications.
In addition to the capacity requirements analysis, the 1970 DOT-CG Study
considered in detail the power and bandwidth trade-offs associated with
various modulation techniques. As the required radiotelephone service
is that which effectively sizes the system, the analysis of voice modu-
lation schemes was emphasized. For a given satellite/launch vehicle
category, the combination of the required system capacity and individual
channel power requirements leads directly to required shipboard gain.
Figure 1-6 (3) shows a comparison of representative voice signal modula-
tion techniques, in terms of required carrier-to-noise density,C,/No , at
the receiver for a given articulation index (a measure of intelligibility).
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Figure 1-6 APPROXIMATE COMPARISON OF SELECTED
VOICE MODULATION AND PROCESSING SCHEMES
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Generally speaking, NBFM (narrow-band frequency modulation, with clip-
ping and phase-locked demodulation), PDM/PSK (pulse-duration modulation
of the baseband with phase-shift keyed modulation at RF), and DM/PSK
(delta-modulation encoding with PSK at RF) all exhibit good power effi-
ciency.
A value of CA  of 45 dB-Hz is representative of that which should be
provided at the ship receiver for each satellite channel, the large
majority of the time. When the spacecraft is constrained to a Thor-
Delta launch and a single earth-coverage antenna, with an 8 to 10 chan-
nel capacity, the result of the above requirement for received C/N o is
effectively the specification of shipboard antenna gain at, about 10 dB.
Navigation, Surveillance and Traffic Advisory. Services
The mari ti n e community, on the high seas, navigates celestially, and
in many areas they navigate by radio beacons, radio direction finder
stations, Loran A and/or C, by Decca Navigator and by Consol. Omega
and Transit based navigation are not in widespread use but can be ex-
pected to increase over the next 10 years. Loran A is the most widely
used high seas system where it is available (almost all of the North-
ern Hemisphere only), and yields a 2-sigma position accuracy of about
2 n mi. Position reports are transmitted to home offices daily or
every other day.
The 1970 DOT-CG study was constrained to use of the DOT-National Plan
for Navigation (NPN) (6) which did not indicate a requirement for
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study, Volume III. Op. Cit.
(6) Department of Transportation - National Plan for Navigation.
May 1970. k=
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development of a new maritime navigational or surveillance system (i.e.,
satellites). This plan states that "U.S. commercial maritime interests
would be 90% satisfied with complete coverage of the North Atlantic and
North Pacific... (and) a high seas position fix accuracy (now and for the
next 20 years) averaging 2 n mi. rms , wi th an upper limit  on system er-
ror of 5 n mi. ...and a fix interval not exceeding 2 hours." (It should
be noted that this requirement is for U.S. essential trade routes only
and would not necessarily be applicable for worldwide shipping.) For
coastal and confluence areas, the DOT-NPN states, "the mariner would be
satisfied with a radio navigation system having the capability of fix-
ing position (continuously) to a repeatable rms accuracy of 1/4 n mi.
out: to a range of 50 n mi. off the coast. ...Recognizing, however, that
a urge number of the users of the coastal/confluence zone are unable or
unwilling to pay the price for this capability, the system should pro-
vide service of useful quality within the economic reach of all mariners,
such that no boat or ship need be lost nor endangered because of lack of
knowledge of position."
Consistent with these DOT-NPN constraints on the study, it was adjusted
that the navigation aids available today or planned in the near future
(e.g., Omega) were adequate to meet the high seas requirements of the
maritime community. Further, with the pending availability for civi-
lian maritime use of single channel (400 MHz) TRANSIT (U.S. Navy Navi-
gation Satellite) Systems, it was considered questionable whether a new
satellite system specifically intended for position determination could
by justified.
However, in contrast , to the DOT-NPN, the Inter-Governmental Maritime
At prices generally quoted between $25-$30,000 complete with re-
ceiver, computer and display.
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Consultive Organization (IMCO) (7)
 does consider an eventual maritime
satellite requirement for the following services:
• "interrogation of the land-based station by a mobile craft
station for obtaining position information possibly followed
by environmental, meteorological and oceanographic informa-
tion, or
regular interrogation of the mobile craft station in appro-
priate time intervals by the land-based station and trans-
mission of position information etc. to the mobile craft.
•	 initial position determination providing accuracies of the
order of 1-2 n mi. As technology develops, and considering
coit effectiveness, the accuracy may be improved to be avail-
able for navigation near coasts and in narrow passages.
• automatic warning of ships which are continuously tracked by
the system, in cases of approaching shallow waters, under-
water obstruction:, drilling and production platforms, etc.
•	 advising ships which are continuously tracked by the system
on anti-collision actions and on avoidance of continuously
tracked navigational hazards, e.g., icebergs.
•	 automation of the position-reporting system based on posi-
tion information as mentioned in the first item. Thus, the
present repeated individual reporting actions on mobile
craft could be abolished.
• traffic control including collision warning especially in
converging areas subject to the radiodetermination system
providing sufficient relative accuracy (see second item)."
Thus, IMCO clearly envisions ultimately a satellite based navigation,
surveillance, position-reporting and traffic advisory system. They
are quick to recognize, however, that there is no ordered and regu-
lated traffic control in the maritime industry today and technology
notwithstanding, adequate international regulatory agreements may not
be forthcom?ng in this decade.
Thus, it would appear that the maritime community in general believes
(7) Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultive Organization (IMCO), 7th
Session of the Subcommittee on Radiocommunications, Report to
the Maritime Safety Committee, July 1970.
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iit has adequate navigational aids and capability on the high seas, and
that reliable satellite communications and position reporting could
significantly reduce the search part of SAR. However, in coastal trade
and in outer and inner confluence arras, there is increasing voluntary
establishment and use of sea lanes. These lanes require relatively pre-
cise position fixing accuracy (e.g., 1/4 n mi., 1-sigma for coastal and
outer confluence areas), and it is not known whether geostationary sat-
ellite based systems would be more cost-effective than terrestrially
based systems. It is also not known whether fleet owners and operators
would pay for the cost of any new navigation/surveillance system, al-
though there are indications that if equipment costs (over and above
that required for satellite communications) are on the order of $10-
$20,000, and the system could be used for high seas position-fixing as
well, then it probably would elicit adequate support.
Clearly, detailed trade-off studies are required to ascertain the bene-
fit verst,s costs of a new positioning system for use both on the high
seas and ire outer confluence areas and whether such a system (i .e. , sat-
ellites and launch vehicles) might be shared with'aviation to reduce
per user costs. Users may generally want to reduce on-board vessel
equipment and complexity, enabled by shore-based computation of posi-
tion and subsequent relay Lick to the ship. An ancillary high seas bene-
fit of such a system is the potential elimination of the search phase of
search and rescue (SAR), but such a benefit is difficult to assess in
terms of dollars saved per year.
A major factor to be considered with geostationary satellite based posi-
tioning system is the attendant impositions, if any, on the shipboard
antenna system. If the satellite system incorporates two or more sat-
ellites per ocean to effect a range-range positioning concept, as is
usually considered best, and if narrow beam antennas are required for
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efficient system (power) sizing, then two independent antenna subsystems
could be required on each ship.
1.3.2 Related Efforts
As indicated, the subject L-band antenna study is to be conceptual and
parametric, with the primary intent be-Ing to identify the various per-
tinent design trade-offs and related performance parameters of shipboard
user antenna subsystems peculiar to the commercial maritime application.
No other previous investigation of commercial shipboard satcom antenna
subsystems is known to exist, and even though varic-us shipboard satcom
antennas have been implemented and used, little analogy exists from
which pertinent conclusions may be drawn.
Experimental satcom terminals have been placed on ships and used in de-
monstration tests with NASA's Applications Technology Satellites. Most
of these have been between ATS-1 and -3 at VHF (135-150 MHz) and ships
of the U.S. Coast Guard, NASA, a steamship company and certain foreign
countries (England, Holland). The U.S. Coast Guard experiments were
performed with the cutters USCGC Klamath, Staten Island, Glacier and
Casco. (8) Grace Line's S.S. Santa Lucia also participated in tests. In
these demonstrations, the antennas employed were very simple, and of
course, at VHF. For example, the CGC Glacier's receiving antenna was a
simple crossed-yagi (three crossed dipoles on a pole) providing 7 dB of
gain at 135.6 MHz. (9) It was manually pointed using a simple home TV-
(8) "Eighth Report by the International Telecommunications Union on
Telecommunication and the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space." ITU,
Geneva, 1969.
(9) Ware, J.N. "VHF Shipboard Tests on the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter
Glacier (WAGB-4) - Final Report", J.S.C.G. Washington Radio
Station, Alexandria, Virginia. 29 May 1968.
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Ytype rotator. A helical folded dipole type antenna with a hemispheri-
cal pattern was used for transmitting at 149.2 MHz, providing 0 dB of
gain.
Limited tests were performed at L-band with the unintentionally spin-
e	 ning ATS-5 satellite from the Humble Oil Tanker S.S. Manhattan in the
spring of 1970, and other very limited ATS-5 tests are being conducted
in 1971. - The antennas used on the S.S. Manhattan were simple parabolas
mounted on adjustable tripods. (10) Two antennas were used, one of 0.91
meter (3 ft.) diameter with a cavity-backed spiral prime-focus feed
and providing a gain of 21 dB, and the other of 0.61 meter (2 ft.) dia-
meter and a gain of 17 dB. The simple deck-mounted tripods supporting
the antennas were manually adjustable, and tests were performed by man--
ually adjusting the antenna orientation (typically each morning) For
maximum received signal level. The S.S. Manhattan is quite large, of
course - over 100,000 dead weight tons and thus experiences relatively
small roll and pitch dynamics. In any case, it is understood that the
ATS-5 tests were primarily performed while the Manhattan was essentially
motionless in ice, so the lack of any mechanism for automatically steer-
ing the antenna was not pertinent to the experiment. In all these non-
military experiments, the shipboard terminals were configured for test
purposes only, and in no way were they developed as prototypes of an
economically viable commercial shipboard terminal.
A number of experimental and operational terminals have been developed
for military ships. In the mid-1960's the U.S. Navy developed a series
(10) Hanas, O.J. et al, "L-Band ATS-5-ORION-S.S. Manhattan Marine
Navigation and Communication Experiment." Prepared for NASA,
Electronics Research Center, Contract NAS 12-2260 3 by Applied
Information Industries, Moorestown, New Jersey. June, 1970.
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of 1.83 meter (6 ft.) diameter X-band shipboard satcom terminals known
as the SSC-3's in conjunction with DOD's Initial Defense Communication
Satellite Program (IDCSP). These employed precision 3-axis pedestals
and were generally very complex systems. These terminals are currently
(1971) being retrofitted for use with DOD's later programs. In addi-
tion, the U.S. Navy in 1970 commenced development of new X-band ship-
board terminal sets which will be tully compatible with the Defense
Satellite Communication System (DSCS). (11)
 Depending on the user ship
class, these new sets (AN/WSC-2) will employ either 1.22 meter (4 ft.)
of 2.44 meter (8 ft.) diameter parabolic antennas and will be even more
complex than the SSC-3's. Because mast-mounting was found to create
various interference and maintenance problems, each ship wil l employ
two antennas, each side-mounted, with automatic switch-over between
coverage sectors.
A relatively economical X-band military shipboard terminal system has
been develope r :,y Great Britain in conjunction with their SKYNET defense
system. Referred to as the SCOT terminals, they employ an antenna dia-
1
meter of 1.22 meters (4 ft.) and,with electronics for a single RF trans-
mit and receive channel , are reported to cost about $240,000 per set.
In addition to the more complex, higher frequency communications elec-
tronics, such military systems are very costly due to the narrow beam-
widths of even these small antennas at X-band (1-2 degrees) as well as
a host of other unique features, such as automatic switch-over and oper-
ability while nearby large guns aie being fired.
A closer parallel exists with the U.S. Navy's recently developed TacSatCom
(11) Naval Electronic Systems Command - Contract Specification ELEX-S-41
Shipboard Satellite Communication Sets AN/WSC-2(XN-1)(V). 19 Dec-
ember 1969.
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shipboard terminals which operate basically at high VHF frequencies.
They are intended for narrowband voice and data applications. Two sizes
were developed, one providing 7 dB of antenna gain and the other 12
dB. 
(12) 
While these gains and their corresponding beamwidths (approxi-
mately 78 degrees and 42 degrees, respectively) are representative of
the civilian MARSAT requirement, these antennas at the TacSatCom fre-
quency are relatively large, requiring almost 30 times the aperture
area than an antenna of equivalent gain at L-band 	 'zfh sizes are "sin-
gle beam" antennas which are mounted on identica"	 ci -t over azimuth
pedestals. In each case, antenna pointing is prov 	 )assively by slav-
ing in azimuth to the ships gyrocompass, while mar° , -, '., t socking the ele-
vation axis in one of three (switched) angular positions. Realignment
adjustments and calibration are typically required on a daily basis.
The pedestal employed was developed to drive the relatively large an-
tennas against high wind torques and yet still b e- very lightweight, and
to meet the stringent Mil-E-16400 specification. The system was config-
ured -For operation with two antennas on-board each ship, with automatic
switch-over functions incorporated in the servo system. They are thus
quite costly. These Navy TacSat terminals are therefore not considered
representative of devices attractive for the MARSAT application, although
the pointing concept itself has features of definite interest.
The Navy is also currently in the process of initiating procurement of
Fleet Broadcast terminals for another narrowband satellite relay system
which operates near the upper end of the VHF band. These terminals will
be used primarily for data communications and are to employ essentially
omnidirectional (hemispherical coverage) antennas. Commercial
*	 The acronym "MARSAT" is used interchangeably with Maritime Sat-
ellite for brevity throughout this report.
(12) Shipboard Antenna Systems for Use with the Tri-Service Tactical
Satellite Communication System," -Collins Type 837V-1 and 837W-1
Product Description, Collins Ra
,
dio Company, Dallas (undated).
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equivalents of such terminals could be expected to be quite attrac-
tive for shipboard use. However, as noted in Paragraph 1.1, the
practical system economic trade-offs associated with the MARSAT appli-
cation at L-band dictate the necessity of providing some higher value
of antenna gain at the shipboard terminal.
Of course, NASA has developed shipboard antennas systems as well, but
these antennas were designed for significantly more capability than is
considered here. (13)
 Range ships have been used as part of the NASA's
ground support networks as mobile telemetry stations, etc. Also spec-
ial ships were instrumented for Apollo support, with large antennas and
a full complement of S-band and VHF electronics. The NASA range ships
are very specialized systems and the antennas used on them also are not
representative of commercially practical solutions.
Apart from shipboard terminals, a number of analogous studies of L-band
satcom antennas for aircraft have been performed in recent years, re-
flecting the great deal of attention given to the aeronautical satellite
application. While the RF frequency bands used and gain requirements
are approximately the same, the aircraft terminal analogy is really
quite small. The .severe dimensional size limitations and aerodynamic
drag considerations greatly decrease the options available for aircraft
terminals. Virtually all solutions proposed for aircraft involve some
form of antenna array. Considerable effort has been expended in France
on the development of L-band aircraft antennas in conjunction with
Project Dioscures. (14) The Dioscures antennas developed by CNES and
SGAC are a compromise between a horizontal fan beam and a pencil beam
(13) NASA SP-87, "Proc. of the Apollo Unified S-Band Technical Confer-
ence," Goddard Space Flight Center, July 14-15, 1965.
(14)
Manuali, B. "The Dioscures Project - System of Telecommunications,
Air Traffic Control and Navigation by Satellites", Telecommunica-
tion Journal, Volume 36, February 1969.
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array, in that switchable, non-symmetrical beams are formed by two
flushed-mounted arrays on each side of the aircraft, providing a gain
in the region of 9-12 dB. The method of controlling the beam-switching
during aircraft motion in the Dioscures system is not known, although
flight tests have been performed using computer-programed switching
over prescribed tracks.
Furthc r, NASA's Electronic Research Center sponsored a study of L-band
stee rable arrays for aircraft by TRW in 1968, which indicated the gener-
al complexities associated with achieving near-hemispherical coverage
using phased arrays. (15) The study did not address the controlling mech-
anism for beam pointing. As will be discussed in later sections of this
report, multiple arrays may be required to provide adequate constancy
of gain over the greater-than-hemispherical coverage required.
Extensive studies of arrays have also been performed by Texas Instruments
in conjunction with military aircraft systems. (16) These efforts have
included development of prototypes, and TI has proposed a completely in-
tegrated system for commercial aeronautical satcom use. It incorporates
an eight element linear array on each side of the aircraft, and two spec-
ial (azimuth) hole-filler antennas for fore and aft signal directions.
At the receive frequency of 1.55 GHz, the system has a maximum gain of
13 dB and a minimum gain of 9 dB. The array circuitry includes the for-
mation of difference patterns, enabling beam pointing to be provided for
by conventional monopulse tracking of the satellite signal.
While the environmental and dimensional constraints leading to the design
of such arrays bear little relationship to the shipboard case, arrays in
(15) Hering, Karl. "Parametric Study of L-Band Steerable Arrays for Air-
craft." NASA-ERC Contract NAS 12-539, TRW Report No. 08710-6022-
R0000. TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, Calif. September 1968.
(16) Roberts, Sam B. "Airborne L-Band Receive Array (U)", Technical
Report AFAL-TR-70-136, U.S. Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Air
Force Systems Comriland, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. June 1970.
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general have certain meritorious features, such as freedom from mechan-
ical drives and/or amenability for fan-beam generations and will be
considered in the subject maritime context in Sections 5 and 6.
The point of the preceding capsule survey of related efforts is that the
user antenna subsystem for a commercial maritime satellite service is a
fairly unique application which thus warrants a certain amount of basic
conceptual investigation prior to dt-awing any specific conclusions in sys-
tem planning or consideration of prototype development. This study there-
fore addresses the basic conceptual trade-offs associated with the design
of the user antenna subsystem which, in volume production, would represent
costs well over an order of magnitude less than the previously developed
shipboard antennas noted above. A recurring cost in the ranee of $2,000
to $5,000 is subjectively considered to represent a viable value for a
MARSAT user antenna subsystem, excluding installation and radio electronics.
1
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1.3.3 Study Report Order
Consistent with the study objectives noted, the study report is structured
as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic system performance factors and de-
sign constraints, noting the significance of shipboard antenna gain and
beamwidth, defines alternative configuration categories and related perfor-
mance criteria and reviews the various shipboard environmental constraints,
such as multipath and vessel roll and pitch, etc.
Prior to discussing the various antenna radiator alternatives in Sections
4, 5 and 6. Section 3 reviews, analyzes and compares various techniques
for beam pointing; including manual pointing, slaving to shipboard iner-
tia references and conventional automatic tracking of satellite signals.
Section 4 discusses "single-beam" antennas which are generally intended
for mechanical pointing; Section 5 addresses multiple beam antenna arrays
with beam switching and Section 6 considers electronically-steered array
antennas. Section 7 then presents a summary of the analysis and a compari-
son of selected approaches, and Section 8 contains pertinent conclusions
and recommendations.
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SECTION 2
PERFORMANCE FACTORS AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
2.1	 SIGNIFICANCE OF SHIPBOARD ANTENNA GAIN AND BEAMWIDTH
Prior to the consideration of the complexities of various shipboard an-
tenna subsystems, it is of value to review briefly the basic signifi-
cance of user antenna gain and related implications of antenna beam-
width. The most fundamental system design trade-off in configuring the
maritime satellite service is that between three basic opposing goals:
1. Minimization of required total satellite EIRP
2. Maximization of system service capacity, quality and
availability
3. Minimization of user terminal complexity.
Central to all three of these goals is the fact that system cost effec-
tiveness forces the system to be severely power-limited in the satellite-
to-ship path. The basic satellite payload which is primary in establish-
ing the cost of the system's space segment is that of satellite weight,
which is directly related to satellite transmitter power.
2.1.1	 Satellite Power Utilization and System Capacity
The satellite-to-land based (coast) station link can be established cost-
effectively with large coast terminal antennas, since these stations
would be few in number, and it is the transmitter used for the satel-
lite-to-ship link which requires the larger percentage of available do
power produced by the satellite'ssolar cell arrays. (The other two
links of the four-link system, those to the satellite from user ships
and from coast stations,obviously require negligible satellite do
power.) The not-'Ion of two separate satellite transmitters is predicated
on the requirement that the MARSAT system be configured for full duplex
Preceding page blank
i	 I
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operation, which is assumed for purposes of this study. Due to the sub-
ject power limitations, spectrum constraints and related factors, this
assumption may be extended to the conclusion that the satellite trans-
ponder should be cross-strapped with another RF band (e.g., SHF) for use
in the satellite-to-coast and coast-to-satellite links, so that refer-
ence herein to the satellite's L-band transmitter signifies that for the
satellite-to-ship link only.
Thus, viith the L-band transmitter sizing directly affecting the space
segment cost, system cost-effectiveness demands that the link be sized
to provide a certain capacity nd desired quality most of the time, but
not necessarily all of the time. Even though recent maritime mobile
spectrum allocation at L-band is probably the best space link fre-
quency in the entire spectrum from do to light in terms of freedom
from propagation anomalies, there are sources of dynamic range in received
signal levels, including a small amount of fading due to atmospheric ef-
fects and multipath. It would thus be wasteful to compromise design ca-
pacity to insure that the system provided desirable quality during all
adverse conditions; rather, it is necessary to permit a degradation to
an acceptable quality during adversities which exist a small percentage
of the time.
Of the basic satellite services required - radiotelephony (voice), data
(telex, facsimile) and eventually position fixing (navigation), it has
been shown that it is the voice services which requ =.re the larger portion
of satellite transmitter power. (3) It has accordingly been derived that
a credible service specification is constituted by the requirement that
-the system be sized to provide an articulation index (AI) of about 0.50
to 0.55 (i.e., 0.53), 95% of the time, while the ship-to-satellite eleva-
tion angle is 15 degrees. (4) This value of AI (an empirical parameter
relating to signal processing factors and received signal-to-noise ratio)
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study, Volume III. Op. Cit, pg. 6.
(4) 1971 DOTc-TSC Study, Op. Cit. pg. 14.
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can be loosely considered to correspond to a word intelligibility of some
93-94% (256 word list) or a sentence intelligibility of some 97-98%^ 17) Giv-
en certain assumptions on L-band propagation fading characteristics and
modem performance, the above service specifications can be shown to also
provide for an AI of 0.3 or better, 99.99% of the time (0.3 AI is frequent-
ly considered as a thresho'd in intelligibility). It can also be shown
that for certain optimum voice modems (e.g., phase-locked NBFM and coded
four-phase DM/PSK), the above service specification corresponds to a re-
ceived carrier-to-noise density (C/N o ) at the shipboard terminal (IF) of
about 45 dB-Hz, 95% of the time. (Figure 1-6.)
Given this data point, along with various other assumptions, the basic
trade-off between the three basic objectives listed above can be presented
as in Figure 2-1, which shows total satellite transmitter power required
as a function of shipboard terminal G/T and satellite capacity, i.e., num-
ber of channels, where each channel is of voice capacity - i.e., produc-
ing a CA  of 45 dB-Hz, under the stated conditions. The terminal G/T
is the ratio of antenna gain G to the system noise temperature Ts (in de-
gree! Kelvin) at the receive frequency of 1540 MHz and where both para-
meters are referenced to the same point in the receive path (typically tht)
input connector to the preamplifier). The relationship between shipboard
antenna gain and G/T is indicated in Figure 2-2 for two baseline values
of system noise temperature (at an elevation angle of 15 degrees), depen-
ding on which class of low-noise preamplifier is used.
2.1.2	 Baseline Satellite-to-Ship Path Link Parameters
It is not the intent to dwell on complete link budget details in this
report, but obviously Figure 2-1 is based on certain assumptions. The
baseline power budget for the satellite-to-ship link used as a reference
is shown in Table 2-1. Most of the items are self-explanatory; hot-lever,
a few comments are necessary. For purposes of this report, the budget is
(17) Philco-Ford TR-DA 1583 (III), "Systems Engineering Study of Aero-
nautical Satellite Services - Final Report to COMSAT Corporation",
Philco-Ford Corporation, Palo Alto, California. 15 December 1967.
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TABLE 2-1	 BASELINE SATELLITE-TO-SHIP LINK BUDGET AT 1540 MHz
Item Link Parameter Allocation
1. Satellite Transmitter Output Power per Channel + 9.8 dBW
2. Satellite Antenna Coupling and Line Loss - 0.5 dB
3. Satellite Antenna Gain - Peak +18.6 dB
4. Satellite Antenna Gain Off Beam-Center Loss - 2.5 dB
5. Satellite E I RP +25.4 dBW
6. Free Space Attenuation -188.3 dB
7. Propagatio* Loss 	 (Scintillation, Absorption,
Multipath)	 950/, Reliability -	 1.2 dB
8. Polarization Loss* - 0.8 dB
9. Shipboard Antenna Gain, Peak +10.0 dB
10. Ship Antenna Gain Off-Center Loss -	 1.3 dB
11. Shipboard Receive Line Loss - 0.5 dB
12. Received RF Signal Level -156.7	 dBW
13. Shipboard Receiver System Noise Temperature* 26.8 dB-0K
14. Boltzmann Constant -228.6 dB/0K-Hz
'15. Receive System Noise Power Density -201.8 dBW/Hz
16. Up-Link Noise Degradation - 0.1 dB
17. Received C/No per Channel (Voice Capacity) 45.0 dB-Hz
Referenced to 150 user-to-atellite elevation angle
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based on the specified service requirement of a received C/N o at the user
terminal of 45 dB-Hz per channel and an arbitrary assumption of a nominal
antenna gain of 10 dB at the receive frequency. The budget is then "sol-
ved" for satellite transmitter output power required per channel, which
is seen to be about 9.5 watts (+9.8 dBW). It assumes a single satellite
L-band antenna with an earth coverage pattern. Considering the distribu-
tion of ships at sea, total earth coverage is a firm necessity for a mari-
time services satellite (in contrast to the aviation case where the majority
of traffic is contained in smaller regional sectors). Higher satellite
antenna gain is theoretically possible with steerable or selectable nar-
row--beams, but consideration of such spacecraft complexity is not con-
sidered appropriate in this study.
The propagation loss assumed for a 95% probability of not being exceeded
is 1.2 dB at an elevation angle of 15 degrees. This is consistent with
recent opinions at the ICAO-ASTRA IV meeting in Montreal. (18) Twice
this value, i.e., 2.4 d3, might be appropriate for a 99% probability
point. Figure 2-3 shows the effect of specified link reliability on re-
quired user terminal G/T, assuming a fixed capacity of eight channels.
L-band propagation phenomena are still quite controversial, and it may
be possible that larger values of fading could occur at certain times in
certain small equatorial regions. (19) However, in most regions, most
of the time, fades would be expected to be less than 0.3-0.5 dB.(20)
(18) ASTRA IV Report to the Air Navigation Commission of the International
Civil Avia,ion Organization (ICAO) on a meeting January 11 to 22,
1971. Montreal, Canada.
(19) Crampton, E.E. and Sessions, W.B. "Experimental Results of Simul-
taneous Measurement of Ionospheric Amplitude Variations of 136 and
1550 MHz Signals at the Geomagnetic Equator, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, Report 7, January 1971.
(20) Kissel, F.J., "Earth/Space Propagation at L-Band Using the ATS-5
Spacecraft," Proc. of the IEEE International Conference on Com-
munications, San Francisco, June 9, 1970.
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The primary source of the above fades would probably be multipath. Con-
sidering that this effect is less for ships than for aircraft, the as-
sumed value is considered sufficiently conservative.
The assumption of a shipboard antenna pointing loss of 1.3 dB is quite
arbitrary. It might be considered as representative of a compromise be-
tween a steerable, tracking antenna and a switched-beam fixed array. In
this context, it is important to note that the values of terminal G/T in
Figure 2-1 are net values in the direction of the satellite, i.e., opera-
tional values. For example, the operational value of antenna gain in
Table 2-1 is 8.7 dB, and referred -to the preamplifier input, it is only
8.2 dB, even though the antenna radiator itself may have a peak gain of
10 dB. With a system noise temperature of 26.8 dB-K, the operational
G/T of Table 2-1 is then 8.2-26.8, or -18.6 dB/K. Thus, the G/T values
used in Figures 2-1 and 2-3 are operating net values which include the
effect of pointing loss as well as line loss.
The shipboard receiver system noise temperature is based on an antenna
temperature of 100 K and on the use of a low noise transistor preampli-
fier with a noise figure of 3.5 dB, which is considered practical for
the near future. The uncooled parametric amplifier curve in Figure 2-2
is for a noise figure of 1.3 dB. (3)
 The final factor, which is not
listed in the table, is the multiple-channel sharing factor. Table 2-1
is for a single channel with capac-?ty for voice or data at about 1200
bps-2400 bps (depending on bit error rate allowed). Sizing the system
for multiple (N) channel capacity - such as eight channels does not
simply incre ,se the transmitter power required by N, e.g., 8 (9 dB).
There is a certain amount of loss associated with the multiple access
of a single power-limited transmitter power amplifier in the satellite.
The amount depends on the accessing scheme, whether digital (TDMA) or
FDMA or FDM/PM, etc., and the number of channels;and,in the case of FDMA,
(3) 1971 DOT-TSC Study, Op. Cit. Section 15.
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also on the channel (carrier) spacing. While time division multiplexing of
digital signals (including voice) has the least multiple access loss, it is
relatively inflexible in terms of independent coast terminal use and requires
digital voice modems which may or may not be as efficient for individual chan-
nels. Table 2-2 shows the trade-offs involved between FDM access schemes. (3)
For purposes of Figures 2-1 and 2-3, conventional FDMA was assumed with Bab-
cock intermodulation-controlled channel spacing, which yields high power ef-
ficiency, access flexibility and user terminal simplicity at the expense of
spectrum efficiency. This is considered most appropriate for an initial MAR-
SAT system, as noted in Paragraph 1.2.1, permitting easy growth into a much
higher capacity second generation system.
It should be clear from Figures 2-1 and 2-2 that a small amount of shipboard
gain is necessary to provide some system capacity with realistic satellite
L-band transmitter power amplifiers. If an eight channel capacity is con-
sidered as a bare minimum for a viable initial system, (4) it is seen that
a nominal user antenna gain of about 10 dB requires a satellite transmitter
power- amplifier designed for about 105 watts peak output. This, in turn,
can be translated into spacecraft end-of-life total do power of about 435
watts, which approaches a limit for a Thor-Delta launched spin-stabilized
s f.; Uel 1 i to , assuming certain extrapol atable capabilities for the Thor-Delta
..lass in the 1975 time frame. A three-axis stabilized satellite could more
than double this value, which would relax the user antenna gain requirement
by almost 4 dB (e.g., from 10 dB to 6 d8) for the same capacity requirement
8 channel s).(4)
2.1.3
	 Example Antennas and Relative Beamwidth
It may also be seen that a relatively small change of user gain could
significantly alter the revenue producing capacity of the satellite.
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study, Op. Cit.
(4) 1971 DOT-TSC Study, Op. Cit., Volume III.
{
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TABLE 2-2	 RELATIVE POWER AND RF SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY
OF MULTIPLE AND SINGLE CARRIER FDM ACCESS SCHEMES
NO. OF
CHANNELS
n
FDMA
"BABCOCK SPACING
FDMA
ADJACENT SPACING
FDM/PM
SINGLE ACCESS
La, dB* RF BW
Bch La, dB
RF BW
Bch La, dB
RF BW
Bch
4 1.46 7
1
2.6 4 L2.7 8
6 1.36 18 3.3 6 2.7 12
8 1.26 35 3.9 8 2.7 16
10 1.25 62 4.2 10 2.7 20
20 1.25 x+103 4.4 20 2.7 40
La is the net system loss due to multiple access, relative to the
ideal accessing of n channels.
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This may seem relatively insignificant since a number of antenna radiators
are feasible in this range which are all fairly small. Especially in the
range 7-14 dB at 1540 MHz, the antennas can be quite small relative to
ship geometry.
	
A simple cavity-backed spiral will give a nominal gain of
7 dBi (dB above isotropic) with good circular polarization and is only
about 15 cm (3.3 inches) in dEpth, and weighs less than 0.9 kg (2 lbs).
Clearly, this is a very small antenna, and since cavity-backed spirals are
readily amenable to fiberglass covering, such a selection would have many
attractive features.	 Similar performance could be achieved with a small
helix about 20 cm 18 inches) long and 11 cm (4.5 inches) in diameter. Lar-
ger helices can be used to provide higher gains, e.g., 66 cm (26 inches)
long by 23 cm (9 inches) in diameter can provide a peak gain of 15 dBi at
1540 MHz.
Another particularly interesting radiator is the "short-backfire" antenna
which has a high(70%)efficiency, producing over 14 dB of gain at 1545 MHz.
This antenna is shaped like a pie plate, 39 cm (15.4 inches) in diameter,
with a rim about 4.9 cm (1.9 inch) deep and a small (10 cm diameter) feed
protruding out another 4.9 cm.
The three example radiators above can all be foam filled as well as ra-
dome covered with fibreglass or plastic and readily made corrosion resistant.
Their characteristics are described along with those of other candidates in
Section 4. The point is that with respect to antenna radiator size, there is
little significance to the difference of a few dB of gain. With the gain be-
ing so valuable to satellite system performance, there would appear to be
strong motivation to use the slightly larger antennas.
However, higher gain by definition means narrower beamwidth. Beamwidths
less than that of a hemispherical pattern mean that multiple radiators
must be used, or that a single radiator be directable in orientation in
p
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some manner. More crucially, a mechanism must be provided for in the ship-
board terminal for deciding which beam position is best. This could be an
automatic satellite angle tracking receiver, or a calibrated inertial re-
"erence, or-an operator who monitors and controls the beam position. The
most suitable scheme, and its complexity depends to a great degree on the
actual value of beamwidth, i.e., gain.
It may readily be shown (21) that the beamwidth of an antenna is related to
its gain G by the following:
k
a h
a 
v
	
tG (2-1)
where a h and a v are the angular beamwidths in the horizontal and vertical
planes, respectively, (relative to some radiator geometric reference) and
(GI is the absolute (numerical power ratio) gain. For a conventional an-
tenna with a symmetrical beam pattern,
a h e v = a 2 
h
	 (2-2)
where a hp is the two-sided, half-power (3 dB) beamwidth of the main pat-
tern. The parameter k g
 in Equation (2-1) is considered as a constant in
the region of 30,000 when o h and o  are in units of degrees. In fact,
the value of k varies slightly as a function of various antenna design
parameters, including efficiency and energy distribution. For a typical
pencil-beam (high gain) antenna of average (50-60%) efficiency, the value
of k g
 is about 26,600. This relationship is fairly accurate for gains in
excess of 10-15 dB. As antenna gain becomes lower than this, the value
of k g
 increases somewhat, e.g., to 30,000. Also, it varies somewhat be-
tween antenna types even for the same gain. Figure 2-4 demonstrates
this approximation.
(21) Silver, S. "Microwave Antenna Theory and Design." McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, N.Y. 1949. (For example, G = nfr2(d /a)2
and ohp = kb (a/d) rad, or (360/27T)kb(a/d)deg. where n = effi-
ciency, d = diameter and k b
 = a beam shape factor near unity;
yielding G = 329500 nkb /ohp)
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Thus, while increasing the shipboard user antenna gain would appear to be
a trivial imposition in terms of radiator size, the decreased beamwidth
clearly increases the complexity of the terminal system by imposing more
stringent pointing requirements. An 18 dB gain antenna, with a half-
power beamwidth of about 21 degrees, would need to be pointed to within
±10 aegrees continuously to insure an oar Tonal antenna gain of 15 dB.
Since the satellite is effectively stationary in the synchronous equa-
torial orbit, it is strictly the ships motion which must be compensated.
As is described in Section 2.4, even the very large ship can roll ±30 de-
grees in heavy seas. Small ships, like cutters, can roll x-50 0. In addi-
tion to roll, angular dynamics are caused by pitch and yaw, .,id heave,
surge and sway. Even the ships intended motion changes the apparent satel-
lite direction, by as much as 8 degrees in one day at a ship speed of 20
knots.
With a very wide beam antenna, compensation for motion could be made very
easy, of course. A perfect hemispherical pattern (while nui trivial to de-
sign) could be used to provide a gain of 1-2 dB and nepate entirely any
pointing problem. Any more gain would prod -ce somr. directivity. However,
for low gains such as 3-6 dB, the beam would generally be wide en3ugh to
accommodate all dynamics due to heavy seas, although an operator would
still have to manually orient the antenna towards the satellite on a
periodic basis, e.g., every few days. As gain becomes larger, manual
tracking becomes less and less practical, since it would not be a feasible
scheme to compensate for heavy sea motion.
Thus,fo r even the moderate gains of 8-10 dB or more, some form of contin-
uous beam control must be mechanized for the ship terminal. Considering
a shipboard subscriber population on the order of 10 4 , if the required
pointing mechanism costs much over $10,000 per unit, then it probably
isn't cost effective in that the additional >$100 M might be better spent
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in the space segment. However, if it costs less than a few thousand dollars,
it would be a cost-effective requirement for the user terminal.
2.1.4	 Antenna Gain and Shipboard Transmitter Power
There is one aspect of shipboard qain which is not directly affected by
satellite system capacity. Independent of the number of channels used
for the system, each ship will transmit only one RF carrier at a time.
Of the potential voice, data and navigation services to be available,
it will be the voice service which requires the most power, even in the
up-link (from the ship to the satellite). The satellite's receiver system
noise temperature would not in practice be improvable by using a larger
satellite. Given a fixed gain limitation on the spacecraft antenna,
such as earth coverage, the up-link power level required is effectively
a constant, independent of satellite complexity or capacity: Thus, the
transmitted EIRP required of the shipboard user is effectively a constant.
Table 2-3 contains a baseline link budget for the ship-to-satellite path,
where is may be noted that a user EIRP of +28.3 dBW net (almost 700 watts)
is required in the direction of the satellite, in order to insure a mod-
est carrier-to-noise density ratio in the satellite transponder. While
the link from the satellite-to-the coast station can be configured to
add little noise to the ship transmissions, a higher quality channel (in
terms of audio SNR; not necessarily intelligibility) is required in this
direction to interface properly with domestic carriers. (4)
Thus, whatever the shipboard user antenna gain, a user EIRP of about
1 kW is required. (Since this link is not so critically power-limited,
it is considered appropriate to use a 99% probability of achieving the
desired high quality at an elevation angle of 15 0 .) -With . a high gain
antenna, such as 16 aB, the transmitter power amplifier device coulU be
a simple transistor device rated at 25 watts. This could easily be
mounted at !:he antenna for low transmit line loss. As noted in the
(4) 1971 DOT-TSC Study, Op. Cit.
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TABLE 2-3
	
BASELINE SHIP-TO-SATELLITE LINK BUDGET AT 1640 MHz
Item Link Parameter Allocation
1 Shin Transmitter Power per Channel (100 watts) +20.0 dBW
2. Ship Antenna Coupling Loss - 0.8 dB
3. Ship Antenna Gain - Peak +10.4 dB
4. Ship Antenna Off-Beam Center Loss -	 1.3 dB
5. Shipboard EIRP +28.3 dBW
6. Free Space Attenuation*
-188.7 dB
7. Up-Link Propagation Margin for 99% Reliability
- 2.4 dB
8. Polarization Loss - 0.8 dB
9. Satellite Antenna Gain - Peak (19 0 Beam) +19.0 dB
10. Satellite Coverage Off-Beam Center Loss`
- 2.5 dB
11. Satellite RF Coupling Loss -	 1.1 dB
12. Received RF Signal Level -148.2 dBW
13. Satellite Receiving System Noise Factor
G)	 Receiver Noise (transistor) 3600K	 5500K -27.4 dB-0K
bj	 Antenna and Line Noise (Satel- 190 K
lite over cold ocean)
14. Boltzmann Constant +228.6 dBW/0K-Hz
15. Receive System Noise Power Density -201.2 dBW/Hz
16. Nominal C/N0 into Satellite Transponder + 53.0 dB-Hz
* Referenced to 150 user-to-satellite elevation angle
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baseline budget, use of a nominal 10 dB (receive) gain antenna dictates
the need for a 100 watt transmitter power amplifier. This could also
be achieved in solid state, using a series/parallel network of L-band
power transistors. However, use of a very low gain antenna (e.g., 3-
6 dB) would require a transmitter power amplifier rated at 500-1000
watts. Figure 2-5 shows the shipboard transmitter power required as
a function of antenna (receive) gain used. (The case for a satellite
receiver using a low noise parametric amplifier is included for refer-
ence, even though such use is not current).
Imposing a requirement for transmitter power amplifier rating much
higher than 100 watts would necessitate the use of an L-band travel-
ling-wave tube (TWT). While the costs of such transmitter tubes can
be expected to decrease over the next few years, especially in volume
use, it would also be expected that a 500-1000 watt TWT, with its at-
tendant support and cooling equipment might cost $2000 to $5000 more
than a 100 watt solid-state device. rn addition, its complexity would
negate the practicality of its being located at the antenna, so that
a high L-band transmission line loss would have to be compensated for
by even higher power amplifier ratings.
Thus, there is even stronger motivation for the use of a moderate amount
of antenna gain in the shipboard terminal. The above rationale indi-
cates the potential cost effectiveness of the antenna beam pointing
mechanism, even if it costs somewhat more than the few thousand dollars
originally considered: Obviously, of course, the pointing scheme should
be selected for as small a cost as possible, but it is noteworthy that
its value to the Maritime Satellite system concept can be more signi-
ficant than it appears on the basis of satellite power utilization
only.
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2.2 GENERAL ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION ALTERNATIVES AND PERFORMANCE
FACTORS
2.2.1	 Configuration Categories
1600 MHz is a relatively convenient band for antenna design, in that there
are many options available and mechanical tolerances are not difficult,
especially in the range of gain 3 dB to 18 dB generally considered for the
MARSAT user application. A wide range of radiators are practical, each of
which has certain attractive features. Most radiators may be used in ar-
rays, where beam selection can be,-«ccomplished by simple switching. Sin-
gle beam forming arrays can be used, where the beam is electronically
steered using controlled phase shifters.
Rather than separate the various antenna possibilities by gain or by ra-
diator design, it is appropriate for the purposes of this study to categor-
ize antenna configuration alternatives by their implied beam-pointing
scheme. Accordingly, the following three categories are defined:
1. "Single-beam" antennas which are mechanically pointed.
This category is directed at conventional single element radiators
which are driven by remote control of motors. However, it also
includes array antennas which form a single beam, such as a linear
or planar array of crossed-dipoles, for example, where the whole
array is mechanically driven. In either case, the mechanical drive
may be controlled by a human operator, or remotely by slaving to
inertial references, or by an automatic angle-tracking receiver of
various types. Generally, this category applies to use of a sin-
gle mast-mounted antenna subsystem.
2. Multi-beam antennas with beam-switching.
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This category is for antenna subsystem configurations which
consist of an array of independent radiators arranged to cover
the hemisphere by placing of beams adjacent to each other. The
antennas may or may not be located next to each other, i.e., the
category includes configurations such as a "ring" of adjacent
radiators around a mast, or well-separated antennas strategically
located around one of the upper decks. Beam selection is by
switching, where the switching itself may be controlled manually,
or by slaving, or by automatic pattern-null tracking, as in
Category 1.
3. Electronically-steered beam antennas.
This category is constrained to those antennas in which an array
of elements is configured to produce a single beam which is elec-
tronically scanned by the continuous control of precision phase-
shifters. As noted in Section 1, the phased-array category is
that commonly considered for aircraft in the aeronautical satellite
application. As in the other categories, the array phasing can
be manual, slaved or autotrack-receiver controlled.
These categories are analyzed in Sections 4, 5 and 6 respectively, fol-
lowing an independent review of the pointing sensor mechanism in Section
3 and a discussion of general performance and design criteria and constraints
in the remainder of Section 2.
2.2.2	 Performance and Design Considerations
Antenna studies traditionally are directed virtually at a single parameter,
aperture efficiency. For the MARSAT application, this parameter is at best
secondary, and there are a wide variety of factors which are considerably
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more significant. An important consideration for example is location, in
the sense that certain antennas preclude mast-mounting of critical compon-
ents such as power amplifiers and low-noise preamplifiers.
Another is whether or not any inherent limitations exist in achieving a
certain polarization. One potentially attractive antenna subsystem ap-
proach would be that of a fan-beam, which had an elevation beamwidth suf-
ficient to accommodate all ship's roll angles, and then slaved in azimuth
to the ships gyrocompass. Such an antenna could be quite simple; e.g.,
considerably less complex than the radar antenna mast-mounted on ships.
However, the total elevation beamwidth required must include the total
roll amplitude. For the very large ships, this might be 150°, (90°±30°),
and for medium sized ships up to 180 0 . If a gain of 10 dB is desired, for
example, the beamwidth product (o h ov ) must be about 2800 as may be noted
in Figure 2-4. This means the azimuth beamwidth must be on the order of
15° - 18°. From the standpoint of gyrocompass repeater accuracy and cali-
bration frequency, this would appear credible. But beamwidth ratios of
10 are very difficult to achieve; for most radiator designs, such as horns,
a practical limit is 4 or 5. A linear array might be used with more com-
plexity, but in either case, achieving good circular polarization and a
high beamwidth ratio is difficult. This fan-beam concept also suffers
from the fact that the roll component of ships motion does produce a sig-
nificant azimuth angle error when the satellite is in the direction of the
bow-stern line, for which the gyrocompass would not compensate.
It is considered of value to delineate here some of the various factors
and parameters which must generally be considered in the selection of an-
tenna configurations. These are as follows:
1. Relative multipath effects
2. Polarization limitations
x,
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3. Swept volume and weight
4. Any practical gain or beamwidth limitations in the range 3 dB -
18 dB
5. Amenability to greater than hemispherical coverage by suitable
steering
6. Dimensional size characteristics, location limitations
7. Amenability to locating low-noise preamplifier(s) and transmitter
power amplifier(s) at feed port
8. Amenability to developing a pattern null to facilitate automatic
tracking
9. Suitability for developing fan-beams and practical beamwidth ratio
limitations
10. For phased arrays, such critical factors as element spacing, tilt
angle, transmission line component losses, etc.
11. Any inherent requirement for multiple receivers and/or transmitters
12. Interference properties, sidelobe and backlobe levels
13. Relative noise temperature
14. Relative cost of development and manufacture
15. Suitability to radome protection
16. Rotary joint and/or cable-wrap implications
17. Wind-loading and vibration effects
18. General maintainability
19. Crew safety
20. Life
These considerations are addressed where appropriate in the following sec-
tions with respect to individual design concepts. Two especially signifi-
cant general design considerations are that of multipath and the severity
of the physical environment of ships at sea. These are reviewed next.
:y
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2.3 MULTIPATH DEPENDENCE
The performance of any communications system can be affected by multipath
fading to some extent, and precautions must be taken to minimize the effect.
Two 'rays' are received at the antenna at any time, a 'direct ray' and a
'reflected r -	 -- - -	 - -	 - "
Figure 2-6
	
MULTIPATH RAY GEOMETRY
Because of the distance to the satellite, the angles at which the two rays
arrive are the same. The phase shift caused by reflection, and the phase
difference caused by the increased transit time of the reflected ray will
cause interference and hence signal fading at the antenna. The magnitude
of the effect is dependent on the following factors:
•	 RF carrier frequency
•	 Refractive index
•	 Sea state
•	 Ship motion
•	 Satellite elevation angle
a
i
a
y.
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•	 Antenna pattern
•	 Antenna/Signal polarization
The refractive index o` the sea/air boundary is a physical constant and is
effectively invariant, as the perturbations caused by temperature variation
are negligible.
The sea state is a measure of the roughness of the reflecting surface. The
highest amplitude of reflected rays and hence the largest values of multi-
path fading occur in calm seas. This represents a worst case condition for
the design. Sea state is shown as a parameter of the curves in Figures 2-7
and 2-8.
The effect of ship's motion is two-fold. Due to the height of the antenna
above the waterline, ship's roll causes changes in the relative path lengths
and hence phases of the direct and reflected rays, amplitude modulating the
signal at a slow rate. In addition, for antennas without elevation tracking,
the effect of ships motion on the antenna pattern is to requre that gain be
provided at lower elevation angles than would be necessary if the ship did
not roll.
The effect of satellite Elevation angle is worst at very low angles (<50),
as might be expected, but the effect at larger angles is dependent on the
polarization of the signal. This is illustrated in Figures 2-7 and 2-8,
from Roberts, (16) for horizontal and vertical polarization respectively.
It is apparent that the amplitude of the reflected signal is considerably
less for the vertically polarized signal than for the horizontal polariza-
tion. At about 6-70
 elevatio„ 'he vertically polarized signal virtually
t
disappears. This angle is the 'Brewster Angle' of the sea/air interface.
Because of the larger value of fading at low elevation angles it would
(16) Roberts, Sam B., Op. Cit.
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obviously be advantageous to design an antenna whose pattern is ahle to
discriminate against the reflected ray at low elevation angles. Because
of the effect of ship's motion, it is very difficult to accomplish this
without either stabilizing the antenna against ship's motion or providing
means for trac V ny in elevation. Both solutions increase the cost of the
installation con,-, i derably.
The difference between the curves of Figures 2-7 and 2-8 suggest that the
signal/antenna polarization orientation could be used to provide a measure
of protection against multipath effects. Examination of the effect on
the phase of the reflected signals provides further evidence in favor of
such a solution. Figure 2-9, from Skolnik, (22)
 shows that the phase of
the horizontally polarized signal is completely reversed, at all eleva-
tion angles. If the incident signal is circularly polarized, then the
reflected signal will have its horizontal component reversed, and the
vertical component reduced, but with unchanged phase (at all angles above
L^100 ) and the resultant signal will hence be polarized elliptically, in
the opposite sense to the incident signal.
Thus, if the antenna is circularly polarized so as to receive a direct
signal of the same sense, it will discriminate against the reflected sig-
nal. Because of the ellipticity and the diffusion effects, the isolation
	 ti;•
will be imperfect. However, a considerable improvement in multi path dis-
crimination can be made by the adoption of circular polarization for both
the satellite transmitted signal and the shipboard antenna. For this rea-
son, it can be concluded that cis-cular polarization should be specified
for MARSAT system operation.
(22) Skolnik, M.I. "Introduction to Radar Systems"
	 McGraw-Hill Book
Company. 1962.
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2.4	 MARITIME ENVIRONMENT
One of the major categories of consi;raints which affect the design of
a small satellite communications terminal for civilian maritime use is
the shipboard environment. The potential user vessels spen6 a great
deal of time at sea, and such equipment must be configured to insure
reliable operation with relatively infrequent maintenance. The phy-
sical factors of the general maritime environment which can affect a
shipboard satellite communications antenna include the following:
• Ambient temperature range
• Temperature and humidity cycles (i.e., diurnal and seasonal
variations)
• Sunlight and radiant energy variations
• Pressure and wind variations and extremes
• Waves
• Dripping water as encountered in rain
• Wind driven spray (salt water)
• Icing or build-up of ice on exterior surfaces
• Internal and external condensation of moisture
• Ships motion: headway, surge, leeway, sway, heave, roll,
pitch and yaw
• Shock transmitted through ship structure
• Existing electromagnetic fields
2.4.1
	 Temperature, Humidity, Insolation, Rain and Spray
A satcom terminal on a ship will require an antenna mounted on the
ship's exterior, typically in a location where it will be exposad to
64
the fill force of wind and weather. Various authorities (23924925) have
specified the extreme conditions encountered at sea for the purpose of
establishing design criteria for electronic equipment. Based on this
information the following environmental limits are considered reason-
able for a satcom antenna installed on a merchant snip which may tra-
verse any of t;ie navigable waters of the world:
1) Temperature: -28°C to 70°C
2) Relative Humidity: 30% to 100%
3) Temperature-Humidity Diurnal Cycle: 25°C to 65°C at
100% Humidity
4) Spray: 2.54 mm diameter drops, 0.3 per cubic cm at
110 km/hr velocity, impinging at any angle
5) Icing: Ice buildup to 15 cm thick and 22 kg/m2
(4.5 lbs/ft2 ) of added weight on exposed
surfaces.
The 70°C maximum ambient temperature is higher than the true ambient
at sea by about 300C. This extreme is quoted by the specification
writers to allow for absorption of radiant energy directly from the
sun. The combination of insolation, ambient temperature and humidity
variation on a daily cycle can have an adverse effect on exposed elec-
tronic equipment. The diurnal cycle continuing over a period of days
constitutes one of the harsher conditions encountered by maritime
electronics equipment.
(23) MIL-E-16400 F (Navy): Military Specification for Electronic
Equipment, Naval, Ship and Shore: General Specification;
February 1966.
(24) Her Majesty's Stationary Office: Radio for Merchant Ships,
The General Post Office Performance Specification. London,1965.
(25) Myers, J.S., Holm, C.N. and McAllister, R.F. "Handbook of
Ocean and Underwater Engineering" McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York, 1969.
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2.4.2
	
Shipboard Motion Dynamics and Sea State
Wave motion of water at sea in a storm constitutes one of the most power-
ful of all existing natural forces. Its effect on a vessel of any size
is a prime consideration of all who are concerned with ships, (26-29) from
the designers to the crew on-board. Waves affect a satellite communica-
tions terminal in the following ways:
• through the ships motion i- the waves
a wind driven spray from the waves
• wind driven spray freezing on exterior
equipment
Sea waves are primarily the result of the transference of kinetic energy
from the wind, which in turn is the result of thermal energy transference
in weather phenomena. The friction of the sea surface to the flow of
air at their interface results in setting particles of water in motion.
These particles pile up, forming ripples or successive ridges on the
surface. Continued pressure on the windward side of each ripple or wave-
let causes a further depression in the surface and a slight deflection
of the air stream at the wavelet crest. This causes a slight lowering
of pressure just to leeward of the crest which in turn causes a slight
elevation in that area. Thus, the wavelet moves with the wind. With
a persistent wind, the wave will continue to grow under this distribu-
tion of pressure. The flow of air will continue to supply energy to
the wave and it will grow in height and length until the excess energy
(26) Roll, H.U., "Dimensions of Sea Waves as a Function of Wind Force."
translation by M. St. Denis, SNAME T & R Bulletin, No. 1-19. 1958.
(27) Neuman and Pierson, Principles of Physical Oceanography. Prentice-
Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1966.
(28) Gilmer, R., Fundamentals of Construction and Stabilitz of Naval
Ships. Second Edition. U.S. Naval Institute. Annapo is,,Mac. 1959.
(29) Princip;,js of Naval Architecture (Rev. 1967). Edited by J.P. Com-
stock. Published by SNAME. New York, N.Y.
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supplied is entirely consumed in the friction of water molecules in the
wave. Energy is supplied as long as the wind velocity exceeds the wave
velocity. Height and length of ocean waves are limited not only by this
velocity relationship but also by water depth, breaking at the crest,
wind force, wind duration and fetch (which is the distance a wave has
to run before it is broken up by intervening land).
Ocean waves are very irregular.  Figure 2-10 shows a typical record of
wave motion past on observation point.
r
me
IE
HEIGHTS (hw ) and PERIODS (T)(29)
Naval architects and oceanographers have applied Fourier type harmonic
analysis to the study of ocean waves with comparatively simple and
highly useful results. A wave system such as that of Figure 2-10 ob-
viously contains energy at many different harmonically related frequen-
cies. Naval architects typically use a trochoidal wave model, although
the characteristics of the motion of a ship in a seaway can be approxi-
mated with sufficient accuracy for most purposes using a simple sine
wave of a single frequency as an ocean wave model.
To determine the ships motion that can be expected to be generated by
waves, for the worst case (e.g., 99%), it is necessary to determine the
worst expected sea conditions. The characteristics of waves are defined
(29) Comstock, J.P. Op. Cit.
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by velocity, period, height and length. These quantities in regular waves
are related to each other and to the wind force. *orce.
Wave heights of 90 ft (27.4 m) have been observed at sea. Heights of
60 ft (18.3 m) have been measured by an instrumented ship. (27) Figures
2-1 and 2-12 from H.U. Roll's analysis of data from North Atlantic
weather ships (26) show a smooth curve for average values of wave height
-inu period. Worst case values from the distributions given by Neuman
and Pierson (27) are about twice the average. This indicates that a steady
state wind of 75 knots (140 km/hr) would build wave heights to about 18 m
with periods of 10 to 11 seconds. Therefore, ship's motion generated by
18 m high waves must be considered.
Ship motion at sea can be divided into linear and rotational components.
It can be further divided into steady state, uni-directional components
(headway and leeway) and transient components, which are oscillatory and
irregular in an irregular  sea. Headway is s i mply the average velocity
along the ship's longitudinal axis (parallel to the keel, bow direction
positive). Leeway -is the average velocity (downwind) component at right
angles to the keel or the headway component. (To keep plus and minus
signs correct for trigonometric functions positive leeway is a set to
port). Figure 2-13 shows the transient components of ship motion (with
*
In Reference ), 41, e following approximate relationships are given
for trorhoidal wave structures:
V = 1.34 AU
T = 0.442 VL-
where V is the velocity in knots, T is the period in seconds and L
is the wavelength in feet. Significant wave height (H) (trough to
crest) is given in the empirical equation (from Ref. 27).
H = 1.82 x 10 -2V2
where V is wind velocity in knots averaged over 6 hours or more
and H is in feet.
(27) Neuman and Pierson. Op. Cit.
(26) Roll, H.U., Op. Cit.
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Figure 2-13 TRANSIENT COMPONENTS OF SHIP MOTION
arrows in the positive directions) superimposed on a ship's hull with
the bow to the right.
Since a ship may head in any direction and operate at all ocean points
in a satellite's coverage area, the shipboard terminal antenna assembly
must be capable of transmitting and receiving on all bearings in azi-
muth and at all elevation angles from horizon to zenith. Aside from
its ability to withstand the forces associated with accelerations in
all the component directions, surge, heave and sway impose no constraint
on a shipboard satcom terminal. Transient displacements along any of
the three axes are of the order of one part in 10 6 compared to satel-
lite distance. However, roll, pitch and yaw do impose constraints on
the terminal's antenna which must keep the satellite within its beam.
R
p
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Unless the antenna's beam pattern is hemispherical, plus an additional
20 0 to 45 0
 to keep the satellite within its beam when the ship rolls,
the antenna will have to be trained in azimuth, or in elevation, or
both, to keep it pointed toward the satellite within the required tol-
erance in both coordinates. Tracking ability, includin g necessary servo-
mechanism responses, depends upon the type of antenna and pattern uti-
lized and upon the characteristics of the ship motion in pitch, roll
and yaw.
Rolling is one of the most undesirable characteristics of a ship. As
an approximation, if the satcom antenna will meet the constraints im-
posed upon it for rolling under all conditions, it will meet those im-
posed by yawing and pitching. Given the wind conditions, and/or sea
conditions, course and speed and characteristics such as metacentric
height, beam, moment of inertia, damping coefficient, etc., it is
possible to predict the maximum expected roll. **
 Some of these char-
acteristics are difficult to determine and maximum roll is normally de-
rived by consideration of stability characteristics. In practice, the
rolling characteristics of a ship vary greatly. The period of natural
Metacentric height is the distance between the ship's center of
gravity and the intersection of the vertical through the center
of bouyancy,when the ship is keeled slightly,and a perpendicular
to the keel through the center of gravity.
Gilmer (28)
 indicates that the maximum amplitude 'of synchronous
roll (Or) is a combination of the two equations:
0r 	27T D (!M
.7r 3w Da M
a M = WL A	 9 :% 10, and ^r = WL 2 R 9
whe re:a M = maximum wave slope = 7r H/Wb , H is the wave height.
A = coefficient of added moment of inertia due to bilge
keels
D = displacement
W
L
 = wave length
a = damping coefficient
Since a M may be as high as g° it is evident that synchronous
rolling is dangerous.
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roll depends to a first approximation on the metacentric height and
the beam of the ship. The amplitude depends mainly on three items:
• the ratio of the wave train period (Tw) passing the ship
to the natural period (T 0 ) of the ship's roll
• Damping due to bilge keels, fin stabilizers or anti-rolling
tanks
• The effective height of the waves as a driving force.
,7
1
t
TW/T#
Figure 2-14 AMPLITUDE OF FORCED ROLLING FOR
VARIOUS VALUES OF TW/To
As shown in Figure 2-14, when synchronism exists (Tw = T,), the ampli-
tude of roll (o r) of a typical ship is 10 times as great as the maxi-
mum wave slope,a W and approximately 10 times'as large as when the roll
is completely unsynchronized (Tw/Tt > 3). The metacentric height of a
72
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vessel, such as a tanker, will vary greatly between loaded and ballasted
condition. Since large tankers travel in ballast about half the time
the worst of the two conditions must be considered. This is the bal-
lasted condition. Rolls up to ±30° amplitude have been reported by
1000 foot long supertankers for periods of several hours at 4 time when
proceeding in ballast. Smaller ships with greater metacentric heights
and narrower beams tend to roll to greater amplitudes. Roll amplitudes
up to 50 0 port and starboard have been reported by 300 ft. long Coast
Guard cutters.
The roll amplitudes reported are probably greater than the actual roil.
They are generally measured by a pendulum type inclinometer mounted on
the bridge of the ship 9 to 24 meters above the ship's center of gravity.
(A ship rolls about an axis which coincides approximately with the cen-
ter of gravity. (29) ) As shown in Section 3.4, the overshoot of an un-
damped pendulum a distance L above the roll axis is proportional to L.
The overshoot error may be equal to the actual angle of roll. In the
case of a large ship in ballast with a roll period of about 12 seconds
and an undamped pendulum inclinometer on the bridge 24 meters above the
center of gravity, the inclinometer error may be
where w l is the angular frequency of roll, g is the acceleration due
to gravity and 0 0 is the true roll amplitude. In this case, an indi-
cated roll of 30 0 would be a true roll of 30°/1.62 = 18.5°. Similarly,
a Coast Guard cutter with bridge height of about 12 meters and the same
roll period will have approximately 31% overshoot. An indicated roll of
50 0 is thus a true roll of about 38°. These values have been noted to
(29) Comstock, J.P., Op. Cit. pg. 670.
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agree closely with those given in a recent paper submitted by the
Norwegian delegation to the Special Joint Meeting of the C.C.I.R.
in February 1971 in Geneva. (30) Figure 2-15 is from this report,
and shows the expected roll amplitude versus ship size and speed.
For purposes of determi ni n , ,%
 the constraints that rolling places on
satcom antennas,two cases will be considered as representative.
First is the small vessel of about 50 meters in length, which has
a maximum expected roll amplitude of ±45° *and second is the large
vessel, 150 meters in length and over, which has a maximum expected
roll amplitude of ±30 0 .
The period T r of a ship's roll is defined as the time in seconds for
the ship to roll from an upright position to maximum amplitude on
one side, return, pass through the vertical position to maximum am-
plitude on the other side and finally to return to the initial ver-
tical position. A ship's roll is a harmonic function. The ship
acts as a pendulum. It has a natural period of roll. As noted pre-
viously,the rolls of maximum amplitude occur when the natural period
is the same as the wave period causing the roll. Natural roll period
depends upon a number of factors including
• Metacentric height
• Radius of gyration of entrapped water (whether
bilge keels are installed)
• Whether a stabilization system such as fins or
flume tanks are installed.
As a rough approximation, the natural roll period is given by(28)
(30) C.C.I.R. document M/241-E. "Systems Providiny radio Communications
and/or Radio-Determination Using Satellite Techniques for Aircraft
and/or Ships - - The Motion of the Ship Due to the Sea." Norway
28 January 1971
This corresponds to the inclination test of Mil-E-16400 (Ref. 23)
(28) Gilmer. Op. Cit.
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0. 44 BT r =
G
(2-4)
where B is the extreme beam in feet and GM is the metacentric height
in feet. A supertanker in ballast may have a GM of 30 to 40 ft (10 m)
and a beam of 150 to 170 ft (50 m). Under these conditions, T r = 12
seconds. Under loaded conditions, the GM decreases to approximately
10 feet and T r = 22 seconds. Figure 2-16 indicates average roll per-
iods. (30) Using the same ship lengths as considered above for roll
amplitude, the small vessel roll period is rounded-off to a value of
6.28 (2Tr) seconds and the large ship roll period is taken as 12.56 (4Tr)
seconds, for ease of computation. Although the rolling of a ship is ir-
regular, the worst condition for stabilization of the satcom antenna
would be that of synchronous rolling at the vessel's natural period of
roll. Under these conditions, the roll will be sinusoidal and the am-
plitude of roll may be ten times as great as when the roll is not syn-
chronized with the wave period. For purposes of this investigation,
the following worst conditions will' be used.
Small ship - Under 150 meters in length
Roll amplitude ( or ) f 450
Roll period	 (T r ) > 6.28 seconds
Large ship - Over 150 meters in length
Roll amplitude ((Pr) f 300
Roll period	 (T r ) ? 12.56 seconds
Using the usual definitions of satellite azimuth and elevation,it is
obvious that a rolling ship will impose some requirement for antenna
motion. If, for example, a ship is on a steady course, with no yawing,
rolling or pitching, the satcom antenna may be trained to a bearing
angle, o, measured from the ships bow and elevated on that bearing
through a vertical angle, 0, measured from the plane of the ship deck
(30) CCIR Doc. M/241-E. Op. Cit.
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so that it is pointed directly at the satellite. When the ship rolls
through an angle 
Pr 
both o and O will change to o' and 0' as shown in
Figure 2-17. The amount of change depends upon the original o and
as well as 4^. Using the projected angles a and a as defined in Figure
2-17 and letting o' = o + i, where E is the azimuth error, it may be
seen that
tan	
tan o = tan o + E	 (2-5)tan a
	 cos a + 'tr
Since tan a = tan ^ / sin o, the azimuth error, when the deck plane is
the reference, (i.e., the antenna is trained only relative to the deck
plane) is
tan ^ s i n ^
r
tan-' (tan o cos 4D 	
-	
cos o
	
- o	 (2-6)
Figure 2-18 is a plot of this equation when the roll is 30° to either
side for various elevation angle's (fl. This corresponds to the worst
case roll for a large ship. Similar curves can be plotted for the small
ship with roll amplitude of 45 0 . These curves show that the instantan-
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eous azimuth errors caused by rolling are excessive when the satellite
elevation is high. The limiting case occurs when 0r + 0 = 90° which,
when o = 90° or 270° means that the satellite is at the zenith when
the ship reaches maximum roll .
 amplitude. Under this condition the azi-
muth error, E, approaches 90 0
 when the bearing is near 90 0
 (or 270°).
When it
 + ^ > 90°, the azimuth error is 180° for o = 90° (or 2701.
For a given elevation angle, 0, as the ship rolls from 
+or 
to -!Dr,
port to starboard, the error, E,'goes from a positive maximum to a
negative. When the ship rolls toward the satellite, the error is
greater than when it rolls away from the satellite. Figure 2-10, a
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Figure 2-17	 EFFECT OF SHIPS ROLLING ON ELEVATION AND AZIMUTH
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Figure 2-18 MAXIMUM AZIMUTH ERROR (E) FOR 30° ROLLING (,^ =30°) AS A FUNCTION OF
ELEVATION ((D) AND AZIMUTH (o). ANTENNA STABILIZED TO DECK PLANE ONLY.
plot of Equation 2-6 ford = 35.3° and o = 450, illustrates this point.
Thus, the potential azimuth error, or change relative to the deck plane,
places a severe constrai nt on an antenna which is to track in azimuth
only, when the satellite elevation ^ exceeds 90 0
 minus the maximum roll
amplitude and the satellite direction is near the beam of the ship.
The antenna servo system must almost instantaneously drive the antenna
th rouge an arc of 90 0
 to reach the satellite bearing. This constraint
indicates the need for horizontal stabilization (i.e., elevation angle
tracking) of a satcom ontenna such that the azimuth error caused by roll
is minimized.
However, if the assumed fan beam has a very large elevation beamwidth,
such as 90 0 + 2 ,^ r , then the instantaneous change in relative azimuth of
180 0 (from 90° to 270 0 ) is only mathematical, in that the antenna beam
would still contain the satellite. Figure 2-18 must be interpreted
with this facet in mind. For a very large fan beam, e.g., 150 degrees
in elevation for large ships and 180 0
 for small ships, the largest
azimuthal error occurs when the relative bearing of the satellite is
near the bow-stern line of the ship.
In summary, the constraint rolling imposes on an antenna in elevation
angle is worst when the relative satellite bearing is 90 0
 (or 270°).
On these bearings, the amplitude of the change in elevation is essen-
tially equal to the amplitude of the roll. If the vessel is rolling
to an amplitude of 45 0 , the total change in elevation is ±45 0 , i.e.,
90°.
.'	 Angular velocities and accelerations depend upon the effect of the
irregular sea waves which can be approximated quite well by sinusoids.
The dynamic constraints imposed by ship's roll on the satcom antenna
beam pointing subsystem may be summarized as in Table 2-4 for the
two representative ship size categories.
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Figure 2-19 AZIMUTH ERROR AS SHIP ROLLS FOR RELATIVE
SATELLITE BEARING, o = 45 0 AND ELEVATION
^ = 35.3°
TABLE 2-4
SHIP'S ROLL RATES
Maximum Maximum Maximum
Roll Roll Roll Angular
Vessel Type Amplitude Period Rate Acceleration
Small Ship 2
( <150 meters 1ong)
`^ 45 0 6.3 sec. 450/sec -^ 4.5°/sec
Large Ship 2
(>150 meters 300 12.6 sec. x^150/sec — 7.50/sec
ton	 )
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	2.4.3	 Wind, Vibration, Corrosion
Wind velocities at sea vary from zero to more than 240 km/hr. The
high ve 1 oci'ty range occurs in hurricanes or typhoons. ( For example,
a velocity of 129 knots was noted in a hurricane near Puerto Rico
about 10 years ago.) (31) Wind velocities are not steady. Gusts
lasting for short time intervals may register a velocity 30 to 50%
higher than the average. The highest wind velocities encountered in
extra tropical cyclones seldom exceed 75 knots. In fact, 75 knots is
the design criterion used by the U.S. Navy, (23) and is cunsiderel
above the threshold for hurricane classification. H. U. Roll of Hol-
land made a statiztical analysis of wind and waves as reported by
the North Atlantic weather ships. (26) He reports a lower velocity en-
countered 99% of the time. In 65,976 observations over a two-year
period, 65,419 or 99.15% were 55 knots or less. Thus, 75 knots for
wind velocity is a fairly safe design criteria for almost all satcom
terminal operations. This implies that the antenna should be de-
signed to keep the satellite within its beam with a modest, allowable
degradation of performance (e.g., 1 dB of gain), with wind pressures
up to about 150 kg,/m2
 for flat surfaces. Operation in hurricanes
is also important for emergency communication. Hence, performance
should degrade gracefully at velocities greater than 75 knots. For
example, adequate pointing accuracy and antenna gain should be avail-
able for at least telegraphy access and exchange.
Examination of existing electronics specifications and information from
potential MARSAT users who operate fleets of merchant vessels indicates
(31) Reference Data for Radio Engineers - Fifth Edition. Howard Sams,
Inc. New York, 1968. pg. 41-3.
(23) MIL-E-16400. Op. Cit.
	
(26)
	 Roll, H.U., Op. Cit.
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that shock and vibration encountered on ships are generally a constraint
on equipment design. The worst cause of shock is "bow slamming." As
the ship proceeds at normal speeds in a seaway it can and does occasional-
ly encounter a condition where the length between the crests of the waves
is such that the ship will ride up on a wave so that the forefoot of she
bow comes out of the water. With some ships, as much as a third of their
lengths may clear the water.	 As the ship passes over 'he wive in this
condition, the bow slams down in the trough with a shock that is as high
as 50 times the force of gravity (50 g's)
	
and of several milliseconds
duration.
Vibration is caused mainly by propeller tip rotation.	 It is of low fre-
quency, from 2 to 3 Hz up to about 35 Hz.
	
Some ships transmit these vi-
brations quite readily throughout the hull and superstructure setting up
nodes and anti-nodes.
	 At locations such as the upper portion of the mast,
where mechanical	 resonance may exist, the amplitude of vibration of the
ships structure may reach 0.15 cm (0.06 in.) according to surveys made
by one fleet operator.
	 The frequency where this maximum occurs if 6-9
Hz.
2.4.4	 Limitations in Antenna Locations
Large modern ships place some constraints on the location of satcom an-
tennas.	 Figures 2-20, 2-21 and 2-22 are the elevations of three exam-
ples of modern ships of differing types.
	 While king posts and masts
are available -Away from the bridge deckhouse area, they generally re-
`c present a long expensive cable run between antenna and radio room.
	
It
is preferable to install the antenna in the deckhouse area.
	
The loca-
tions a.vai 1 able are -the masthead .or the wheelhouse top.
	
In the latter
location, a clear unobstructed area for all azimuth:; from horizon to
zenith.cannot usually be found and two antennas may be necessary.
Hence, the masthead is the optimum location.
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While merchant ship masts are relatively uncluttered, the masthead is
typically occupied by one or two radar antennas (currently). The radar
antenna is usually a 2 to 3 meter long slotted waveguide array which,
if mounted forward of a 23 cm mast will suffer relatively little attenua-
tion when pointed aft. Hence, the relocation of a radar antenna ac-
cordingly, and installation of a satcom antenna at the masthead, might
be considered to be the more practical and least expensive of alterna-
tive antenna locations.
2.4.5	 Electromagnetic Interference
There are a number of sources of electromagnetic radiation on ships of
all sizes and descriptions. Some radiation is noise and some is com-
prised of signals used for purposes other than communications by satel-
lite. On merchant ships, desired radiation is from radio transmitters
in the MF, HF and UHF bands. There is very little equipment on mer-
chant !hips emitting in the UHF band which will be utilized for a satcom
terminal. Merchant ship radars operate at about 3 and 9 GHz. With
equipment meeting CCIR and FCC standards, the likelihood of direct in-
terference from radio equipment is small (unless a harmonic of a trans-
mitting frequency of a VHF-FM transmitter in the marine band happens
to fall precisely on the receiving frequency of the satcom terminal in
the UHF band at 1540 MHz, which is unlikely).
Noise from electric motors and other electrical equipment is always
a possibility on-board ship. This noise is broad-band in charact^3-, ,
such as results from an arc caused by discharge across a gap where a
voltage potential exists. It can reach high levels in the HF band but
is general ly
 attenuated appreciably at UHF frequencies.
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Another troublesome source of electromagnetic noise is arc discharge
across insulators on HF and MF transmitting antennas. Shipboard anten-
nas are electrically short. When they are energized, high potentials
exist across their insulators. When moisture and salt coat these in-
sulators, voltage breakdown and broad-band arcing noise result. Here
also, most of the energy is concentrated in the MF and HF bands, but
some noise can result in the VHF and UHF bands.
Rigging, such as mast stays and wire rope life lines can also cause in-
terference. This may be broad-band or on discrete narrow frequency
bands. In a strong RF field, as generated by one or more HF transmit-
ting antennas, current is induced in the rigging. Unless bonding of
wire stays and life lines to the steel hull is in good condition, there
is likely to be one or more corroded connections between the wire rope,
eyes and the mast, stanchion or deck. These corroded connections act
as non-linear electrical elements. They generate harp„ nic and inter-
modulation product voltages which send current over the wire ropes on
4 new family of frequencies. These currents cause radiation at the
i ntermu&d l ati on and he r- -,ii c frequencies. As in the previous cases,
the greatest resulting radiation fields are at frequencies below the
UHF band.
Some satcom terminal noise and interference may result from the sources
described above. The magnitude of the noise in the UHF band has not
been measured on any civilian or merchant ships. The noise sources
described can usually be controlled and the noise held to a minimum.
Hence, the satcom terminal is subject to only a minimal noise environ-
ment on a "clean" ship. The prognosis is i:Jat noise from the sources
described can be limited to levels which will not cause harmful inter-
ference.
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2.5 SYMMETRICAL US NON-SYMMETRICAL ANTENNA BEAMS
Since the beamwidths of the antennas being considered are not narrow,
and the major source of relative motion is only that of ships roll, non-
symmetrical beams can be considered in which the necessary directivity
is only in one axis. For example, a fan beam can be considered in which
the elevation beamwidth accommodates all necessary roll angles and the
relatively narrow azimuth beam is made to follow the satellite direction
by conventional signal tracking or slaving to a shipboard reference,
i.e., a compass. Alternatively, a fan beam can be -.-cnd which covers all
azimuth angles, i.e.,  with a 360 1
 horizontal beamw;?n•	 o! 'ias a nar-
row elevation beamwidth which is variable in positic..
In general, practical shipboard satcom antenna beams a.a constrained
pr ,, mari ly by ships \notion and the manner in which they are pointed.
Table 2-5 shows certain constraints imposed on the beam pattern by
ships motion for given schemes used to train and elevate or stabilize
it. It does not account for long term motion such as from one day to
the ne>t. The beam shapes defined in Table 2.5 result from the con-
siderations of Paragraph 2.4.2. In the case of the fixed beam antenna,
when the satellite is on a relative bearing of 90° (270 0 ) and the ship
rolls away from the satellite, the beam must: extend below the angle of
the deck plane to an angle sufficient to keep the satellite illuminated
at the minimum satellite elevation which is considered operational. For
example, if the minimum elevation for a given service quality is 5"
above the horizon, the typical large ship, with a maximum expected roll
amplitude of 30°, needs vertical coverage from -25° to +90° on all azimuths.
The azimuth errors shown in Figure 2-18 are for a ship on a steady
course with no azimuth error introduced by yaw. One way of eliminating
yaw error is to slave  the antenna to an on-board gyro-compass (north
90
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TABLE 2-5
GENERAL CONSTRAINTS ON BEAMWIDTH DUE TO
SHIPS MOTION
Required
StabiIiza- Horizon- Required
Type tion Type tal Beam- Vertical
Antenna Reference Beam width Beamwidth
Fixed None Hemispheri- 360 0 minimum opera-
cal tional elev.	 less
roll amplitude to
+ 90° in elevation
Automatically North re- Wide Elip- 180° cos 2 x maximum roll
trained in ference tical cone (90°-^Drm^ amplitude
Azimuth, only
Manually
elevated
Automatically Maximum Fan 2 x sig- 2 x maximum roll
trained in received nal sensi- amplitude
Azimuth, signal tivity to
Manually strength bearing
elevated change +
maximum
lag in
servo fol-
lowup
Automatically North re- Conical 2 x re- 2 x reference
trained and ference & ference accuracy + other
elevated elevation accuracy errors
angle re- + other
ference (or errors
signal stren-
gth reference
in azimuth &
elevation
Automatically Vertical "Donut" 3600 2 x reference ac-
el ?vated, reference fan curacy plus other
L) ,trained only errors
Automatically Vertical Fan 100° to 2 x reverence ac-
elevated, reference 1800 de- curacy plus other
Manually only pending errors
trained in on manual
azimuth operation
availabi-
lity
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reference). One axis stabilization of this type does not eliminate the
azimuth errors shown in Figure 2-18 because the system lacks any hori-
zontal or elevation reference. The azimuth error could be tolerated
by increasing the horizontal beamwidth of the antenna so that the ship
does not "roll" the satellite out of the beam. To determine how wide
the beam must be to compensate for E, the azimuth error caused by roll-
ing, it is necessary to determine a rm , the maXimurn amplitude of roll.
Then, as described in Paragraph 2.4.2, E will exceed 90° when ^ , the
satellite e' -vation angle (measured from horizontal) is
_'- 90 0 - 
0 r
This marks the point where a satellite on relative bearing of 90 0
 ( 2700)
will cross the zenith of the ships deck plane reference. Since an an-
tenna having a horizon beamwidth of ( 0hp ) o at the horizon may be con-
sidered to have a relative beamwidth at other elevation angles of
	
(0 ) _ (0hp)0	 (2-7)hp	 cos E
where E is the angle above the horizon to which the antenna beam is ele-
vated, the beamwidth necessary to compensate for rolling is then
(0hp )o = 180° cos (90° - (D rm )	 (2-8)
The horizontal beamwidth meeting this criteria will have an elevated
beamwidth of 180 ° at the elevation angle at which the maximum roll
causes the azimuth error to approach or exceed 90 0 . Thus, a fan beam
antenna with horizontal beamwidth of 90 0 and a vertical beamwidth of
60 0 and elevated to ^ = 60 0 , will tolerate the ±30 0 rolls on large
ships with its vertical beamwidth and will cover 180 0 of azimuth at
elevations of 0 '= 60 0 .
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The other types of antennas listed in Table 2-5 are discussed in later
sections of this report.
Table 2-6 summarizes bearmwidth requirements for large and small ships
for the types of limited stabilization discussed in this section. From
Equation (2-1),
IGI
	
=	
30,000
	
IGIoh 
vv
< 10 dB
	
(2-1)
the maximum peak gain that can be obtained for an antenna stabilized
by a gyrocompass only and satisfying the criteria for beamwidth great
enough to accommodate the expected roll on a large ship without major
loss of gain, is
	
IGI
	
= 
309000	
= 5.6, or 7.4 dB90°x60°
Of course, the operatio rial gain at the roll excursions would be s dB
less, i.e., 4.4 dB. On a small ship, the gain would be less.
The beamwidths given in Table 2-6 do not account for a vessels average
forward speed, ol• course and speed made over a period of time, which
can not be compensated by a gyrocompass reference. The new fast con-
tainer ships and some special purpose vessels have sustained speeds
approaching 30 knots. At 30 knots, a vessel will travel 1330 kilo-
meters in a day. The greatest total change of angle in 3 dimensions is
when the ship crosses the subsatellite point on the equator.
Since synchronous satellite altitude is about 35,900 kilometers above the
earth ' s surface, the total angle change is
s =
	
1,330 _
35 , 900 0.0372 radians or 2.130
for the worst case conditions described above. This angle could he all
elevation change or made up of components of azimuth change and eleva-
. 93
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TABLE 2-6
LIMITED MO`T'ION ANTENNA COVERAGE REQUIREMENTS
Large Ship (30° Roll) Small Ship (45 1 Roll)
Type Stabilization Antenna Horizontal Vertical* Horizontal Vertical*
Antenna Reference Beam Beamwidth Beamwidth Beamwidth Beamwidth
Fixed None Hemispherical 3600 -250,to +90 0 3600 -400 to + 900
Automatically Gyrocompass, Wide,Elliptical 900 600 1300 900
trained in North refer- Cone
azimuth, ence only
manually
elevated
Automatically Maximum Fan 20° 600 200 900
trained in Received
azimuth, Signal
manually Strength
elevated
*
Vertical Beamwidth angle is based on the assumption that the antenna will be elevated to angle
such that the satellite is in the center of the beam when vessel is upright (0 0 roll or 00 in-
stantaneous heel)
to
F
tion change. To be entirely azimuth change, the satellite would have to
be on the ships horizon, in which case the distance to the satellite would
be greater by approximately the radius of the earth (6360 km or .1433 n mi.).
In this case, the maximum possible azimuth change in 24 hours would be about
1.8°.
It may be concluded, therefore, that an extra 2 to 2.5 degrees in both
horizontal and vertical beamwidth will be sufficient to permit manual re-
adjustment once each day of an antenna slaved to internal ship references
(e.g., compass or inclinometer). This will further limit the gain achiev-
able with a fan beam concept based on azimuth-only slaving. Analogous
conclusions may be drawn for concepts based on fan-beams in azimuth which
are directed in elevation only. That is, non-symmetrical beams are de-
sirable only if beam-pointing requirements are reduced to a single axis.
Since all ships have gyrocompasses, but ost do not have elevation or
vertical references, it would be most appealing to require only azimuth
pointing. However, as shown above, the dynamics of ships are such that
such a scheme would result in a severe limitation in operational antenna
gain achievable (or undesirable service outages).
Azimuth fan-beams, with only elevation axis directivity, could be con-
figured to permit more gain, however, at the expense of requiring more
frequent manual adjustment (re-calibration) of the azimuth direction
which must be done to accommodate ships turning as well as its lineal
motion (speed). Frequent manual calibration is an undesirable require-
ment from an overall system reliability standpoint. In addition, the
installation of an adequate elevation reference and slave mechanism
would be the burden of the antenna subsystem supplier, in contrast to
schemes using only the azimuth reference. The various aspects of
slaving antenna beams to shipboard references are discussed in Section
3.4.
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SECTION 3
TRACKING CONCEPTS - PARAMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS
3.1	 BEAM POINTING AND/OR SELECTING
As indicated in Section 2.1, the crux of the shipboard antenna subsystem
design problem is the beam pointing mechanism. This is in contrast to
y
other satellite communication terminal applications where the sheer size
of the antenna presents an economic imposition, and accordingly aperture
efficiency becomes a critical parameter. For the subject MARSAT applica-
_	 ti on, where gains from 3 dB to 18 dB might be considered, aperture effici-
ency is at best only a secondary consideration, since the antenna size
requirements are quite modest at L-Band.
3.1.1	 Relative Antenn a Size
The relationship between antenna gain and effective aperture A  is
G = -— A 	 (3-1)
where a is the wavelength of the operating frequency. Since the gain
problem of concern here is that for the satellite-to-ship link in the
band 1535 MHz to 1542.5 MHz, the wavelength of concern is
a =	 f	 = 19.5 cm	 (3-2)(or 7.67 inches = 0.64 ft.)
For a peak gain of 18 dB, the effective aperture area required is 0.19 m2
(2.05 ft. 2 ). For a peak gain of 12 dB, the area A  required is one quar-
ter of this, i.e., 0.05 m2 (0.5 ft. 2 ). The ratio between effective area
Preceding page blank
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and actual area is the aperture efficiency, which when various other fac-
tors are included, is referred to as antenna efficiency n. In terms of
actual area A, then the (peak) antenna gain can be defined as
G = ---	 Arl	 (3-3)
a
This is illustrated  i n Figure 3-1 over a range of efficiencies. While
many of the antenna radiators discussed in this report do not have circu-
lar apertures, the diameter of an equivalent circular aperture can be used
as a measure of the linear dimensional change associated with different
gains and efficiencies. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2 for the prac-
tical range of antenna efficiencies 50% to 70%. These curves demonstrate
two points of significance. First, antenna efficiency is not critically
important to terminal complexity. The difference between 50% and 70%
efficiency would imply a difference in linear dimension of about 5 cm
(i.e., 2 inches) for the gains of concern. Secondly, gain itself is not
critical in terms of imposing signi 7i cant dimensions o p. the antenna,
especially for values of gain under 15 dB or so. The imposition on ter-
minal design is then primarily that due to the neod for some form of beam
pointing mechanism, as was noted in Section 2.1.
3.1.2
	
Alternative Beam Pointing Techniques
Beam pointing is defined herein very generally to include the selection
of different fixed Fhtams as well as controlling a motor-driven pedestal
or a network of phase-shifters. The complexity required of the pointing
mechanism is certainly a direct function of beano dth and thus gain, but
only in a general sense. Surel lv , for an ar,i;enna gain required of only
3 dB, a simple switch between two beams such as port and starboard, or
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fore and aft, could readily be performed by the radio operator. Higher
values of gain, e.g., 6-7 dB,and thus narrower-beams,would require more
frequent switching, to the point where an operator may not be able to
effectively accommodate much dynamics in ships motion. At this point,
the only options available are those of slaving the beam controller to
shipboard inertial references or to a receiver which is locked to a
satellite signal.
Slaving to shipboard inertial references is practical, although the fre-
quency with which re-calibration and alignment must be performed increases
with decreasing beamwidth, i.e., increasing gain. Gyrocompasses exist
on virtually all large ships, and remote repeaters can be used to control
antenna beam azimuth angle with an accuracy generally sufficient for the
beamwidths being considered ( > 200 ). Elevation references do not exist
on most ships, so that use of such a concept would require that the cost
of the additional reference be a part of the MARSAT terminal. The cost
of elevation references depends on the accuracy vs dynamics performance
and generally are not insignificant. Another disadvantage of slaving is
that operator calibration is required on a routine periodic basis. While
this may be trivial, a totally automatic system would of course be more
desirable.
Automatic tracking of the received satellite signal direction is the
most common fc rm of beam pointing. Generally,-a separate receiver is re-
quired, as well as an antenna design which accommodates the developing
of a pattern null at the boresight direction. Manual alignment, i.e.,
critical acquisition, is required only when a ship leaves port or crosses
over from one satellite zone to another. The required pattern null may
be formed by rotating the antenna beam (sequential lobing) or by forming
separate adjacent beams (simultaneous lobing) such that a difference pat-
tern is developed which has a null (zero voltage) in the satellite signal
direction.
`r
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Clearly, both the slaving approach or the automatic tracking approach are
applicable to beam controllers which are motor driven gears (mechanical
pointing) o. • digital phase shifters (electronic scanning), or selector
switches.
Thus, there are essentially three basic forms of beam pointing control
"sensors":
1) Manual tracking
2) Slaving to shipboard inertial references
3) Automatic satellite angle tracking
Also, there are three basic forms of beam controllers, which may be cate-
gorized as:
A) Mechanical drive
B) Electronic steering
C) Beam switching
This section generally addresses the pointing control "sensors". A fourth
concept is included which is a hybrid of 1) and 3) above, in that it is a
simple mechanization of manual tracking which is automatic, but does not
require the formation of a separate pattern null.
3.2	 EFFECT OF DIRECTIVITY ERROR
Since a primary performance parameter used in the trade-off between beam
pointing approaches is accuracy, it is of value here to review the effects
of pointing error on terminal performance. The major effect, of course,
is to reduce the operational value of antenna gain. The link must be
sized for operational rather than peak gain. The amount of effective gain
loss due to pointing error is calculated as follows.
The main beam of an antenna pattern may be represented by a power function
t,
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of gaussian distribution:
2	 2 2
P (a) = V e -pe
1
(3-3)
where V is a voltage (amplitude) factor, "p" is an antenna geometry con-
stant, referred to as the beam shaping factor and a is the angle off the
boresight direction. Equation 3-3 is a fairly precise characterization
of pencil (high gain) beams. For certain low gain antennas such as hel-
ices, the assumption of a gaussian shape may be somewhat more approxi-
mate. However, for purposes of this section, it is considered sufficient.
The power loss Lt in dB due to a tracking or pointing error o 3 is given
by
Lt NO = 10 log P	 e = -10 p 2 (o o ) 2 log e
V	 (3-4)
At the half-power point e hp/2 (where S hp is the two-sided antenna beam-
width) the loss is obviously 3 dB. Thus,
p
2
=	 3 (3-5) y^
10 (e hp/2)	 log e
In terms of half-power beamwidth then, the loss is then•,
2
L t (dB)	 =	 12	 8e	 )C (3-6)hp
This simple relationship is plotted in Figure 3-3. In typical aperture
area	 limited antennas, allowable tracking error is usually specified to
be quite low (typically one-tenth of the half-power beamwidth) so as to
keep operational losses low (0.1	 dB).	 For the MARSAT application, it is
not nearly so critical in that additional aperture area could be used -
.
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as noted in Section 3.1 	 - without much imposition in teminal complexity.
However, it would only be of value if allowance for large pointing error
permits a significant reduction in the cost (or complexity) of the beam
pointing system. t
Figure 3-3 also illustrates a point with regard to the use of switched-
beam antennas.	 If the individual radiators were to be placed such that
beams overlap at the half-power points, each radiator would have to be
designed for a peak gain 3 dB higher than that needed for link operation.
Overlapping at the 1 dB or 2 dB . points on the beam (0.3 or 0.4 times
beamwidth respectively) would obviously require more antenna radiators.
This trade-off may be extended to show that the number of switchable
beams required to achieve a minimum gain of G over the hemisphere is on
the order of 2	 JGJ,	 i.e.,	 twicc3 the absolute (numerical) value of gain.
The effect of pointing error can also be used to indicate potential li-
mitations in gain for antenna subsystem approaches which do not employ
z
continuous pointing control mechanisms to follow the instantaneous dy-
namics of the ship.	 That is, one simple antenna approach would be to
utilize a beam broad enough to accommodate most (e.g., 99%) roll-angles,
and generally employ manual
	 tracking, e.g., once or twice 	 a day, to re-
align the beam towards the satellite
	
("Roll	 angle" is used loosely here
to signify any angular change due to vessel motion and may be the vectorf
composite of motion about all ship axes.)
	 The larger the roll angle po-
tential, the larger is the effect on gain, as indicated in Figure 3-3.
For a given roll angle, the higher-gain antennas experience more opera-
intional degradation	 gain than do lower gain antennas.	 The question
may be asked whether
	
a lower gain antenna can have a higher net gain at
a given roll angle than a higher gain antenna.
	 The answer to this ques-
tion is yes, as shown in Figure 3-4.
	 For example, at an angular offset
N	 ^
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Pointing Error
	
Maximum Net
Gain, dB
200 9.5
25 0 7.5
300 6.2
350 4.6
400 3.5
(pointing error) of 30 degrees, the highest net gain is given by a 10 dB
peak gain antenna. It is followed by the 12 dB, 8 dB and 6 dB peak gain
antennas, respectively. The following table gives maximum net gain achiev-
able for various pointing offsets, and the peak gain of the antenna which
produces it.
TABLE 3-1
MAXIMUM NET OPERATIONAL GAIN VS
POINTING ERROR FOR "FIXED" ANTENNAS
(Symmetrical Beams)
4
Figure 3-4 and Table 3-1 apply only to antenna radiators which have sym-
metrical beam shapes. It is not meant to imply that antenna beams should
be selected for the absolute worst-case ship rolls. However, the impli-
cations of limited gains for the "nominally-fixed" antenna approach do
exist.
Another obvious facet of Figures 3-3 and 3-4 is the effect of beamwidth
on potential navigation services which could employ two or more satellites
for range-range types of position fixing. The use of the higher gain user
antennas, if necessary for link performance, will dictate the need for two
independent antenna subsystems on board the ship; or constrain the angular
separation of the satellites.
''^br
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3.3
	 MANUAL POINTING
As long as an antenna is pointable or selectable, manual pointing is always
possible. It may be on the basis of an a priori known direction of the
satellite, or on the basis of maximizing received signal level.
For the simple antenna requirement of 2-3 dB gain or so, the least complex
approach is obviously the use of two antennas, where selection of port and
starboard, or fore and aft beams is enabled by switching and performed by
the radio operator. Use of fore and aft beams would probably be prefer-
rable in terms of accommodating the large roll component of ships motion,
wherein the operator need switch beams relatively infrequently. Switch-
ing would be made on the basis of ships direction relative to the azimuth
of the know subsatellite point on the earth. This form of pointing is
clearly restricted to antennas with very wide beans, corresponding to gains
of 6 dB or less.
The more typical approach is manual tracking, wherein an operator directs
(or selects) the beam so as to maximize received signal level. In contrast
to seeking the null of a difference pattern (such as provided with a mono-
pulse feed and comparator assembly), conventional manual tracking seeks the
peak of the antenna beam: When an operator has visual access to a receive
signal level indicator (for example, an S-meter or a receiver AGC voltage
monitor), he can, by steering the antenna (for example) until the receive
signal level is maximized, generally maintain the antenna beam on the satel-
lite. The radio operator, when manually tracking a satellite, must first
acquire the signal and obtain a receiver lock. After ensuring that the lock
is firm and that the AGC level has settled, he moves the antenna in one
axis and monitors the AGC level. If the signal level increases, the opera-
for continues to move the antenna in the same direction. If it decreases,
ti
i
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he reverses the direction and continues to move the antenna until the
signal level is maximized.
The process is repeated on the second axis and the antenna is stopped
after both axes are optimized. When the AGC level decreases by a given
amount, the search is performed again. After the second adjustment, the
operator knows which way to move first, thereby making the next search
shorter in duration and smaller in amplitude. After two or three moves,
the operator can determine the rate, and rather than waiting for a de-
crease in signal, he anticipates the motion and moves the antenna along
the path of the satellite. After this amount of control has been achieved,
a major search has to be initiated only when the rate changes signifi-
cantly or when the operator overcorrects.
Essentially all satellite communication terminals, for all applications,
which have stee rable beams have the provision inherently for manual track-
ing, in that some form of receiver output level is usually displayed, and
manual control of beam position is always provided for purposes of back-up
and/or initial acquisition. The same will be true for the MARSAT terminal
if either the slaved pointing or signal autotracking is implemented.
	 ti
A functional block diagram of the MARSAT terminal system is shown in Figure
3-5. It will probably have at least three receivers, i .e. , for access
	
;..,
control, voice and data (telex, facsimile). It is anticipated that a
special non-working channel will be continously transmitted from each
satellite for purposes of system access control, and perhaps other func-
tions such as navigation. The RF carrier in the control channel should
serve as a beacon, so that all user terminals can remain locked to the
satellite, at least in frequency (AFC) and receiver gain (AGC). If the
antenna subsystem includes automatic or manual tracking, it is this sig-
nal which should be tracked. While there may be more power in other
{
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(working) channels, their signal bandwidth would be greater, and channel
occupancy may vary in center frequency. The control channel signal car-
rier frequency should be fixed, except for a small amount of system os-
cillator drift and even less doppler shift. The control signal demodu-
lator will surely be phase-locked, where receiver bandwidth can be re-
latively narrow, and IF and AGC filter signal-to-noise ratios consequent-
ly high.
The disadvantages of manual tracking as a principal mode of pointing, in
addition to the obvious fact that it places a burden on the radio opera-
tor, include a requirement for slightly higher signal levels and practi-
cal unsuitability as a means of compensating for ships motion in rough
seas. The higher signal levels are required to discern differences in
AGC levels while the antenna beam is considerably offset from the satel-
lite signal direction. In the absence of high angular dynamics, an oper-
ator can generally keep the antenna beam pointed at the satellite to an
accuracy corresponding to at least twice the AGC level stability. As the
latter can typically be as high as 0.5 dB, it can be estimated that the
pointing accuracy would be sufficient to maintain the beam or boresight
to within the 1 dB points, i.e., ±30% of the half-power beamwidth.
Since the angular rates of motions to be expected with user ships can be
quite high (Section 2.4), it must be concluded that manual tracking is
unsuitable for the higher antenna gains, i.e., those antennas which have
beamwidths which do not accommodate a high percentage of the roll, pitch
and yaw amplitudes. The provision for manual tracking should, however,
be included in any MARSAT terminal which has a steerable antenna. The
basic function would be required for periodic alignment in schemes using
slaved pointing, and for initial acquisition and general backup in any
system concept.
\	 1
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r3.4 ANTENNA POINTING BY SLAVING TO SHIPBOARD DIRECTIONAL REFERENCES
One potentially attractive technique for directing a user ship's satcom
antenna beam toward the satellite is by slaving its beam control mechan-
ism to directional references installed on the ship, with periodic align-
ments made on the basis of received signal level. Depending upon the beam
pattern of the antenna, references in one, two and three dimensions may
be required, as noted in Section 2.5.
The location of the satellite relative to the ship is defined (for pur-
poses of pointing the antenna's axis of maximum gain at it) by its azi-
muth and its elevation. Azimuth is defined herein conventionally as the
angle in the horizon plane as measured clockwise from the North (the dir-
ection of the earth's North pole). Elevation is conventionally measured
up from the horizon plane to the zenith on the azimuth (bearing) of the
elevated object.
There is only one candidate to be considered for an internal north refer-
ence on a ship. This is the compass. Two types of compasses are avail-
able on most ships. They are gyrocompasses and magnetic compasses. The
gyrocompass is the more suitable of the two because it furnishes north
reference directly without correction for magnetic variation, caused by
non-coincidence of the earth's magnetic and true north poles, and with
less deviation, potentially caused by the magnetic fields of the ship it-
self. In addition, the usual shipboard gyrocompass has a repeater sys-
tem already installed which furnishes north reference directional infor-
mation to various locations on the ship. The gyrocompass is typically
used on the ships likely to be early subscribers to a maritime services
satellite system.
Candidate sensors for the automatic continuous output of elevation angle
ill
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reference on a merchant ship are not as obvious. The only sensor uni-
versally used is the seaman's eye looking at the horizon. This is clea ►^-
ly not automatic nor is it continuous. The accelerations and velocities
of a ship's motion in a seaway make an elevation angle reference diffi-
cult. On land, surveyors have used gravity in the form of a plumb bob
or pendulum for a vertical reference in the determination of elevation
angle since the beginning of cartography. The dynamic motion of a ship
makes the use of a pendulum, or inclinometer, more difficult. However,
it is one of the directional reference sensor candidates. The other can-
didate is a vertical gyro. The vertical gyro is a complex device which
makes it susceptible to failure. It is also expensive, and not typically
installed on ships postulated to be satcom users. Further, its accuracy
is not generally warranted for the subject application.
The accuracies of angular references, the implications of installing such
devices in ships, the costs, the advantages and disadvantages, and the ef-
fects of ships motion on operation and accuracy are discussed in this section.
3.4.1	 Horizontal Angular Reference
As noted above, the shipboard gyrocompass is the only practical candi-
date for azimuthal angular reference on-board ship. Not only is it al-
most universally installed but also it has readily available in its re-
paater system the means of furnishing directional references to remote
locations.
Gyrocompasses used on merchant ships possess reasonable accuracy. Most
of them are provided with manual latitude and speed correction. The
navigator sets in his latitude and speed as changes occur by means of
controls on the master compass which is usually located in the chart
room area just aft of the wheelhouse. With corrections entered, aver-
age quality gyrocompasses (such as Sperry's Mark XIV) will have errors
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of less than 1°. Speed changes can cause errors of the order of 1/2 0 if
they are drastic (e.g., from 15 knots to 0 knots). Improper latitude cor-
rection or operation at high latitudes (e.g., North of 60° N.) will cause
additional errors. Experience has shown that the root mean square error
will be less than 2°,99% of the time. This is adequate for pointing of
antennas whose horizontal beamwidth is 5° or more, providing the servo
system which trains the antenna does not introduce excessive errors. If
greater accuracy is required there is a means for providing it within rea-
son. The navigator routinely checks the accuracy of his gyrocompass by
comparing an observed azimuth of the sun, a star or a range (two terres-
trial objects, the line of bearing through them being known and observ-
able) with a computed azimuth of the same objects. The difference is the
gyro error which can be applied to the azimuth setting of the MARSAT an-
tenna. These procedures can reduce the azimuth reference error to 'less
then 1',  99% of the time.
Modern gyrocompasses use synchros for their repeater systems. With this ap -
proach, a synchro generator, driven by the master compass follow-up system,
in turn drives the synchro motors in the compass repeaters. An amplifier is
used in the line between the master and its repeaters to provide power to
drive a limited number of repeaters. It is possible to use the north , re-
ference synchro voltages as one input to a synchro differential generator
whose other input may be manual and whose output controls a servo motor
which trains the antenna to the desired horizontal azimuth, as shown in Fig-
ure 3-6. The manual input is the true bearing (azimuth) of the satellite.
Satellite True Bearing
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If the ship's gyrocompass has a "step-by-step" repeater system, it would
either be necessary to convert to a synchronous system with an additional
unit, or control the servo motor directly from a step motor. The step-
by-step repeater system is an older system still found on many ships. In
this system, as the ship turns the master compass follow-up generates pul-
ses which "step" the repeaters in small increments of a degree (1/6 deg.).
Every time a repeater is shut off and re-energized, it is necessary to re-
align it with the master. This procedure is cumbersome and may result in
additional errors due to faulty alignment.
If a ship is proceding in relatively calm water so that the amplitudes of
roll and pitch are small (10° or less) and the antenna is elevated to the
computed elevation angle of the satellite, a fan beam antenna of 10 0
 to
20° horizontal beamwidth can be trained by azimuth information from the
gyrocompass without any elevation angle reference and the satellite will
remain within the solid angle illuminated by the antenna. As shown in
Sections 2.4 and 2.5, when roll angle amplitudes approach the maximum ex-
pected, even for large ships, an antenna controlled in azimuth only by
north reference can be trained to the wrong relative bearing at the peak
of the roll. The amplitude of this azimuth error is a function of the
relative azimuth and elevation of the satellite. As shown in Section
2.5, an antenna stabilized in azimuth only (north reference) and unstabi-
lized in elevation (no horizon or vertical reference) needs a horizontal
beamwidth of approximately 90 0 to continuously illuminate a satellite at
any elevation angle from a ship rolling with an amplitude of ±30 0 .
3.4.2	 Vertic al or Elevation Angle References
There are two prime candidates for a self-contained or internal elevation
angle reference. They are:
.1
• Vertical gyroscopes
• Pendulums
The elevation angle reference is the reference direction in a vertical
plane from which the actual angle of the satellite above the horizontal
plane is determined. It may be in the horizontal plane or it may be at
some angle to the horizontal plane. Except for visual references, the
most common reference direction is the vertical. The force of gravity
is commonly used to determine the vertical. A gimbal mounted pendulum
may be used as a reference. On a platform moving at constant velocity
it furnishes a reference precise enough for most navigational and survey
purposes. When subject to acceleration such as results from rolling
and pitching of a ship in a seaway errors occur in the vertical as in-
dicated by the pendulum. This is illustrated in Figure 3-7 in which
the antenna at the masthead is gimbal mounted with its center of gravity
below the axis of the gimbal bearings. It is not drawn to scale. The
antenna and its gimbals are exaggerated in size.
3.4.c.1	 Simple Pendulum Type Vertical References
A pendulum or gravity type vertical reference is the simplest type ver-
tical reference used on ships. Many ships are fitted with inclinometers
which are instruments used to measure the angle of heel or instantaneous
angle of roll and most of these instruments are a simple, undamped pen-
dulum of about 10 cm length.
	
Theoretically, the pendulum, with the
force of gravity exerted on it, will remain vertical while the ship rolls
under it. The pendulum has a pointer at its tip which, as the ship rolls,
indicates the angle of roll on the graduated scale. An inclinometer is
one candidate for a stabilization sensor.
a
.c
Several possibilities exist for pendulum stabilization, where the pendulum
may rotate in either one or two axes:
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• Antenna gimbal-mounted on one or two axes with cen-
ter of antenna gravity below gimbal axis
• Pendulum located at a distance from antenna and used
to sense roll or roll and pitch for control of the
antenna.
Whether the pendulum should be free to rotate on one or two axes depends
on the magnitude of the roll and pitch angles expected. The previously
noted CCIR paper (30) gives a maximum expected pitch angle for a vessel
50 meters long as 15°. The probability of a pitch angle this large how-
ever is 1 in 108 . Since vessels almost never encounter synchronous
pitching and the maximum expected effective wave slope is 9°,(27)(29)
the maximum expected pitch angle is taken as 9° rather than 15°. This
applies only for small vessels, less than 100 feet in length. Large ves-
sels, such as 1000 foot long supertankers will span more than a wave
length under most conditions and will not pitch through amplitudes of
more than 2 0 . The antenna to be stabilized should have a beamwidth
which is adequate to keep the satellite illuminated even with the great-
est pitch amplitude anticipated. The conclusion may be drawn therefore
that stabilization around only the roll axis is required and a simple
one-axis inclinometer is the prime candidate.
-	 Mounting an antenna in gimbals as shown in Figure 3-7 is an attractive
idea because it makes a self-contained unit. If this unit is at the
top of the mast, as shown, it could be subjected to accelerations of
more than twice that of gravity due to the rolling. Since gravity is
the force determining the vertical, errors will result. Friction in
the bearings or added damping will affect the angular error (u in Fig-
ure 3-7) of this pendulum. The angular error (u) can be determined
(30) CCIR, Doc. M/241-E. Op. Cit.
(27) Neuman and Pierson. Op. Cit.
(29) Comstock, J. P. Op. Cit.
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by summing the moments or torques acting on this pendulum system. This
process may be characterized by the following differential equation:
m 1 2 'l.i + 6 + mglu = ml L Y  + c $r	 (3-7)
in which
m = pendulum mass
g = acceleration due to gravity
c = coefficient of damping (bearing resistance)
There are three solutions for this equation which are pertinent:
e Undamped case, c = 0
• Critically damped case, pendulum damped to eliminate
pendulum oscillation at its natural frequency
• The general case, pendulum oscillates at its natural
frequency and the roll frequency, wl
Using LaPlace Transforms to determine transient and steady state response (32)
and transforming variables yields the following equations:
The general case:
L	 2 2	 2	 ^ 2	 2
	
u t	 - h (Lw 1 2h) + (2rg)	 h	 (2r2+Lw12) +(2rg2^2)
Sln( w l t + 1^) -	 2
	
^r	 g (h -1)+(2rh)	 g/1- __r 2 (1-h 2[1-2r2 ]) +(2h2rV/l­_r2)
-hrw t	 '
x	 e	 1	 sin (hw 1^2t - * )
	 (3-8)
where
 -(tan-' 2r9 2 + tan-1	 2rh	 (3-9)
Lhw l	h2-1
(32) Gardner and Barnes. Transients in Linear Systems.   John Wiley and
Sons, 1942.
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	-1 2rg^2 	-1 2r2
an	 -----^ -tan	 (3-10 )t 
	2r2g+Lwl 	h2-1+2r2
The undamped case:
2
P	
Lh2w
M -u^t	
- 
g h 
1 1 	 (sin w l t - 
h 
sin hw l t)	 ( 3-11)
r
The critically damped case:
	
W h	 z
u^t	
= g 
h + l	 [ L2Wj2h2 + 4	 sin(wlt+ ^c)
r
9-(9+Lw12) h2
	
- (2g + Lw 2 )ht - 2
	
e-	 (3-12)
	
wl	 h2+ 1 	
i
-tan -1 Lw22h + tan -1 —
 2h
	
(3-13)
1
In these equations:
(Dr = amplitude of roll
PM = instantaneous vertical error as a function of time (t)
w l = roll frequency in radians/sec; w l = 2w/T r , where Tr
is the roll period in seconds
h	 01wl where s
o 
is the natural frequency of the pendulum,
so =	 where 1 is the effective length of the pendulum
g	 = acreleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec.2
L	 = height of pendulum axis above the ship's axis of roll
r = c/Cc where Cc is the coefficient of damping for the case
of critical damping, C c = 2 ml
1
i 1
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Examination of these equations show that when L is large, th2 errors are
large regardless of how much damping is applied to the pendulum or how
the length and hence the natural frequency of the pendulum is varied. In
fact, in the undamped case, the error is proportional to L and is zero when
L is zero. Figure 3-8 is an example of the normalized instantaneous er-
rors for a critically damped pendulous antenna mounted at the mast head
of a large ship. It indicates that when the pendulum frequency is large
compared to the roll frequency (h > 1) the transient response dies out
in less than 1/4 of the roll period and the steady state response is the
largest error. This occurs at a time lagging the maximum roll angle by
about a second or 1112 the roll period.
In the general case, illustrated in Figure 3-9, the error  function deF-
cribes a more complex curve. This curve represents the normalized er-
rors of a short pendulum (i = 39.4 cm ) at the center of roll with mini-
mal damping (r = 0.1). Here the maximum error is an order of magnitude
smaller than when L =43 meters, and the maximum error occurs about 1/ 2
the pendulum period after initiation. This is the first point at which
the transient oscillation instantaneous amplitude peak adds to the steady
state instantaneous amplitude. Since a large h causes the transient to
die out sooner, the indication is that h should be as large as possible,
i.e., that the pendulum length be small.
Figure 3-10 illustrates the limitations of the critically damped pendu-
lum. The only quantities which can be varied are L, the height above
the roll axis and h, the ratio of pendulum to roll frequencies. Varia-
tion of the pendulum length within practical limits has very little ef-
fect on the magnitude of vertical error. The curve indicates that mini-
mum error occurs when L = 0, as would be expected.
Figure 3-11 shows the variation of roll-induced pendulum or inclinometer
error when the pendulum is in the vicinity of the roll axis of a ship.
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If the inclinometer could be installed on the roll axis with a minimum
amount of damping and a length such that its resonant frequency is 20
times as great as the ships natural frequency of rolling, errors of less
than 3% can be obtained. This means the pendulum length will be a little
less than 1 inch for the "small" ship characteristics and a little less
than 4 inches for the "large" ship characteristics, as cited in Para-
graph 2.4.2. The three curves in Figure 3-11 for L = 0 cover pendulum
lengths from 39.4 cm to 2.4 cm for the small ship, whose resonant
roll period is 6.28 seconds, and from 1.56 meters to 9.8 cm for the
large ship, whose resonant roll period is 12.56 seconds. The upward
hump in each of the L = 0 curves between r = 0 and r = 0.5 is due to
the addition of the transient error response and the steady state error
response when they are in phase.
Unfortunately, the axis of roll which corresponds approximately to the
transverse center of gravity (29) does not remain at the same height above
the keel in ships which carry cargo. A shift of the order of 6 meters
may be expected in a supertanker, for instance. If the center of gravity
varies from 3 meters above to 3 meters below the pendulum location, the
curve for L = 10, h = 20, W 1 = 0.5 shows that less than 10% error in
vertical may be anticipated. The small vessels with a higher maximum
roll frequency incur greater vertical reference errors with a movement
of the center of gravity. A movement of 3 meters can cause an error of
better than 30%. Fortunately, the shift of the center of gravity on a
small ship is much smaller than on the large one. The L = 1.5 meters curve
indicates that errors less than 20% may be expected. An alternative
which could be used to minimize errors in vertical reference is to in-
stall more than one pendulum sensor at different heights above the keel.
The conclusion of this analysis is that a single-axis pendulum or in-
clinometer to sense roll angle is a practical means of stabilizing an
(29) Comstock, J.P.	 Op. Cit. pg. 670.
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antenna whose beamwidth is approximately 40 0
 or more. A pendulum inte-
gral with the antenna itself is not practical because the antenna will
necessarily be in the upper part of the ship. A remote pendulum verti-
cal sensor located near the ship roll axis can be used, however, with
errors in the range from 3% to 20%.
Implementation of an inclinometer stabilization system involves a servo
system similar to the yaw (azimuth) axis stabilization system described
in Section 3.4.1.	 The simplest sz/stem is illustrated in Figure 3-12.
In this system the angle of roll is transmitted from the inclinometer
by means of a synchro which controls a servo motor on the antenna. The
motor positions the antenna to the angle measured from the deck (refer-
ence) plane as indicated by the inclinometer.
The inclinometer used for a sensor should meet several constraints to
make it as accurate as possible. It should:
• Be located as close to the center of gravity as possible. (Use
of two or more may be desirable.)
• Have a short effective length, about 2.5 cm for small ships and
about 10 cm for large ships
• Have slight damping, 10 to 20% of the critical. Since Cc =
2mg21 -2
 and the length 1 is determined by other considerations,
a fairly heavy pendulum is indicated so that bearing friction
and the loading of the synchro will not cause excessive damping.
3.4.2.2	 Vertical Gyros
Vertical gyros have been used in aircraft and military ships for stabi-
lization for a number of years. The primary use in military ships is
as an accurate reference to remove errors in gun laying or missile firing.
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As such, these units are designed for intermittent use.
A vertical gyro is a two degree-of-freedom device with gimbal bearings
perpendicular to each other. Rotation about these axes determine roll
and pitch as measured from the local vertical. The rotor spin axis of
the gyroscope is maintained parallel to the local gravity vertical by
precessing the gyro with control signals generated by a gravity sens-
ing device, e.g., a viscously damped pendulum. The gyro furnishes
short term stability and the pendulum furnishes long term stability
(io r several minutes to several hours during which the gyro would be
offset from the vertical by the rotation of the earth).
Typical errors in vertical reference in a shipboard vertical gyro even
15 meters above the roll axis with 200 roll amplitude is ±0.2°. This
represents a much greater accuracy of vertical reference than required
for an antenna with 40° beamwidth. These gyros are typically designed
for 1000 to 2500 hours minimum life (0.11 to 0.28 years of continuous
operation). This is not sufficient for continuous operation at sea on
a commercial vessel.
r	
While vertical gyros are a commercially available devices widely used
in aircraft, it is concluded that those presently available are not a
practical device for merchant ship satcom antenna stabilization; not
only because of their complexity but also because of their short design
1 i fe an:'	 ;h periodic maintenance requirements.
3.4.2.3	 Comparative Costs of Vertical References
Vertical gyros presently available for shipboard use cost about $4800,
not including installation. The simple inclinometer roll stabilization
t
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system described in 3.4.2.1 is not yet commercially available. The com-
parable parts of this system consist of the inclinometer, a synchro and
an amplifier. It is estimated that these items can be manufactured and
assembled into a unit in quantity to sell for less than $500 per unit.
If either were used to stabilize an antenna in roll as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 3-12, then a roll servo motor, shaft support, bearings
and a gimbal ring will be necessary at the antenna in addition to the
normal train and elevation shaft and bearing arrangement required to
rotate and elevate the antenna. Produced in quantity, it is estimated
that these items would add about $300 to the cost of the antenna. Cost
of installation of additional cable will be about $7/foot and may be as
much as $560 for either installation. Foundations and other installation
costs for the basic references will be higher for the vertical gyro than
the inclinometer. These are estimated at $1000 and $200 respectively.
The comparative costs of the two stabilization systems are thus:
Incl i nometer	 Vertical Gyro
Basic Reference Sensor Cost
Extra Antenna Bearings & Gimbal Ring
Installation - additional cabling
Installation - of vertical sensor
Totals
$500 $4800
300 300
560 560
200 1000
$1560 $6660
While the vertical gyro stable element is much more accurate and precise
as a sensor for a satcom antenna, the inclinometer stable element is pro-
jected to be entirely adequate in accuracy, more reliable, simpler and,
when installed, less costly by a factor of four.
3.4.3	 Conclusions on Control of Elevation and Azimuth of An Antenna
Stabilized b.Y Slaving
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As shown in this section, an unstabilized antenna in effect has its axis
of highest gain referenced to the deck plane and the bow of the ship on
which it is installed. Use of a gyrocompass for azimuth reference stabi-
lizes the antenna for the ships yawing or turning motion, but does nothing
for roll and pitch. Rolling introduces azimuth errors which are large
when the satellite elevation is high. Pitching on ships introduces re-
latively small errors compared to the anticipated beamwidths of a satcom
antenna. Hence, stabilization in pitch can be dispensed with. Stabili-
zation around the ship's roll axis is beneficial and azimuth errors are
reduced to tolerable limits by the use of a vertical reference having
not more than a 20% error. (This corresponds to a 6 0 error for a large
ship and a 9° error for a small ship for maximum roll amplitudes of 300
and 45 0 respectively.)
When an antenna is stabilized in azimuth and roll, it will remain with
the axis of its beam directed at the bearing and elevation (referred to
North and the horizon) to which it is set (within error limits) as the
ship moves. However, it is still necessary to determine the azimuth
and elevation of the relative (desired) geostationary satellite position
and direct the antenna beam toward it. This calibration procedure is
required on a periodic bases (e.g., daily) and can be done manually by
training and elevating until the desired output from the satcom receiver
is maximized, following the initial acquisition which can be achieved by
manually training and elevating to the computed azimuth and elevation of
the satellite.
Since the greatest expected angular change per day for a geostationary
satellite is less than 2.5 0 , a satcom antenna stabilized in azimuth and
roll to ±10 0 and with a beamwidth of 40°, can be readjusted manually on
a daily basis without significant loss of efficiency. Adjusting the
antenna for maximum receiver output (peak) would be similar to tuning
a transmitter or receiver, a procedure with which radio officers on
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merchant ships are very familiar. It would require azimuth and elevation
motors on the antenna and controls at the satcom terminal location in the
radio room. Local training and elevation of the antenna, either mechani-
cally or electrically, as a means of making daily adjustments is not con-
sidered feasible for an operational installation because on many ships the
antenna will be located at the masthead and on occasion the weather will
be too bad to permit a man to climb the mast every day to adjust the an-
tenna.
While pointing directive antenna beams by slaving to shipboard inertial
references appears to offer the advantage of simplicity, the technique has
certain tiIisadvantages. It is susceptible to relatively large pointing er-
rors, and thus degradations in operational gain, and installation is not
always as simple as it first seems. Also, visual and audio alarms should
be incorporated in the communications receiver (e.g., in the access con-
trol channel demodulator) to indicate when received signal levels fall
below a prescribed amount.
Most significant, however, is the need for periodic manual realignment.
This is not only inconvenient for the crew; it is potentially unreliable.
In a worldwide system with many thousands of remote users, it is important
that all subscribers are continuously "on the air". The maritime community,
e.g., ship owners and the U.S. Coast Guard, must be confident that it can
call any ship in the system, and not be dependent on the attentiveness of
crew members. The potential cost effectiveness of the slaving approach,
however, may warrant its use for at least certain classes of users.
1
3.5	 DEVELOPING A PATTERN NULL - CONVENTIONAL AUTOTRACKING OF SATELLITE
SIGNAL
3.5.1	 General Alternatives
From a performance standpoint, in terms of accuracy and of reliably maintain-
ing a value of operational transmit and receive antenna gain, no substitute
for automatic angle tracking of the satellite signal exists which is better
than second-best. It has generally been considered undesirable for mobile
satellite applications because of presumed complexity and resultant cost.
This presumption is founded in the vast experience with antennas of much
higher gain and various other constraints. In addition, few, if any, auto-
tracking systems have been develc;ped for volume production and commercial
use.
Given that the antenna beam has to be pointed or selected, either mechan-
ic-ally or electronically, the presumption of added complexity inherent in
autotracking is not necessarily valid. The basic additions required are
a special antenna feed and/or null-pattern-forming L-Band circuitry, a
	 a'
tracking receiver, and servo electronics.
The microwave null-forming circuitry is definitely an addition, but with
today's technology, it by no means needs to be complex. The tracking re-
ceiver function can, for certain autotrack concepts, largely be accommo-
dated in the basic access/control signal receiver and demodulator, with
minor additional low-frequency modules required. The servo electronics
required, to a large extent, will exist in any case if the beam is to
be steered, pointed or selected, whether by sla ying or remote manual
tracking.
The additional terminal complexity associated with the tracking receiver
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function is the major factor involved in the pointing "sensor" conceptual
comparisons. In this context, the most fundamental trade-off consists in
the numher of channels that should be used in the tracking receiver. His-
torically, this amounts to a comparison of monopulse (simultaneous lobing)
and conical-scan (sequential lobing). (2?)(33)(34) Classic monopulse can
employ either (signal) amplitude or phase comparison schemes, but in any
case generally requires a multi-port feed and multiple receiver channels,
usually one each for the sum (used for general communications functions)
and difference (e.g., azimuth and elevation) channels. Conical-scan implies
mechanical nutation (scanning) of a single-feed element (or reflector)
about the boresight axis and requires but a single receiver channel, but
typically suffers from amplitude modulation interference (scintillation)
and penalizes the communication channel, or operational terminal G/T,by
the con-scan cross-over loss (i.e., due to the fact that the single feed
element is offset from the boresight axis and thus the focal point). Due
primarily to the latter penalty and the undesirability of mechanically
rotating feed components. monopulse techniques are far more prevalent in
current satellite communications antennas. This is also true in tele-
metry applications such as NASA's Deep Space Network, the (Apollo) Man-
_	 A
ned Space Flight, Network (USBS), the U.S. Air Force's Space-Ground-Link
Subsystems (SGLS), as well as all commercial communication (INTELSAT)
terrminals.
In the INTELSAT terminal application, conical-scan angle tracking is gen-
erally not used, since it is not permitted to amplitude modulate the
up-link carriers. This is once
 very distinct characteristic of conical-
scan tracking in which a single antenna (feed) is used to transmit as
(22) Skolnik, M.I. Op. Cit.
(33) Rhodes, D.R. "Introduction to Monopulse". McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc. New York, 1959.
(^ ) Stephunson , J . , et al, " Design Criteria for a Large Multipurpose
Tracking Antenna". Philco-WDL-TR1368, 20 Jan. 1961.
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well as receive. While the AM modulation index that would exist in the
transmitted signal is very small, it would nevertheless be undesirable
for a satellite transponder which was power-limited and thus requires
careful power-balancing of carriers. While this is not strictly the case
in the MARSAT (ship-to-shore) application (assuming the transponder is
cross-strapped with SHF), the sum of the various disadvantages tend to
negate the further consideration of conventional mechanical conical-
scan angle tracking in this study.
A hybrid scheme employing a monopulse feed but only a single receiver
channel has many desirable features. This scheme is alternately refer-
red to as pseudo-conscan, single-channel monopulse or simply 'conoscan".
The major merit of the scheme is, as noted, the requirement for only a
single receiver channel. As a receiver channel generally consists of a
preamplifier, axes cable wraps or rotary joints; down-converters, IF any
plifiers, filters, detectors, etc., there is a costs savings with the
monoscan technique that can be significant. A second advantage is that
there is no requirement for the intra-channel phase alignment associated
with conventional monopulse. Also, as the scanning function is imple-
mented in the receiver path following the diplexer, there is no amplitude
modulation of the transmit carrier. The disadvantages of the monoscan
scheme are that terminal G/T is degraded due to the addition of a dif-
ference channel combiner and modulator circuitry prior to the low noise
preamplifier, and that its pointing accuracy is less than that of con-
ventional multi-channel monopulse for the same received signal level. Two-
channel monopulse, in which the two difference signals are combined for
processing in a single receiver channel, is also a cr =edible scheme having
some of the advantages and disadvantages of both the above.
These trade-offs are examined in t;"P following paragraphs.
3
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3.5.2	 Conventional Monopulse
Monopulse tracking is implemented by using either a multiple-port antenna
feed or multiple antennas to permit the forming of sum and difference sig-
nal patterns. Adjacent patterns on opposite sides of the antenna's bore-
sight direction are compared (subtracted) in a circuit referred to as a
comparator in order to form the difference pattern, producing a sharp null
in the boresight direction. Both amplitude- and phase-comparison mono-
pulse techniques are possible. For the subject MARSAT application, only
conventional amplitude-comparison monopulse is considered appropriate.
3.5.2.1	 Configurational Factors
Figure 3-13 shows a functional block diagram of a monopulse comparator
circuit. The center point of the aperture of the four-port feed is the
antenna boresi ght. A, B, C and D represent signal levels from the four
feed elements. The monopulse comparator is a passive device designed for
low-insertion loss. For the narrow-band 1540 MHz MARSAT application, the
comparator circuitry is quite conventional and poses no design problems.
T t is important that the proper phase relationship be established and
RF phase errors be eliminated, so that accuracy will not be affected by
relative changes in the phase of IF circuitry.
The feed elements, classically multiple horns in large antennas (and more
recently multimode single horns), could be crossed-dipoles over a reflec-
tor radiator such as the short-backfire antenna cr separate spirals in a
cavity-backed spiral or helix. The antenna category, of course, must be
amenable to the use of separate ports. If tracking in only one dimension
was needed, such as for a fan beam, then only two feed ports would be re-
quired.
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Elevation Difference
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Azimuth Difference
Figure 3-13' MONOPULSE COMPARATOR FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The function of the tracking receiver is to down-convert, filter and am-
plify the low level difference pattern signals, independently, and nor-
r malize them to the sum pattern level, producing an error signal output
at do gi ven. by
E o (e )
do error signal = m E
	 (3-14)
IL
where m is a receiver (gain) constant, E  (e ) is difference signal ampli-
tude (either azimuth or elevation) for a given angular error a and E 
7
( 8 )
iC the sum signal amplitude. Figure 3-14 shows a block diagram of a con-
ventional monopulse tracking receiver.
Three channels are typically required, in order to independently process
the azimuth, elevation and sum pattern signals. Normalization of the azi-
muth and elevation difference channel signal levels is accomplished via
slaving of the channel gain at IF to the sum channel's AGC circuit. As in-
dicated in Figure 3-14, the basic sum channel would be constituted by the
terminal's communication receiver. More s pecifically, it would be primarilv
designed for the access control channel demodulation function. The sum
channel L-band low-noise preamplifier and down-converter would be of suf-
ficient bandwidth (e.g., 8.5 MHz) to process all communication channels,
with channelization achieved at either the 1st or 2nd IF. A triple-con-
version receiver is shown because such should be expected to be more com-
patible with demodulator design for such narrow-band signals. The access
control channel demodulator shown is a narrow-band phase-locked receiver,
such as would be apps°opriate for a PSK/PM (subcarrier) control channel
modulation.
If this control signal employs direct-carrie r PSK modulation, an IF signal
squarer would be inserted at the output of the 3rd IF amplifier, the co-
herent (quadrature) AGC detector could be changed to a non-coherent
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(envelope) detector, and the loop phase-detector reference oscillator would
be doubled. Otherwise, the receiver block diagram is applicable to both
modulation techniques. (Actually, for direct-carrier PSK, it would be pre-
ferrable not to use signal squarers in the difference channel 3rd IF's.
This can be alleviated by employing the sum channel's 3rd IF output, after
narrow-band filtering but before squaring, as the detector reference in
the difference channels instead of the phase-locked VCO. This scheme
amounts to conventional cross-correlation tracking of the signal energy.)
The basic point is, however, that two additional receiver channels are re-
quired. The amplifiers, mixers and filters, etc., are all duplicates of
the sum-channel components. Nevertheless, it is additional circuitry. As-
suming the L-band down-converters are antenna mounted, the additional rack-
mounted circuitry may typically be a number of cards corresponding to half
a standard 18 cm (7 inch) chassis' capacity. The local oscillators, AFC
and AGC functions are all supplied by the sum channel.
The additional L-band preamplifiers and down-converter mixers are also an
undesirable imposition on terminal equipment. It is not fundamental, how-
ever, that monopulse difference channel pre-amplifiers need to have the
same low-noise or gain performance as the sum channel. If the closed-loop
antenna steering servo is sufficiently narrow-band, a relatively high dif-
ference channel noise temperature can be tolerated without significantly
affecting tr-,^; Ik ; rig accuracy. Some gain may be required however to avoid
a requirement for a high degree of isolation in the first L.O. power divi-
der. This isolation must be greater than the sum of the difference in pre-
amplifier gains and the monopulse null depth (relative to the sum channel
peak), in order to negate sum channel leakage into the difference channel
via the down-converter reference. As the null depth may be 30-40 dB, no
more than about 10 dB of difference in preamplifier gains should be used,
since more than 40 or 50 dB of L.O. isolation is undesirable.
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T ( 3-15)
P E	 BIF	 TE
error due to thermal noise (deg),
error channel voltage (normalized by AGC),
t-deg
2	 1
6e n —^
k 
where	 Qe n = rms tracki ng
ko
 = Slope of the
in volts/vol
P E = Sum channel carrier-to-noise ratio, C. /N,, in bandwidth BIF
Since phase alignment between sum and difference channels is also impor-
tant, in addition to isolation, there may be another motivation to use the
II
same low-noise preamplifiers in all channels. However, cost savings must
be considered. The major criterion is tracking accuracy.
3.5.2.2	 Tracking Accuracy of Monopulse
Angle tracking errors in autotracking systems are comprised of errors from
the following general sources
1) Receiver thermal noise
2) Angular input dynamics
3) Wind gust torques
4) Phase and amplitude unbalance
The most fundamental limitati on in angle tracking accuracy is that due to
receiver thermal noise, which can have an impact on configuration require-
ments.
a) Thermal Noise Tracking Error
The thermal noise autotracking error in a conventional monopulse
system, where the sum channel signal is used as a (cross-correlation) re-
ference to detect the difference channel tracking error signals, is shown
in Appendix A to be given by
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B o =	 Two-sided position servo loop noise bandwidth, Hz
B IF =	 Receiver reference bandwidth (such as	 IF), Hz
To	 = Difference channel system noise temperature, K, and
T7	 = Sum channel system noise temperature, K.
At high input carrier-to-noise ratios,such as may be assumed when the sum
channel signal reference used is a phase-locked VCO, p^ >> 1, the following
relationship results:
2	 1	 B	 T	 1	 K T B
A 
o	 o o
A P E	 IF E	 o	 E
where K, in this case, is Boltzmann's constant.
The normalized slope of the difference channel voltage pattern, at the
output of the comparator, is a figure of merit for monopulse feed systems
with reference to potential tracking accuracy. It is a characteristic of
the feed and antenna geometry only. For a classic four-element monopulse
feed, there is an optimum value of normalized error signal slope; that
which maximizes the product of sum channel gain at boresight and (absolute)
difference channel slope. Appendix B contains a description and derivation
of ;:his optimum value, the result of which is
k	 =	 1'17
	
volts/volt-deg.	 (3-17)
a hp
It must be re-iterated that this "optimum" value applies primarily to clas-
sic four-element feed systems only, where tracking accuracy is of signifi-
cant value, e.g., in radar.
For the MARSAT user antenna subsystem, tracking accuracy in itself is not
important, and as the above corresponds to a feed offset angle which tends
to compromise sum channel efficiency, the error channel slope can be al-
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lowed to be degraded somewhat in favor of directly maximizing sum channel
gain. Even with the corresponding relative improvements in (sum channel)
antenna feed efficiency achieved by the space communications antenna in-
dustry, however, it is somewhat remarkable that very creditable monopulse
error channel sensitivities have still been achieved. Depending on spec-
ific antenna types, a typical value of monopulse error channel slopes
might be expected to be in the range
ko
	=	
e 
m	 0.5 < m < 1.0
	 (3-18)
hp
Equation (3-15) may then be written as
2
r9 n	 -	 1 +	 Bo To	 ( 3-19 )
 )
ehp	 m	 P^	 B I F TE
The use of Equation (3-6) then permits the above to be expressed directly
in terms of effective antenna gain loss due to the (one-sigma) tracking
error; i.e., for monopulse,
/10
L t (dB) =	 12
 
	 2 E1 + p	 B o T o	 (3-20)
m	
PE	 B I F TY.
This expression is convenient since it is independent of any specific
value of antenna gain or size. It can be assumed for purposes of this
study that the antenna gain and basic link are sized to produce a cer-
tain carrier-to-noise density C/No in the receiver.
For an access control channel signal bit rate of about 1000 bps, 
(3) 
it
may be assumed that the minimum C/N o to be received is about 40 dB-Hz
during worst-case link conditions. This will produce a carrier-to-noise
ratio, PE , of 7 dB in an IF bandwidth of 2 kHz (a typical B IF requirement
for 1000 bps PSK). The sum channel (which is the communication channel)
}
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study, Op. Cit.
x
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y.	 r.
k	 B2
a	 A
(3-22)
system noise temperature can be expected to be about 480 K (Table 2-1)
for a transistor preamplifier with a noise figure of 3.5 dB. A worst
case difference channel noise temperature might be twice this value
(960 K) using less expensive preamplifiers with noise figures of about
6 dB. If it is further assumed that the monopulse error signal slope
is such that the value of "m" is about 0.7, then from Equation (3-19),
en	
=	 2.19 x 10
y	
-2 0hp (3-21)
For typical values of position servo bandvi i dth , the tracking error is
seen to be quite low. A typical serve bandwidth might be 5 Hz (two-
sided) to accommodate the high angular accelerations experienced on
ships. For this value, the rms tracking error due to noise would amount
to 5% of the antenna beamwidth, causing in turn a very small (< 0.03 dB)
effective gain loss.
b)	 Dynamic Lag Error
Actually, servo bandwidth is best selected for a minimum total
error when combined with other bandwidth dependent errors. (35) For the
MARSAT user application, the major bandwidth dependence is dynamic lag
error. In typically second-order (double integration) autotracking sys-
tems the servo lag error is that resulting from acceleration inputs to
the position servo loop. An acceleration input to the position servo
causes a dynamic lag error of
1
where k a is the tracking servo loop gain factor (acceleration error co-
efficient) which is numerically equal to the square of the servo loop
(35) Heckert, G.P. and Sordal, C.D. "Autotracking Accuracy of Large An-
tenna Systems for Satellite Communication Applications." Proc. of
the IEE Conference on Steerable Aerials for Satellite Communications,
Radio Astronomy and radar. London, England. June 1966.
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natural frequency in rad /sec. The natural frequency, w p , in rad/sec, can,
in turn, be considered approximately equal to the two-sided noise bandwidth,
Bo , of the servo loop, in Hz (the equality is exact if the servo system is
represented by two poles and one zero with a damping factor of 0.5). The
largest acceleration input is generally the azimuthal acceleration near the
zenith. The use of a secant - correction device in the azimuth servo can re-
duce the azimuth error by the cosine of the elevation angle, i.e.,
	
AA = A/(k^ sec E) _ (A cos E)/Bo
	
(3-23)
The azimuthal error can be vectorially added with elevation angle error
to yield total dynamic error with respect to the beam center, i.e.,
AB d = 3 (;E- )+ A;
7
 = Bo g (E 2 + A2 cos 2 E) 2 	(3-24)
This simple expression can be used, in conjunction with Equation (3-21)
(or more generally Equation 3-19) to select a value of servo bandwidth
which minimizes the total error. However, a value of antenna gain and.
beamwidth needs to be assumed. A high gain value of 14 dB corresponds
to a beamwidth of about 33 degrees. Clearly, fairly large lag errors
e.g., a few degrees, can readily be tolerated. If the same beamwidth
is assumed in Equation (3-21), the three-sigma (peak) noise error becomes
368 n - 2.16	 0	 (3-25)
Assuming worst case angular rates as high as 45 deg/sec t (Section 2.4)
the total dynamic lag error from Equation (3-24) can be approximated as
A O d	 =	
42	 (3-26)
60
The peak total error, i.e., the sum of Equations ( 3-25) and (3-26), may
be differentiated to show that it is minimi?.ed (to a value of about 70)
for a value of servo noise bandwidth of about 5.7 Hz.
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Actually, the minimum total error as a function of servo bandwidth is a
rather broad null, so that a lower value might be selected so as not to
accept noise jitter most of the time just to keep dynamic lag error low
during the small percentage of the time high dynamics occur. Since, for
a 33 degree beamwidth, infrequent errors on the order of 1-2 degrees due
to lag would be entirely acc-aptable, a value of position servo loop noise
bandwidth of 4-5 Hz would be a credible selection.
c)	 Wind -Gust Errors
If the antenna is not mounted in an all—encompassing radome, wind
can be a source of error. The wind force will be compensated by the track-
ing receiver and servo, but wind gusts can induce jitter. For the small
antennas being considered here, wind gust effects on beam pointing should
be negligible. Only in the maximum gain (15-18 dB) case might they be a
consideration.
A spectral analysis of this effect can be made, (36) in which the (norma-
lized) error spectrum due to wind gusts can be approximated as
	
Se ( w ) =	 Ie a/Tw l
2
 ST (w)	 (3-27)
where ST (w) is the wind torque spectrum and e e/Tw is the output angular
error-to-input torque transfer function. The wind torque spectrum may be
represented as shown in Figure 3-15, where 6T is the standard deviation
of the wind-gust to rque, in lb.-ft., and w  is the wind-torque spectrum
cutoff frequency, in rad/sec. The asymptotic approximation yields
2
ST
 (w)	 6 T/2ww ,	 0 < w < ww
2
a Tww/2w
	 ww < w <	 (3-28)
The error/torque transfer function of a simple tracking antenna servo system
(36^ Newton, Gould and Kaiser, "Analytic Design of Linear Feedback Con-
trols." John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1957.
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w
may be represented by the frequency response shown in Figure 3-16. The
asymptotic approximation results in
^	 < w < wfee/TWI2	 ( 1
/Jawv)^ 
(w/wp ) 4 ^	 0	 p
(1/Jawv)
2 2	
wp < w < 
wv
ON 
W2 
2 (wv/w) 4 ,	 wv < w < 00	 (3-2q)
where: J 	 = antenna inertia, lb-ft-sec t (dyne-cm-sect)
W  
= Velocity (tachometer) loop bandwidth, rad/sec.
wp = Position loop bandwidth, rad/sec
The mean-squarE error due 'LO wind gusts may be found as the solution to
2
Q 8	 =	 S
e 
(w) dw =	 ,
^T	
S
T
 (w) dw
+
w	 w
-CO
(3-30)
With the preceding asymptotic approximations and noting that w  < w p = Bo,
the above may be solved and reduced, yielding
8	 = [(57.3) 2/2](6T/J aw2)2 (ww/Bo ) deg2	(3-31)
W
Examination of these parameters leads to the conclusion that wind-gust
jitter can be made almost arbitrarily small for small antennas. The
ratio of rms torque to inertia can be made small with appropriate load
inertia in the rotor. It is further reduced by the square of the velo-
city loop bandwidth (if there is a velocity loop) which must be larger
than the position loop bandwidth. Finally, the wind torque spectrum cut-
off ww is typically 0.1 rad/sec, which when divided by the position loop
bandwidth of about 5 Hz, further reduces jitter.
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d) Phase and Amplitude Unbalance
Gain unbalance between the feed lobes of a (simultaneous or se-
quential lobing) system induces a shift in the location of the tracking
null. Gain unbalance will vary with incident signal polarization, but
it is usually a fixed, bias-type error that can be controlled and cali-
brated out of the system.
In a monopulse tracking s ystem, phase unbalance prior to the networks
that derive the orthogonal error signals and the sum signal is termed
pre-comparator phase shift, while relative phase variations between the
reference (sum) signal and either of the error signals at the in put tc
the error detectors are referred to as post-comparator phase shift. Simul-
taneous pre- and roost-comparator phase shift will result in a shift of po-
sition of the tracking null with res pect to the peak of the on-axis beam.
The amount of pre-comparator phase shift at L-band can be kept small by
proper design, so that post-comparator shifts have little effect.
Thus, the angle tracking error using conventional monopulse in the MARSAT
application is comprised primarily of receive thermal noise and the angular
dynamics associated with ships motion. As noted previously in part b)of
this subsection, the total error due to these sources can be minimized by
appropriate selection of the servo tracking loop bandwidth. It was shown
that this value is about 5.7 Hz, assuming worst case shi p dynamics, (45
deg/sec t
 combined acceleration input). However, since such accelerations
occur only very rarely on small ships and essentially never on the large
ships, a smaller value of servo position loop bandwidth would be more ap-
propriate for design purposes. A value of 4 Hz is considered a conserva-
tive selection. It is optimum for acceleration in puts of about 15-2.n
deg/sect , ( when the low received C/No of 40 dB-Hz is included) and will
limit the worst-case, small ship dynamic angular error to about 3 degrees,
which is certainly tolerable.
Given the selection of 4 Hz for servo loo p bandwidth, Equation (3-2 p ) may
1
J
r
1
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be used to illustrate the performance of the conventional monopulse approach
to the MARSAT user antenna pointing problem. This is presented in Figure
3-17. Two values of difference channel noise temperature are used in Fig-
ure 3-17; one in which the sum and difference channels employ the same low-
noise preamplifier (To = T
E
) and one for the case of less advanced differ-
ence channel preamplifier, i.e., such that T o = 2T E, (The sum channel
system noise temperature is tak3n as about T  = 480 K.)
Figure (3-17) also shows performance for two values of pre-detection IF
bandwidth, 2 kHz and 4.8 kHz. As may be noted, this parameter has only a
small effect on performance, as long as the signal-to-noise ratio (P E ) is
greater than unity (Equation 3-15). These values of bandwidth are used to
illustrate two possible access-control channel signals, upon which the
angle-tracking may be based. The 2 kHz case assumes the channel contains
only the access-control -signalsfor which about 40 dB-Hz is needed at the
receiver, and the second case, B IF = 4.8 kHz, assumes that the access-con-
tr-' message of 1000 bps is multiplexed with Telex or other working data
channels, comprising about 1400 bps, for a total channel bit rate of 2400
bps, for which about 45 dB-Hz is required at the receiver.
It may be readily seen that the angle-tracking error (normalized by the
half-power antenna beamwidth) and its corresponding effect on operaticnal
;ntrnna gain is very small, i,e., 0.01 dB or less. Clearly, this is insig-
nificant. It may be concluded, therefore, that monopulse angle tracking
would perform very well in the subject application.
However, multichannel monopulse receivers do have to be aligned in phase
from time to time, hence this is a disadvantage of the conventional mono-
pulse approach. The most significant disadvantage is, however, that it
requires two additional receiver channels in the terminal.
In this context, it is possible to reduce the number of separate channels
requi-e:: from three to two by combining the two difference signals in phase
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quadrature into a single complex signal. The complex difference signal
can then be amplified and filtered in a single channel, after which the
two original difference signals can be separated at IF by resolving the
complex signal into its components in-phase and 90° out-of-phase with
respect to the sum signal. This technique reduces the number of differ-
ence channels required but does so at the expense of tighter phase toler
ances. The phase alignment problem and additional circuitry disadvan-
tages can be alleviated almost entirely by the use of a single channel
monopulse approach. This concept is considered next.
3.5.3	 Single Channel Monopulse (Monoscan)
The single channel monopulse approach uses a monopulse antenna with a
conventional comparator circuit, but then combines the azimuth and el-
evation error signals into a single complex error signal, which in turn
is used to amplitude modulate the sum channel signal. This combining
is all done at RF prior to amplification, so that only a single receive
channel is required. This advantage is gained at the expense of the
insertion loss of the combiner in the communication signal path, and a
reduced tracking accuracy relative to conventional multichannel mono-
pulse. It is a very practical approach when simplicity is required and
a small degradation in user terminal G/T is permitted.
3.5.3.1	 Configuration Factors
Figure 3-18 is a block diagram of the user terminal receiver and access
control channel demodulator equivalent to that of Figure 3-14, except
with the required additions shown for a single instead of three channel
monopulse approach. Because the azimuth and elevation error signals are
(after being combined) amplitude modulated on the sum channel signal,
the receiver function is equivalent to that of a conical-scan detector, 	 I
and thus single channel monopulse is referred to as psuedo conscan, and
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more recently monoscan. The coupler, by simply permitting the addition
(and subtraction) of signals, acts as an AM modulator.
The AM modulation index is a function of the monopulse (feed) pattern err-
or slope (ko ) as well as the coupling factor. Increasing coupling of the
combined difference signal increases modulation index and thus angle-
tracking accuracy, but it does so at the expense of increased coupler in-
sertion loss. Since the coupler precedes the low noise preamplifier in
the communication receiver, the insertion loss affects antenna gain directly,
and also increases system noise temperature. The usual design goal is to
select the modulation index as low as possible consistent with tracking
accuracy and AM detectability requirements.
As may be noted in Figure 3-18, the receiver's AGC detector serves the AM
detection function. Its video output is routed to an azimuth and elevation
detector-, which is synchronous with the scanning function used to combine
the two chanriels at RF. Historically, the difference channels were combin^.d
in phase-quadrature (e.g., by motorized scanners), and then separated by
use of quadrature angle error detectors. Current technology permits the
combining, scanning and synchronous detection to be implemented digitally.
Because monoscan is susceptible to interference at the scan rate(as in
mechanical conscan), the scan rate may be randomly coded to prevent degra-
dation from interference, as shown by Pifer^ 37) The combining function
can be implemented by the switching of the difference signals through
fixed phase-shifters, such as latching phase shifters, in an appropriate
sequence.
•	 Y
A functional block diagram of the dig;tIl monoscan combiner is shown in 	
x
Figure 3-19. The switching sequence is periodic and driven by the "scan
(37) Pifer, P.M. "Technical Discussion - Scan Coded Single Channel
Monopulse Automatic Tracking Systems." Scientific-Atlantic, Inc.
Report. Atlanta, Georgia. 10 January 1967.
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generator" shown in Figure 3-17. The scan rate can be very low, e.g., 100
200 Hz. It must be selected to be consistent with AGC time constant (so
that AGC does not "see" the AM) and tracking bandwidth. The synchronous
video detectors used to produce do azimuth and elevation error signals
can be gated phase detectors, driven by the same timing signal controlling
the RF switches SW-1 and SW-2.
The monoscan approach is being used more and more in satcom terminal ap-
plications, especially military. Its primary advantage is reliability and
simplicity of operations, in that no phase alignment procedures are re-
quired. The advantages of significantly reduced circuitry are also im-
portant relative to conventional monopulse in the MARSAT application.
AW
3.5.3.2 Relative Tracking Accuracy of Monoscan
As with conventional mo:.opulse, the accuracy of a monoscan tracking system
is limited by thermal noise errors, dynamic lay and wind-gust jitter. Er-
rors due to intra-channel phase shift or gain unbalance, however, do not
exist, especially in the narrow-band application considered here. The dy-
namic lag pointing errors and wind-gust jitter is of course identical for
the two tracking receiver configurations.
The thermal noise tracking error, however, is different. An analogous ex-
pression to Equation (3-19) and (3-20) for monopulse can be derived for
monoscan (Appendix C). The result is
2 = = 1^_ BA
	
(3-32)CY
e n
	
km
	
PE	 BIF
where km is the monoscan (amplitude) modulation index, and the other para-
meters are as for monopulse. The modulation index is given by
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M	 o	 L c L-1
where L is the coupling factor used to insert the combined difference
channel signal on to the sum channel, and L c is the Az-E1 combiner (mul-
tiplexer) line loss. Upon appropriate combination of Equations (3-1.3)
and (3-18), with (3-6) and (3-32), the effective gain loss for monoscan
may be shown to be
L(dB) =	 12	 L	 L-i	 1 + 2p 	
BD
	(3-34))t ( )	  c (	 ^—
m	
pE	 BIF
Upon division of Equation (3-34) by Equation (3-20) to obtain a ratio
of pointing offset losses (in units of dB) as a comparison of monoscan
(ms) and monopulse (mp), the following results:
Lt (dB) ms
	 Lc (L-1) (1 + 2p^)
	 (3-35)
Lt dB mp	 ^+ p E^To/ E
At high input signal-to-noise ratios, p^ >> 1, and assuming low combiner
loss Lc , the above ratio can be approximated as
Lt (dB) ms
	 2L	 (3-36)
Lt dB mp 	 To/TZ
In a typical monoscan system, the coupling factor L should be at least
10 dB, and for a monopulse system which, as noted in Section 3.5.2.2 a)
to be applicable does not employ special low-noise difference channel
	
preamplification so that To/T^	 2, the ratio of losses is L. This is
typically a factor of about 10, which is clearly quite high. It would
imply that monoscan is only suitable when the equivalent monopulse noise
error is very small. In the preceding monopulse example, it was shown
that the rms angle tracking error due to noise would be about 5% of the
}
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(3-37)
half-power beamwidth. From Equation (3-20) (or Figure 3-17) the effective
gain loss of the monopulse antenna would be about 0.02 dB. This means
that the loss in gain when using monoscan with the same antenna would
be about 10 times this, i.e., 0.2 dB.
The general tracking performance of monoscan is shown in Figure 3-20,
assuming a 4 Hz servo bandwidth for purposes of comparison with Figure
3-17, for various monoscan coupling factors. The effect of IF bandwidth
is also indicated by the dashed-line. The difference between the two
cases, 2.0 kHz and 4.8 kHz, would be significant only at very low input
signal levels. In the region of interest, 40-45 dB-Hz, the error would
be between 7% and 25% of the half-power beamwidth. Clearly, low values
of coupling L are desirable. However, while low values of monoscan
coupling factor L reduce the tracking error due to receiver thermal noise,
they produce an increased constant degradation due to line loss in the
primary communications channel.
In general, -the pointing error with monoscan can be reduced by increasing
AM modulation index. This is done by lowering the coupling factor,
previously assumed to be 10 dB. However, this increases the insertion
loss in the communication channel, and thus G/T directly. The insertion
loss of the monoscan coupler in the sum channel is
Fc k a 10 dB coupler, the insertion loss is about 0.45 dB. When slight
resistive losses are included, its value would be about 0.5 dB. This
loss suhtracts directly from antenna (receive) gain, and further adds
about 30 K to the system noise temperature, for a net degradation in
G/T of almost 0.7 dB.
The addition to receive system noise temperature is given by
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To	 (3-38)
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4
where To is the ambient temperature, e.g., 290 K. (Figure C-3 in Appen-
dix C depicts the general effect of monoscan coupling factor on antenna
gain and system noise temperature.)
When the effects of coupling of the combined difference channel on to
the operational, average antenna gain degradation due to pointing error,
a total effective loss in system receive performance can be ascribed to
the monoscan is illustrated in Figure 3-21. This net degradation is
then comparable to that of an "ideal" tracking subsystem, e.g., the con-
ventional monopulse performance shown in Figure 3-17. Clearly, selection
of the coupling factor must by carefully considered. While it is indi-
cated in Figure 3-20 that a low value of coupling L is desirable, Figure
3-21 indicates that overall, a higher value is better, at least for high
received carrier-to-noise density ratios. At 40 dB-Hz, the value of
L = 12 dB is superior. Above 42 dB-Hz, it appears that L = 15 dB is
superior.
When the coupling is 15 dB, however, a large portion of the loss is due
to receiver thermal noise. For example, at 45 dB-Hz, received C/N 09
the rms tracking jitter (Figure 3-20) is 13.5/ of the half-power beam-
width of the antenna. For a peak gain of 12 dB, the beamwidth,o hp = 40
deg, which would then imply an (rms) angle jitter of ±5.4 deg. Instan-
taneous peaks, corresponding to the three-sigma probability, could cause
fluctuations as high as ±16 deg. It would be desirable to reduce this
j'Itter, even at the expense of an increased constant degradation in
effective antenna gain.
For the subject application, where aperture efficiency is by no means
critical, it would appear judicious to select a compromise value of
i
coupling factor such as L = 12 dB. Relative to 15 dB, this effectively q
k
2
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degrades antenna efficiency by 0.26 dB, which corresponds to 3% of antenna
aperture (equivalent) diameter. For a short-backfire antenna with a
diameter of 39 cm (15.4 inches), this corresponds to 1.2 cm (0.46 inches)
of "wasted" diameter. Surely, this is a small penalty to pay to decrease
the rms jitter from 13.5% of the beamwidth to 9.4% (about ±3.7 deg).
The conclusion to this trade-off is then that for monoscan tracking in
the subject application, a sum channel coupling factor of 12 dB, and
perhaps even 10 dB (depending on radiator and peak gain selection` is
most suitable.
It may be concluded, therefore, that use of the monoscan technique would
typically produce a degradation in effective antenna gain, or efficiency,
of about 0.8 dB to 0.54 dB, depending on whether 40 dB-Hz or 45 dB-Hz
is used as the design value of received C/N o for angle tracking, i.e.,
in the access-control (data) channel receiver. This degradation is quite
small for the operational Y'A iability associated with the single-channel
monopulse automatic tracking technique.
3.5.4 Comparison of Autotracking Schemes
Section 3.5 has contained a summary of the analysis of performance of
conventional automatic angle tracking schemes for shipboard antennas 	 ..
operating at L-band. The schemes are "conventional" in that the antenna
incorporates a feed arrangement amenable to the formation of a sharp
pattern null on the boresight axis. This permits an appropriately de-
signed receiver to seek and lock-to the antenna pattern null. The sig-
nal which is tracked can be any one or all of the signals transmitted
by the satellite. Clearly, the best signal is one which is transmitted
-.
	
	
by the satellite at all times and at a fixed frequency. In as much as
a special non-working channel is needed for system (demand) access con-
trol, this signal is considered most suitable as a tracking beacon.
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It was noted that conical-scan angle tracking schemes employing mechani-
cal rotation of a feed or antenna are generally undesirable for the sub-
ject application due to r.. ' a bility, accuracy and the fact that the ship-
board transmitted signals would be amplitude modulated, albeit by a
small amount. The trade-off between performance and complexity is then
between various versions of monopulse angle tracking. These are dis-
tinguished primarily by the number of channels used to implement the
tracking receiver function.
Figure 3-22 contains an overall performance comparison of single channel,
two-channel and three-channel monopulse tracking. The performance is
expressed in terms of the effective degradation in the antenna subsystem's
receive gain-to-system noise temperature ratio G/T that would occur in
operation, relative to an ideal angle tracking system. For two- and
three-channel monopulse systems, the effective degradation is due to the
fact that there is an average pointing error due primarily to receiver
thermal noise. On the average then, the desired satellite signal is
not being received at the peak of the antenna beam, but at a slight off-
set. As seen in Figure 3-22, for three-channel rono pulse, this degrada-
tion is negligibly small over the range of received C/N o 's of concern.
Two-channel monopulse, in theory, is only slightly worse, i.e., by about
25%, due to the effect of difference channel combiner loss (about 1 dB)
on the slope of the error pattern.
For single-channel monopulse, the effective degradation in user terminal
G/T is considerably higher. In this case, it is due to a fixed line
loss associated with insertion of a coupler in the sum channel, prior
to preamplification, as well as angle pointing error. The fixed line
loss is about 0.3 dB, which decreases effective gain by that amount, as
well as increasing the system noise temperature by about 18 K, which
corresponds approximately to about 0.16 dB (assuming a nominal 480 K
system noise temperature). Thus, the total fixed loss in G/ T is about
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0.46 dB, for the 12 dB sum channel coupling factor considered most suit-
able (Section 3.5.3).
Th(= angular tracking error itself for single-channel monopulse is also
considerably larger than that for the multichannel versions. It•Mis
larger than for three-channel monopulse by a factor of VE, i.e., about
four. Its effect on G/T by itself, however, is only 0.1l,dB, assuming
a received CA  of 45 dB-Hz in the access control/data channel. This
corresponds: to an rms noise tracking error of about 9.4% of the antenna's
half-power beamwidth. This amount of angular error would exist only the
small percentage of the time that the above C/N o exists. That is, if
45 dB-Hz is the near-worst case design value for received C/N o , most
of the time the signal levels will be higher than this, with correspon-
dingly smaller errors.
The above angle tracking error can also be reduced by decreasing the
servo position loop bandwidth below the 4 Hz value assumed in Figure 3-22.
This value is strictly optimum only when the angular acceleration input
(roll, etc.) is 45 deg/sec t , a very conservative design point even for
small ships. For example, using the worst-case angular acceleration of
7.5 deg/sect
 for large ships (Section 2.4.2), the theoretical optimum
value of servo bandwidth is 2 Hz. This value would reduce the angular 	 ..
noise error from 9.4% to 6.6% of the antenna beamwidth, and thus decrease
the effect on G/T from 0.11 dB to less than 0.06 dB.
As these angular errors are modest, it is concluded that while the ac-
curacy of multichannel monopulse is clearly superior, the accuracy of
single-channel monopulse is adequate for the subject shipboard appli-
cation. Table 3-2 presents an overall companion of the basic techniques
considered.
The single-channel technique is the simplest to implement and, consequent-
ly, the most . reliable and economical. It only requires one receiver
r
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TABLE 3-2
TRACKING TECHNIQUE COMPARISON
i
BASIC TECHNIQUE
Trade-off Single-Channel Three-
Parameter Monopulse Two-Channel Channel
(Mono^scan) Monopulse Monopulse
Tracking Adequate; tracking Good; tracking Very Good
Accuracy error due to ther- error due to
mal noise approx. thermal noise
4 times larger approx. 12%
than 3-channel larger than
monopulse 3-channel
monopulse
Direct Effect Reduced by No reduction No reduc-
on G/T approx. 0.5 dB in sum chan- tion in sum
due to coupler nel	 gain channel gain
Complexity Simplest Complex Complex
Number of
Receiver
Channels One Two Three
Reliability Most reliable Fair Fair
Phase Adjust-
ment over Re-
ceive Band Not required Required Required
Potential AM interference; None None
Problems (can be solved by
pseudo-random
sampling technique)
Development
Risk None None None
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channel. Since this channel is needed also for the primary communications
functions, it can be said that the single-channel, or monoscan approach
requires no additional receiver channels. Its main functional advantage
is that it requires no difference channel phase-shifter adjustment when
the channel frequency being tracked is changed. This is due to the fact
that there are no active elements before the sum and difference channels
are combined.
The two-channel and the three-channel systems are more complicated to im-
plement. They require additional total receiver channels. Because of
the additional channels, they are also less reliable, harder to maintain,
and more costly. For proper demodulation (cross-correlation), the dif-
ferential phase shift between the sum and the difference channels at the
cross-correlator must be kept small (, 20 1 ). Since each channel is
amplified by a separate chain, changing carrier frequency would require
readjusting the phase shifters. (Control channel carrier frequency need
be changed only when switching between satellites.)
It is concluded therefore, that of the various conventional automatic
tracking techniques, monoscan is preferrable for the MARSAT user applica-
tion. The cost differential between the techniques is highly dependent
on the type of antenna used, but is at least $1000 when just the addi-
tional preamplifiers, filters, down-convertors, transmission lines, IF
channels, etc. are considered. It should finally be re-noted that the
effect of the slight degradation of 0.5 dB, for example, in receive G/T
due to insertion of a monoscan coupler can be compensated readily by 	
y
an additional 6% in (equivalent) aperature diameter, which, for the gains
being considered at 1600 MHz, is on the order of only 2.5 cm, which
is hardly significant. 	
xn	
'
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3.6 MECHANIZED MANUAL TRACKING - THE STEP-TRACK SCHEME
While conventional satellite signal automatic angle tracking schemes have
certain undesirable features, i.e., a tracking feed or equivalent RF
circuiting for forming of difference patterns, the manual tracking function
is always possible as long as the antenna beam is pointable. As described
in Section 3.3, this function is performed by a (radio) operator directing
(or selecting) the antenna beam so as to maximize received signal level.
It is not fundamental that a human operator is required for this function.
Simple analog or digital circuitry could be used to provide the necessary
interface between existing signal demodulators and the antenna beam posi-
tion controller. Such a scheme has been proposed, primarily for applica-
tions such as tracking of synchronous communication satellites b fixed
earth terminals wherein angular dynamics are extremely small. (38g	 Y	 Y
A computer could be used to perform the operator's functions, including
the provisions for rate and direction memory. However, use of a computer
would not be consistent with the goal for MARSAT user terminal simplicity.
The more simple form of "automated" or mechanized manual tracking suggested
is referred to as "Step-Track," as the antenna is made to Step-Towards-
the (received)-Energy-Peak. Only analog circuitry is used and, as such,
the scheme does not readily provide for rate or direction memory. In
this mechanization, the antenna "scanning" would be continuous, e.g.,
in small fixed angular steps (in both axes), such as readily provided for
by stepper-motor type drives. Without the computer, no rate or direction
memory would be practical. The D.C. voltage input received could come from
any demodulator (such as the access control modem) with AGC or S-meter
monitors, or from a separate IF energy detector preceded by two or three
(38) Tom, N. N. and Heckert, G.P., "Step-Track - A Simple Autotracking
Scheme for Satellite Communication Terminals," Paper 70-416
Presented at the AIAA 3rd Communications Satellite Systems Conference,
Los Angeles, Calif. April 6-8, 1970.
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selectable bandpass filters, carefully chosen for their applicability to
"specific" communication spectra. Such detection possibilities are indi-
cated in the functional block diagram of the Step-Track scheme in Figure
2-23. While the concept is applicable to electronically-steered phased
arrays and generally to switched beam antennas, it is convenient to con-
sider its functional characteristics - ,id performance in the context of a
mechanically driven antenna pedestal.
The Step-Track scheme is relatively simple to implement and attractive
for certain classes of terminals. Its suitability is questionable for
the high angular dynamics possible with ships, and fot ';his reason must
be analyzed for the MARSAT user application. Further, it must be noted
at the onset that any form of manual tracking, automated or not, has a
number of limitations. It is almost axiomatic that locating a beam maxi-
mum can never be as accurate as finding a sharp null. Further, manual
tracking can be degraded by fluctuation in the received signal levels
owing to atmospheric perturbation, or satellite antcrna stabilization.
As a result, the effective gain of the antenna will be reduced slightly.
For example, a pointing error of 0.18 beamwici'n will cause a loss of 0.4
dB in gain. Such an error would be attendant with only 5% uncertainty in
AGC voltage. However, this degradation in gain may be partially offset
by the use of a more efficient nontracking feed relative to the typical
tracking feed and comparator assembly.
Thus, while the Step-Track scheme can be expected to be less accurate than
conventional autotracking techniques, it constitutes what might be con-
sidered the ultimate in simplicity. It is most cost-effective for certain
classes of ground terminals. Its use could delete the requirements for a
tracking feed, microwave comparator circuitry, receiver difference chan-
nels, and the conventional angle tracking receiver. As substitutes, cer-
tain antenna drive servo logic and interface with the communication/data
receiver would be required.
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3.6.1	 Operation and Implementation of Step-Track
A general functional diagram of the Step-Track concept depicting major
functions and, in particular, potential interface with other subsystems
of the terminal, is shown in Figure 3-23. The do voltage input into the
decision circuit, representing the received signal level, could come from-
any demodulator equipped with AGC or S-meter monitors. The decision
circuit required and its associated timing generator are shown in
Figures 3-24 and 3-25, respectively.
The decision circuit consists of two sample/hold and integrator modules,
a voltage comparator, and logic gates. The two sample/hold and integrator
modules are used to sample the input voltage levels before and after the
antenna has been moved by a preset increment, ee . Then, these two samples
are compared. If the amplitude is increasing, as given by the value of
the comparator output, the antenna is moved in the same direction the
next time that same axis is to be moved. If the amplitude is 04creasing,
the direction of movement would be reversed. This process would be con-
tinuous, with the movement alternating between the X and Y axes. The
control signals to the servo drives of the two axes are regulated by the
logic gates.
The timing generator, consisting of an oscillator, a counter, and output
gates, generates four sequences of control pulses for the decision cir-
cuits. The time relationships of these pulse sequences are shown in
Figure 3-26. The pulses in the first sequence control the sampling opera-
tion of the Sample/Hold and Integrator Module #1. The second sequence
operates the gate for the command signal to the X-axis stepper motor.
The third sequence operates the Sample/Hold and Integrator Module #2,
and the fourth sequence controls the command signals to the Y-axis stepper
motor.
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Thus, if the output of the comparator is a positive voltage after a pulse
in the first sequence is applied, the previous Y-axis movement is considered
to have been away from the satellite. If the voltage is negative (or
zero depending on the type of comparator used), the Y-axis movement is
considered to have been toward the satellite. Similarly, if the output
of the comparator is positive after a pulse in the third sequence was
applied, the previous X-axis movement was toward the satellite, and if
the output is negative, the movement was away from the satellite. The
logic following the comparator takes this information and generates the
appropriate command signals to the stepper motors.
With this type of operation, some average pointing error would obviously
exist even if the system is operating under perfect conditions, This is
because the antenna's boresight axis is continuously being stepped. The
Magnitude of the average pointing error depends on a number of system
parameters. These parameters are the step-size oa , the predetection
bandwidth B IF and signal-to-noise ratio (in the access control signal
demodulator),and the pre-comparator low-pass filter (LPF) bandwidth b,
	
3.6.2	 Performance of the Step-Track Scheme
An analysis of the Step-Track scheme requires the (1) characterization
of the antenna gain function (e.g., Equation 3-3),(2) determination of
the probability of error when comparing the two sequenced output voltage
samples in a noisy environment, (3) derivation of the transitional pro-
babilities between steps and the stationary probability of a given antenna
pointing offset, and (4) calculation of the corresponding antenna gain
loss as a function of angular step size AB , detector input S/N, and
precomparator (LPF) bandwidth b, for a given set of angular dynamics in
relative motion between the satellite and terminal .(38) The critical
	
(38)
	
Tom, N.N. & Heckert, G.P., Op. Cit.
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(= 2°)
(= 0.1 '/sec)
1.5	 (= 15 Hz)
T
(3-39)
y
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parameter is the pre-comparator low-pass bandwidth b, which must accommo-
date the high angular rates inherent with the user ships. Appendix D
contains an analysis of the performance of the Step-Track scheme, for
sample antenna configurations. The basic example is a fan beam produced
by an antenna which is steered in azimuth only. The elevation beamwidth
is large enough to cover the expected rolls, etc. (e.g., >±45°) and the
azimuth beamwidth is assumed to be 20 1 . This corresponds to an antenna
gain on about 10 dB. It is assumed that the maximum azimuthal angular
rate is o = 10 deg/sec.
ME
The second case is for a symmetrical beam of width 40 deg (a gain of
about 12 dB), with an angular rate of 20 deg/sec in each axis. In each
case, a predetection carrier-to-noise density of 40 dB-Hz is assumed,
as representative of minumum requirements for the access control modem.
The following Step-Track parameters were concluded as optimum:
0h
Step size	 oo = 10
Post-Det. OF Bandwidth b =
Step Period	 T = 0 0
.^o
The stepping period T is the time interval between stepping and sampling,
Thus, the time between successive stepping of the antenna beam in the
same axis is 4T for dual axis steering and 2T for single-axis steering.
The analysis of Appendix D is not encouraging. Even though the average
loss in operational gain due to pointing error was calculated to be only
L = 1.3 dB
1;5
a
for the above example, it was that found that the probability of losing system
lock is one percent after only 75 steps have been made. With the step-
ping interval of 0.1 second, this amounts to only 7.5 seconds. The pro-
bability of losing lock could be as high as 10% in less than one minute.
That is, the above long term average degradation in antenna gain calcula-
ted assumes that system lock is maintained. Because of the high angular
rate assumed, there would be a high probability of losing lock with the
system. If an instantaneous error were such that no signal is received,
i.e., the receiver AGC loses lock, then the system would probably not
recover and manual re-acquisition would be required. Complete loss of
signal can obviously be expected when the satellite is outside the
antenna beam, e.g., at angle offsets corresponding to twice the half-
power beamwidth. For the example (fan beam) beamwidth (0 hp ) of 20°,
the "loss of track" error angle can be taken as ±20°.
The preceding results for the fan beam example are also generally ap-
plicable to certain other antennas, when attendant conditions are selected
appropriately. Specifically, the results are applicable to a symmetrical
antenna beam with the same gain, i.e., an ,antenna with a beamwidth of
about 40 degrees in each axis. This antenna would have to be stepped
twice as fast because of the requirement for two-axis stepping. The
wider beam and higher rate tend to compensate for each other in terms
of performance analysis.
The error calculated, and the probability of loss of lock, could be re-
duced significantly for higher input carrier-to-noise densities, or for
much lower angular rates. While it is possible that the access control
channel include multiplexed (working) data as well, such that a total
bit rate of 2400 bps and a requirement for a received C/N o of 45 dB-Hz
exists, the angular rate requirements can not be relaxed. As described
in Section 2.4, the angular rates can be considerably higher than 10 deg/
sec, especially for the smaller ships.
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Another very important factor is the implied rate requirements for the
stepping drive of the antenna. In either the fan beam or symmetrical
beam antenna examples, the required step period is 0.1 second, in terms
of dwell time (per axis). The actual step through oo should be accom-
plished in at least one-tenth this time i.e., 0.01 seconds. With a two-
degree step size, this implies an average drive speed of 200 deg/sec.
Clearly, the associated accelerations and peak speeds required to meet
the preceding average speed in 0.01 seconds would be a major imposition
on an otherwise simple system concept.
Thus, even with higher received carrier-to-noise densities potentially
available, it would appear that the Step-Track technique is not advis-
able for shipboard antennas to be used for satellite communications by
the civilian maritime industry.
^e
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3.7	 COMPARISON OF ANTENNA POINTING TECHNIQUES
The various concepts described in the preceding sections for directing
narrow an'#.-enna beams at the satellite each have certain merits and dis-
advantages. Actual selection of a single technique as clearly optimum
is not justified at this point, because certain schemes are more suited
to certain types of antenna designs. The various approaches to antenna
radiator design are discussed in Sections 4, 5 and 6. Following that,
a comparison of selected antenna subsystem approaches, including the
pointing technique, is presented.
However, certain general conclusions can be drawn:
1. For very low-gain requirements ( :56 dB) only, manual pointing
of a movable antenna or manual selection of a small set of
switchable radiators is practical, and probably acceptable
for low-cost user terminals.
2. For moderate gains of about 7 dB to 14 dB, either slaving to
ship's inertial references or automatic tracking by monoscan
(single cannel monopulse) are most suitable. Selection be-
tween these two alternatives should be made upon considera-
tion of specific user vessels for the effectiveness of the
additional costs (if any) probable with monoscan, in terms
of its negating of the frequent (e.g., daily) realignment
and calibration function inherent in slaving.
3. For the higher gains of 15 dB to 18 dB, automatic tracking
should be implemented. Of the possibilities in this category,
single-channel monopulse is most recommendable because of its
relative simplicity.
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Table 3-3 summarizes the general comparison of the various antenna beam
pointing techniques considered in Section 3. As indicated, the most
suitable approach depends on the actual antenna gain con-idered. Since
the baseline range of gain considered in this study is about 10-12 dB,
it is of value to examine the cost trade-offs between approaches based
on slaving to shipboard inertial references and automatic signal track-
ing by monoscan. Table 3-4 presents the corresponding comparison.
This latter table presents relative costs only, in that cost of the
basic antenna radiator, the transmitter, receiver and related communica-
tions equipment is not considered. Nor is the total installation cost
considered; the table includes installation costs only where peculiar
to the antenna beam positioning subsystem. Clearly, these costs would
vary greatly according to the basic antenna concept, i.e., switching
of fixed antenna beams, electronically scanned arrays or single beams
which are mechanically pointed. This table assumes the latter category
as an appropriate reference.
Given that an antenna is remotely steerab'e by any means, it effectively
must have the basic capability of being manually pointed, according to
angular positions displayed on a control monitor, e.g., an antenna con-
trol unit chassis rack-mounted with the communications equipment in the
radio room. The cost of this basic feature is estimated at $2800.
(This includes only a portion of the antenna subsystem installation costs,
i.e., that associated with the pointing mechanism).
The cost of the equipment peculiar to stabilizing the antenna by slaving
to an (existing) gyrocompass and a specially developed low-cost inclino-
meter (vertical reference) is estimated to be about $1140. When com-
pared to the monoscan approach, the additional installation costs asso-
ciated with the inclinometer and gyrocompass control lines, etc., mus*'."
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TABLE 3-3
SUMMARY COMPARISON
Uf BEAM POINTING TECHNIQUES
Pointing low-Gain Moderate Gain High Gain
Technique Antennas Antennas Antennas
(56 dB) (7-14 dB) !(15-18 dB)
MANUAL Adequate, Inadequate Inadequate
(Operator Least due to ships due to ships
directed or Expensive Motion Motion
selected Beams)
SLAVING Adequate, Good Solution, Poor Solution
(to shipboard possible gyro- moderate cost
Inertial slave only requires periodic
Re-Ferences) with Low cost alignment
MONOSCAN Not cost Good Solution, Good Solution,
(Automatic effective slightly h .1gher slightly higher
Angle Tracking) cost cost
STEP-TRACK Poor Solution Inadequate Inadequate
Automatic due to high due to high rates,
rates, unreliable
unreliab:
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TABLE 3-4
COST COMPARISON OF ANTENNA BEAM POINTING BY SLAVING TO
SHIPBOARD REFERENCES AND AUTOMATIC (MONOSCAN) ANGLE TRACKING*
SLAVING	 MONOSCAN
EQUIP' LENT BREAKDOWN APPROACH	 APPROACH
1.	 Basic	 Ianual) Pointable Mechanism:
Antennd Pedestal, Gearing $ 500
Drive Motors 400
Control	 Lines, Installation 700
Position Display, Manual 	 Controller 900
Miscellaneous Furnishings 300
$2800Total Common Equipment
2.	 Slaving Equipment, Dual Axis:
Gyro Repeater (Bearings, Gimbal Ring) $ 340
Basic Inclinometer Cost 500
Inclinometer Repeater (Bearings, Gimbal,
Ring) 301
Inclinometer Installation 200
Installation of Additional 	 Cabling, Gyro
&	 Inclin. 860
Total Slaving Peculiar $2200
3.	 Monoscan Equipment:
Monopulse Feed & Comparator $ 950
Monoscan Converter & Coupler 850
Scan Generator 100
Sync. Angle Detectors, Filters 200
Servo Position Loop Amplifiers 400
$2.500Total Monoscan Peculiar
4.	 Total Antenna Pointing Subsystem Costs $5000 $5300
These costs assume manufacture of approximately 200 units.
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be included. These slaving-peculiar installation costs are estimated
to be $1060 for both axes (see Section 3.4.2.3 for vertical reference
costs).
The costs of the additional equipment required for monoscan, given
that there exists the antenna radiator and basic communications re-
ceiver (see Figure 3-18), is estimated to be $2500. Thus, the total
cost of automatic tracking using monoscan is estimated to be $5300
compared to $5000 for slaving. Thus, while the monoscan tracking
receiver equipment is more expensive than the slaving equipment, the
additional installation costs associated with slaved stabilization
brings the trade-off to only a few hundred dollars. (No installation
costs are peculiar to the monoscan technique; it is essentially self-
contained with the antenna and communications equipment respectively.)
This few hundred dollars would appear to be a small price for a ship
owner to pay for the deletion of a daily manual alignment problem.
While the equipment used in the slaving approach is fundamentally no
less reliable than that used for monoscan, the dependence on a crew
member for periodic realignment would tend to lower the confidence
of a shore based fleet owner in system operation. It might be	 -;-
sidered analogous to a hypothetical worldwide telephone cyst —	which
each individual user is required to "wind-up" his telephone h	 set
every day or two to stay linked to the system. Would a caller be con-
fidert that no answer meant the party was not at home, or would he
suspect someone had forgot to wind the telephone?
The costs listed in Table 3-4 are only estimates based on volume
(200 or more units) production, derived from experience and a samp-
ling of appropriate equipment suppliers. However, no equipment manu-
facturer has yet to actually produce analogous satcom terminal equip-
ment in any quantity which is extrapolatable to the subject application.
x	 ,
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Thus, the cost t-rade-offs must be considered in this light. It is
anticipated that once a maritime satellite system is operational,
different electronic manufacturers could readily market such alter-
nate approaches, with varied quality and reliability. For example,
certain ships already equipped with vertical gyros as we"I as gyro-
compasses, and a system of repeaters, may readily elect to employ
the slaved stabilization approach, and establish the required peri-
odic realignment pr,.cedures .
4
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SECTION 4
C
SINGLE BEAM ANTENNAS - MECHANICALLY POINTED
c.l	 CATEGORICAL CONSIDERATIONS
4.1.1	 General
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, it is considered appropriate in this
study to categorize antenna system concepts according to their im-
plied beam-pointing scheme rather than by gain or actual antenna ra-
diator design. Mechanically pointed, "single-beam" antennas are de-
fined herein as those antenna subsystems in which a single radiating
element or self-contained assembly of elements is directed in angular
position by the remote control of motors. The other two antenna
system concepts are switched-beam antennas, in which multiple anten-
nas or radiators are mechanically and electrically fixed at appropri-
ate locations and orientations yielding, together, greater than hemi-
spherical coverage, with beams selected by switching only; and elec-
tronically-scanned beam antennas, in which an array of elements is 	 1
configured to produce a single beam which is electronically steered
by continuous control of precision phase-shifters. These latter two
categories are considered in Sections 5 and 6 , respectively.
The mechanically pointed, single beam category does include planar
and linear arrays insofar as such arrays can be used to generate a
"narrow" beam, but in this case the whole array would be mechanically
pointed. In general, the antennas to be considered here for suita-
bility to the maritime satellite userl application include:
• Conventional Parabolic Reflectors
• Parabolic Cylinder with Fan Beam
	 G
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• Planar Array
• Linear Array
• Crossed Yagi/Uda Array
• Helical Radiators
• Log-Periodic Antennas
• Conical and Rectangular Horns
• Short Backfire Antenna
• Turnstile on Ground Plane
• Conical Log Spiral
• Cavity-Backed Spirals
• Cavity-Backed Crossed Slots
• Cavity-Backed Crossed Dipoles
As indicated in Section 2.2.2, the important factors to be considered
relative to the suitability of the various antenna radiators in this
category for the maritime satcom application are
• Effectiveness in range of gain 3 dB to 18 dB
• Amenability to circular polarization
• Practical gain or beamwidth limitations
• Swept volume, overall size
• Amenability to developing a pattern null to facilitate
automatic tracking
• Suitability for fan beam applications
• Sidelobe and backlobe characteristics
• Amenability to locating low noise preamplifier and
transmitter power amplifier at feed port
• Suitability to radome protection
• Rotary joint and/or cable wrap limitations
Wind loading and vibration effects
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w Relative cost of development and manufacture
• Pecularities relative to installation, if any
Many of these factors are obvious for specific radiator types; others
are not so obvious. The design problems associated with each of the
antennas considered are reviewed in subsequent sections for the pur-
pose of indicating relative complexity and thus cost. Two of the
above factors which are peculiar to t	 mechanically-pointed, single
beam antenna category are the motor drives and the need for rotary
joints or cable wrap to transport signals across axes of rotation.
These inherent characteristics are frequently considered as two signi-
ficant disadvantages of the mechanically-pointed antenna category,
and are reviewed in the context of the subject application in the
following paragraphs.
4.1.2	 Antenna Drive and Position Control Considerations
Common to all mechanically-pointed single beam antenna concepts is
the use of motors to drive the antenna to desired positions against
inertia and wind-torques. Also, angular position data pick-offs at
the antenna and corresponding readouts on an antenna control unit
housed with the radio equipment are required. 	 The drive motors
and gearing should be simple, reliable and operable over long periods
without periodic maintenance.
A major factor permitting such simplicity to be realized is that the
antenna gains sought are small, which, at L-band, permits use of small
antennas and relatively large beamwidths. This is especially true
for gains less than 14 dB or so. (This is one major factor leading
to the selection of 10 dB as a baseline value of gain in this and
t
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related studies.)(3)
For example, with reference half-power antenna beamwidths on the order
of 55 degrees to 33 degrees (10 dB to 14 dB gain; see Figure 2-4), the
allowable resolution of control devices could be as poor as ±5 degrees.
However, conservative design practice dictates a control panel angular
position meter resolution of A degree. The angle data pick-offs and
controllers with this capability are readily available at low cost.
For the antenna drive motor and control systems, three general cate-
gories have been considered as candidates. These are:
1. Open-loop drives, i.e.,  stepper motors.
2. dosed loop drives, using synchro components as data pick-
offs and do motors (dc torque drive).
3. Closed loop drives, using synchro components as data pick-
offs, and ac servo motor drives.
Of these basic categories, which on their own are each acceptable,
the third, consisting of synchro compunents as data pick offs and
associated ac servo motor drive, is concluded here to offer the
highest reliability and longest life.
For an antenna with a maximum dimension of about 40 cm (about lF
inches) facing the wind, the drive torques required should be no
more than about 20 to 40 meter-newtons (15 to 30 ft-lbs) in wind
speeds of 145-20u km/hr (75 to 110 knots). This maximum dimension
is typical of antenna candidates in the gain range 10-15 dB.
The torque requirement of the servo drive for a 40 meter-newton maxi-
mum wind load would normally call for a do torque drive since the choice
of an ac servo drive is generally confined to "smaller" torque re-
quirements. Manufacturers are, however, available for ac servo
(3) 1970 DOT-CG Study, Op. Cit. Volume III.
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motors to satisfy these requirements, although not as numerous as
the "instrument" servo motor suppliers. The ac servo motor would
fall into a 1/2 or 3/4 HP category (e.g.,5lD cm or 1 inches dia-
mete r). The associated gear train would fall into a larger size
class of gears normally associated with instrument servos. Typi-
cally the gear face width shoal be less than 1.- cm.
As implied above a do drive has basic advantages and limitations
relative to an ac drive; and the final choice of an ac drive system
is based on the particular civilian shipboard user application be-
ing considered. Some of the pertinent trade-offs considered were:
1. The do motors can deliver a high output from a small
frame size, since there are no slip losses as in an
ac motor.
2. The do motor circuitry permits use of a variety of
stabilization techniques.
3. Residual voltages are usually negligible in do motor
circuits.
4. DC	 motors are more efficient than ac motors, es-
pecially in applications requiring variable speed.
5. It is possible to employ do motors in a mann,', r in
which no power is required under no-signal conditions.
(In contrast, ac motors require main field excitation.)
ti
,4
The aforementioned advantages of a do motor over an ac servo motor
are considered offset by the following disadvantages for this appli-
cation:
1. DC motors have commutators that require periodic mainten-
ance checks to ensure reliable brush performance. Such
maintenance is a serious problem area in complex or remote
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assemblies, such as atop a mast. Brushes represent the great-
est single deterrent to a more widespread use of do motors.
2. Radio interference generated by brushes often leads to special
filtering and shielding requirements to reduce this interfer-
ence to a satisfactory level.
3. The use of induction-type data pick-offs (as would be used in
an ac approach), which includes the category of synchros and
resolvers, avoids the requirement for demodulators and do cir-
cuitry associated with the use of do motors.
4. High field strengths used in do machines increases cogging
and therefore decreases small signal sensitivity. This is
further accentuated by brush friction.
The above discussion is considered to be a summary of the trade-offs per-
tinent to ac vs do closed-loop drives. The open loop drive, listed as
the first category, has most of the disadvantages associated with the
maintenance of do brushes, along with the other hardware limitations of
friction-type surfaces. The single most dominant factor in a choice of
an ac closed loop drive is that all the rotating components, namely, 	
,,- 1
motor and data pick-offs, are essentially frictionless (with the minor
exception of slip rings associated with the angle data pick-offs). 	 i I
With regards to differences between an azimuth-only drive motor for sin-
gle-axis drive and the use of both azimuth and elevation drive motors
for dual-axis operation, the servo loops are essentially the same with
the following exception. The two-axis drive would contain a variable
gain amplifier in the azimuth axis whose gain would be a function of the
elevation angle. This "secant function" sensor is readily obtained from
the same data pick-off (resolver or synchro type), which is used in the
elevation axis shaft. The elevation axis sensor would provide the
yS_YIu`acs51.'tUN.^^.tYti''tli
necessary gain change information feeding the azimuth loop servo. This 
function is required to compensate for the decrease 1n azimuth angle 
changes. when referred to the horizon plane. as elevation angle increases. 
as discussed in Section 2 and 3 previously. 
Fi gure 4-1 shows a bas 1 C configurational di agram of a motor drive system 
for a single axis (azltnuth). Figure 4-2 shows the typical servo block 
diagram, i.ndi caUng the transfer functions ,pos i tion feedback • etc . of 
the elevation axis . Figure 4-3 shows the equivalent block diagram for 
an azimuth axis • whh..:h includes the secant correction function. The con-
trol input to the positioning system may beCl manualcOIIIIIand from. a con-
trol panel. or a gyro-repeater output. or the de output of an automatic 
angle tracking rec.eiver. 
Of !;ourse, the use of azimuth and elevation 'is. at this point. an exa.,1e. 
Other mount arr.angements can be used. such as an X-V mount which consists 
o·f two orthogonaleJevatlonaxes. In any case. the conclusion herein is 
thClt both thetorqueandaccuracyrequl .... nis ate very modest. and that 
anac drive system is most sllitabJe frGllt a reliability standpoint. It 
is estimated that s.uch a dual-axis servo drhesystem. including the an .. 
gle datapick-offs ,meters.motors •• ars.etc.would cost less than 
$2000 .whenassemb led with ~neral1yoff-the ... shelfcOlq)onents frC)lllexist .... 
il1g manufacturer's. Oedicatedmanufacturein volume would reduce these 
costs. 
4.1.3 RotaryJ.oints and ClbleWraps 
One particularly UndeSirable 1eat-,re clssodatedwithmec:hanicaHy pOinted 
antennas is thf!.neecJfor aspec:ialriotatabletransmission linetoP!lss 
. . 
. tne transmit and receivesignalslhrougbtheax.s irltersec:tioos bfthe an;.. . 
tennapedeStal. 1.n general. ·therearecthreebasic tec:Jmiqlies fOrillple .. ··· 
menti ngsucnil.requiremerlt.. TheSearerotilf'YJoints,cable'wraP$ind . • 
.sJiprjI19s •. 
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In typical microwave antenna systems where very low line loss is desired,
rotary joints are used, with waveguide interface. While rotary joints
can be very reliable, they are typically expensive relative to the low-
cost shipboard terminals being considered here. They are also limited
to fairly narrow-band applications. However, this does not present any
difficulty in the maritime satellite application. In quantity produc-
tion, of course, their costs are by no means prohibitive. Virtually all
large ships are equipped with X-band (9 GHz) radars which are continually
scanned in azimuth, (i.e., a mechanically-pointed fan beam) with waveguide
running up the mast to a horn antenna with a rotary joint transition.
The cost of a complete radar set, including antenna, drive, transmitter,
receiver and display costs, is in the range of $12,000 to $18,000 depending
on manufacturer and quality.
The most desirable trGnsistion would be a cable wrap. The somewhat higher
line loss associated with cable at L-band is readily permissible in the
subject application. The low noise preamplifier would be sufficiently
small, so that it .an, in fact, be located adjacent to the antenna prior
to axes transitions in the receive path. While the low-power transmitter
should also be located at the antenna, it may not be practical to actually
place it "a-L.)ve" the two axes. In this case, however, the small cable
loss would be insignificant. The only constraint that would negate the
use of cable wrap exists in the azimuth axis of an elevation-over-azi-
muth gimbal system, i.e., mount. A cable wrap can readily satisfy the
elevation angle excursion, e.g., from -45" to 135° in the worst (small
ship) case. But some users may define a need for operation while contin-
uously turning through many circles. A cable wrap could satisfy a certain
amount of turning, e.g., as much as 720° in azimuth.
For many applications, this should be ample. For the vast majority
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of commercial ocean-going vessels which by and large travel from A to 6,
a cable wrap should suffice even in azimuth. If the cable eventually
reaches a limit, the set operator would have to go "off the air" for a
minute or so while he (remotely) rotated the antenna by a full turn or
so. Generally, this could be done in port between trips. However, it
is possible, of course, to envision certain situations where ships needed
to maneuver or simply circle, perhaps in rescue operations.
Two alternatives exist to the requirement for rotary joints in all ships.
First, a rotary joint can readily be an optional component in a terminal,
r`	 to be purchased at the discretion of the individual user. Second, an X-Y
antenna mount can be used. With dual elevation axes providing the re-
quired hemispherical coverage instead of an elevation-over-azimuth mount,
simple cable wraps may be employed.
The disadvantages of an X-Y mount are two-fold. Analogous to the rate
limitation at the zenith in az-el mounts, producing a "keyhole" in the
coverage, two "keyholes" exist at (opposite ends of) the horizon due to
finite rate limitations with X-Y mounts. However, with the subject
beamwidths being so wide, actual holes in the coverage would not in
practice exist. At those certain directions where rate limitations
create a pointing error, the effective gain would be reduced, but system
lock should not be lost.
The second disadvantage of X-Y mounts is that of operator control. As
noted in Section 3.3, every directable antenna should have a manual
control mode, even if automatic tracking or slaved stabilization is
also used. It is necessary for initial acquisition, alignment, etc.
The display of two elevation axis angles is not convenient for use by
the operator, and for this reason. an
 X-Y to Az-E1 coordinate translator
should probably be employed. Such deuces have been used previously:
They are generally electro-mechanical. This added component is undesir-
able in that it would be an added cost to the antenna subsystem, but
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this additional cost need not necessarily be significant.
The third alternative, slip rings, is applicable only at low frequen-
cy, e.g., 5 MHz and below. This would not be a suitable frequency for
transmission of signals between the antenna location and the radio room,
clearly,  with spectrums of up to 8.5 MHz in each transmission direction.
Thus, the trade-off may be essentially reduced to a cost comparison be-
tween a rotary joint and an X-Y to Az-E1 coordinate translator. Unfor-
tunately, there is little evidence currently which suggests any signi-
ficant difference between the two alternatives when large quantity manu-
fa,.ture is considered. The mount/axes trade-off is also affected by
other considerations. An X-Y mount may actually have advantages in terms
of dynamics, in that one axis can be parallel to the roll axis. The ac-
tual size and geometry of the antenna radiator may also be a factor.
The following sections review these and other characte-istics of various
single-beam antenna radiators suitable for mechanical pointing.
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4.2 CONVENTIONAL PARABOLIC ANTENNAS
4.2.1	 General Characteristics
By far, the most used antenna for satellite communication terminals is
the conventional parabolic dish. It is highly efficient for very high
gain applications, e.g., 20 to 60 dB. The antenna, a paraboloidal sur-
face of revolution, is well known for its ability to focus RF energy
as an optical device. Its performance depends on obtaining an efficient
combination of reflector and feed geometry. Parabolic antennas can be
designed for very low sidelobes and backlobes, and, with specially
shaped reflectors which deviate slightly from paraboloids and cassegrain
Y'
' subreflectors, very high efficiencies (e.g., 75%) may be obtained when
the size to wavelength ratio is large. The desired circular polariza-
tion is also readily achievable.
The reflector size is generally selected on the basis of a gain require-
ment, while the feed is designed for efficient illumination of the re-
flector surface. Generally, a near optimum performance is obtained when
the reflector edge illumination is approximately 10 dB below that of the
center. Higher illumination tapers than this are employed generally
for sidelobe performance improvement at the expense of a slight decrease
in gain.
An ideal circular aperture antenna is one which is illuminated by a
point source with a uniform phase and amplitude distribution over the
surface of the dish and no spillover loss. Moreover, the gain of the
antenna is directly proportional to the physical aperture, A , i.e.,
ideally:
G = 
4w	
A	 (4-1)
X2
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where
	 a = signal wavelength
A = 7rd2/4
d = antenna diameter
In actual practice, the gain performance departs appreciably from this
ideal value, mainly due to a departure from uniform illumination and
other inadvertent losses of energy due to spillover, aperture blockage,
cross-polarization and ohmic losses. The gain factor, G, is typically
lower by an efficiency factor, n, which has a value between 0.5 to 0.7
in most applications. As noted previously (with Figure 3-1),
G = 4-a	 ( 71rd2 I 
n
x2	 t 4 1
2
da 	 Ti
2
^_. 5 (d)	 (4-2)
Other pertinent relationships between antenna gain, beamwidth and
aperture diameter are given below:
ka
0hp -	
d	
(4-3)
2
Tr k .
G	 = 0.5	 0	 (4-4)
hp
2
G(0) = G - 12
	 00	 (in dB)	 (4-5)hp	 .
where	 k 	 = 69, in deg. (beamwidth constant for 10 dB illumina-tion taper)
	0 h	 half-power beamwidth in degrees
	
G	 = peak gain of the antenna
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G (o) = gain at angle (o) from beam center
Thy parabolic reflector may be excited by a feed horn whose dimensions
may be determined by the empirical formulas given, for example, by
Silver: (21)
For the electric plane:
o l o(E) =	 8Ba	 (degrees), B < 2.5	 (4-6)
X
For the magnetic plane:
o io( H ) = 31 + 79 'A '
m
Am
< 3	 (4-7)
where: o l o(E) and o i ,(H) are 10 dB beamwidths
B = aperture in electric plane
Am
 = aperture in magnetic plane
	
4.2.2	 Low-Gain Parabolas at L-Band
The typically-used feed horn dimensions at 1600 MHz are generally quite
large and thus waveguide feeds for such an antenna should be avoided.
A bettEi^ choice of feed design for an L-band parabolic antenna with a
gain of 18 dB or less would be a crossed dipole backed by a metal cup.
Shown in Figure 4-4 is a typical design employing cup-dipoles in an
orthogonal arrangement.
The diameter, d, is selected in accordance with Equations (4-2) or (4-3)
to satisfy the specified gain or beamwidth. Ideally, a 75 cm (30 in)
diameter would be required for a gain of about 18 dB. A gain of 15 dB
	
(21)
	 S.	 Op. Cit.
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Figure 4-4 TYPICAL PARABOLIC REFLECTOR ANTENNA
requires about a 50 cm (20 in) diameter. (See Figure 3-2.) The size of
cup is normally selected to provide proper 10 dB beamwidth for the cho-
sen focal length and aperture dimensions. The subtended angle from the
focal point to the edges of the reflector defines the required 10 dB
beamwidth. Figure 4-5 presents the subtended angle values for various
F/d (focal length to diameter ratio) values.
The feed angle corresponding to the reflector edges may be determined
from Figure 4-5. One additional factor due to space attenuation from
the focal point to the Edge of the reflector must be considered before
the 10 dB beamwidth for the t=eed may be specified. The space attenua-
tion vs feed angle is presented in Figure 4-6.
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	 SPACE LOSS VS SUBTENDED ANGLE FOR PARABOLOID
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As an example of how Figures 4-5 and 4-6 may be utilized in feed geo-
metry selection, a typical F/d ratio of 0.4 can be assumed. From
Figure 4-5, the corresponding subtended angle is seen to be 128°.
From Figure 4-6, a space attenuation of 3 dB may be noted, which means
that a 7 dB beamwidth of 128° is required of the feed to obtain 10 dB
illumination taper at the reflector. While this could be achievable,
the feed is large and constitutes significant aperture blockage.
In general, the advantages of parabolic antennas are most significant
when high values of gain (>20 dB) are specified. At values below this,
the antenna diameter is not large relative to tie wavelength, and ef-
ficiency is poor. This results in a physically large antenna, compared
to some other candidates, for the general shipboard terminal require-
ments of gain and beamwidth. While aperture (size) efficiency is no( con-
sidered of primary significance for low gain antennas in the subject
shipboard application, it would be considered important for values of
gain above 14 dB, where diameters on the order of 60 cm to 90 cm (i.e.,
2 ft. to 3-1/2 ft.) are implied. This size of antenna, with its at-
tendant swept-volume, tends to be quite significant in terms of a
burden on shipboard operation, maintenance and installation. The tor-
ques required to drive the antenna in the face of high winds also get
large, increasing as the square of diameter.
)x
Y;b.
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4.3 PARABOLIC CYLINDER WITH FAN BEAM
The parabolic cylinder is a reflector antenna which can be used to ob-
tain an asymmetrical fan beam with very large aspect ratio (length-to-
width) which is not easily obtained from a section of a paraboloid or
other antennas. It is practical to use a parabolic cylinder to achieve
an aspect ratio greater than 8:1. The beamwidth of the narrow coverage,
ohp , is mainly controlled by the width of the aperture, d, which can
be determined conveniently from Equation (4-3), i.e.,
Jhp	
=	 k  (d )	 ( 4'3)
where k  is a factor of about 70 (in degrees) related to a 10 dB illum-
ination taper.
J
The broad coverage of the fan beam with the cylindrical reflector
cited by a dipole is determined by the pattern of the dipole. In this
case the antenna behaves like a corner reflector except that the dipole
must be placed at the focal line of the parabolic cylinder. The polari-
zation characteristic of this antenna is linear along the dipole plane.
A polarizer must be employed to change the inherently linear polarization
characteristic to circular. The polarizer may be located at the reflector
aperture as shown in Figure 4-7. This antenna has been dimensioned to
provide approximately 11 dB peak gain.
The antenna provides a 17° x 120° fan beam. This configuration is suit-
able for one dimensional mechanical pointing such as by slaving only to
a gyrocompass. It would, however, have high axial ratios near the edge
of the wide-beam coverage, and generally be , subject to the prohlems as-
sociated with a single-axis pointeo' fan-beam, as discussed in Sections
2.4 and 3.4.
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	 PARABOLIC CYLINDER ANTENNA WITH
120° x 17° FAN BEAM
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4.4 PLANAR ARRAY
4.4.1 General
A planar array of the most commonly used form is shown in Figure 4-8.
The antenna elements are arranged in rows and columns by maintaining
a constant separation from one another. The antenna is easily ana-
lyzed in terms of linear array theory. The number of elements to be
used in each row or column is usually selected in accordance with
beam shape and gain required. Consequently, arrays of rectangular
or triangular shapes are often used.
4.4.2 Symmetrical Beams
The square ^:iperture array presented in Figure 4-8 is designed mainly
to provide a high gain symmetrical beam. The elements in the array
are all excited with equal amplitude and phase. The excitation cir-
cuit ii of corporate feed design consisting of power dividers and
equal length transmission line sections. The detail design of the
circuit is shown in Figure 4-9. The directivity of the uniform dis-
tribution array is given by
D
	 D  D 	 (4-8)
where Dx and Dy are directivities of the row and column linear array,
respectively. Tapered di.tributions usually give lowereJ sidelobes
at the penalty of some loss in directivity. In terms of design im-
plementation, the uniform excitation is by far the simplest %ince
the feed design is common throughout.
For the array shown in Figure 4-8, D  and D  are equal since there
are the same number of elements in rows as in columns.
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The advantage of a planar array is the great flexibility in obtaining
a shaped beam by varying the excitation and grouping of the array
elements in a particular manner. In comparison with parabolic reflec-
tor designs, the array efficiency is higher for obtaining a non-scan-
ning broadside beam. The cost is higher than for a parabolic dish.
It is estimated that the 4 x 4 array, shown in Figure 4-8, providas
a gain of 15.5 dB. The half power beamwidth is approximately 28.5`.
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(15")
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Figure 4-8
	
4 x 4 CROSSED DIPOLE PLANAR ARRA'r
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4.5
	 LINEAR ARRAY
4.5.1	 General
The linear array is an antenna design by which a fan beam radiation
pattern of very large aspect ratio can be provided. The elements of
the array are arranged in a straight line in one dimension with a
constant separation. In a non-scanning design, the elements can be
most conveniently excited uniformly in amplitude and phase by means
of power dividers and equal line lengths. Under this condition, maxi-
mum gain is obtained. The direction of maximum radiation is perpendi-
cular to the array aperture. The narrow beamwidth of the fan beam is
primarily determined by the number of elements, the beamwidth decreas-
ing as the number of elements increase. The broad coverage beamwidth
of the fan beam is approximately equal to the beamwidth of the indivi-
dual element, which is, however, typically limited in size to less than
that desired. For maximum gain performance, the element spacing is com-
monly held tc, _.7 wavelength. The array beam polarization characteris-
tic is dictated by that of the element.
4.5.2	 Circular Polarization and Coverage
A circularly polarized array beam can be obtained by arraying spiral,
crossed slots or crossed dipoles or other circularly polarized radia-
tors. The major problem is how to provide low axial ratio circular
polarization over a wide angle sectoral beam. One way this can be done
is with a linear array of several multi-arm conical spirals (see Section
4.12) The wide angle beam and circular polarization properties of 4
and 8 arm conical log-spirals discussed in Section 4.12 permit fairly
	
g
low axial ratios over as niuch as a 180' beamwidth cardioid-of-revolu-
tion beam shape, with very low (<-20 d6) back radiation. Thus, a
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-linear array of 4 such elements would be arrayed as illustrated in 
Figure 4-10 . 
Although n-element conical spiral antennas are capable of under 3 dB 
axial ratios over a hemisphere, it may be desirable to hold axial ra-
tios even lower than this figure. To avoid polarization decoupling 
losses of several tenths of a dB, axial ra t ios of under 1.5 dB would 
be required . A novel technique, wherein the polarization ellipse of 
paired elements in an array are crossed, permits a resultant lowering 
of array axial ratio below the axial ratios of the array elements them-
selves. This scheme is referred to as the "crossed-ellipse array" con-
cept. Basically, it depends upon recognition of the fact that the super-
position of crossed ellipses of equal axial ratio and intensity can re -
sult in a lower axial ratio for the array than that of its elements. 
With this concept, the lower the axial ratios of the crossed ellipses , 
the greater is the tolerance to error in matching the two ellipses pro-
perly. Figure 4-11 shows the calculated resultant axial ratio vs the 
error in amplitude balance of the two waves . Figure 4-12 shows the ef-
fect of phase or ellipse orientation error on resultant axial ratio . 
Figure 4-13 indicates axial ratio unbalance vs resultant axial rati o 
performance . These plots show that superimposed crossed ellipses, fed 
in phase, result ina lower axi a 1 rati 0 for gi ven excitati on errors than 
conventional crossed quadrature-phased linear polarized fields. 
Figure 4-14 shows the beam area of two crossed fields of quasi-parallel 
ellipses, illustrati ng the desired polarization orientation of crossed 
element pairs . Figure 4-15 contrasts the desirable quasi-parallel ele -
ment ellipses with undesirable patterns of quasi-radial ellipses which 
cannot be rotated to produce crossed sets of ellipses, except on axis. 
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Figure 4-16a ai,., 4-16b (39)
 show measured pattern/axial-ratio responses
of two conical spiral antennas with one rotated 90° about its beam axis.
It may bn noted that axial ratios at ±70° off axis are -
-A dB for both
elements. (these are 2 arm spirals designed for somewhat less than
cardioid beamwidths.)
Figure 4-17 shows the broad beamwidth pattern transverse to the line
of the 4-element array of the conical spirals of Figure 4-16a & 4-165.
The exceedingly low axial ratios out to ±80° are evident. In parti-
cular, the axial ratios at ±70° are s2 dB as a result of the crossed
ellipse element beams. FigL.a 4-18 shows the narrow beam cut of the
4-element array. Axial ratios over the entire main beam are <0.5 dB
and under 2 dB over all sidelobes out to ±55 0 . The array dimensions
for this antenna are shown in Figure 4-10. The crossed ellipse tech-
nique can be applied to broader cardioid beam con-spiral elements to
extend the extra-low axial ratio performance to ±90 0 in the wide beam
place. Thus, a desired low axial ratio sectoral beam can be realized,
although with some complexity of design.
The requirement for good circular polarization at large angles from
beam center is an obvious requirement for electronically steered ar-
rays. For linear arrays, it is also relevant, since the hemispherical
coverage requirement can be met by using a broad fan beam, steered in
one axis only. For such an application, circular polarization is re-
quired at all angles where the antenna has usable gain. It is also,
of co-t-se, important in the switched-beam and electronically scanned
beam array configurations. Those categories are discussed in Sections
5 and 6.
(39) Unpublished Measurements by Philco-Ford Corporation, Newport
Beach, California. (Private Communication with Mr. W.G. Scott.)
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For weather protection, a conformal-type radome could be used over the
array for shipboard installation as shown in Figure 4-10. While the
multiple elements in an array inherently offer the potential of deve-
loping a difference pattern for automatic tracking, the fan beam con-
figuration discussed is primarily associated with single-axis slaving
to shipboard inertial references. Thus, while the use of fan beams
implies certain limitations in fain (Section 2.5), it is possible to
generate the desired beam shape.
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4.6
	 CROSSED YAGI-UDA ARRAY
4.6.1 General
The crossed Yagi-Uda array is an end-fire parasitic antenna which con-
sists of a single driven antenna and closely coupled parasitic elements
as shown in Figure 4-19.
REFLECTOR
DRIVEN
ANTENNA
a;/a ^%Z
DIRECTORS
I	 I	 I	 a
.414a
^—.34a
Figure 4-19 CROSSED YAGI-UDA ARRAY
The antenna is circularly polarized by feeding the crossed-dipole driven
antenna elements in phase quadrature. The function of the directors
is to increase the antenna gain. Each director receives its power para-
sitically from the preceding direc-cor and in turn radiates a portion of
its power. The incremental contribution from the directors is pro-
gressively less along the array. The practical limit to the total num-
ber of elements is 12 or less although arrays of thirty or forty elements
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have been built. The director length and spacing as presented in Fig-
ure 4-19, represents a good compromise on gain, input impedance, front-
to-back ratio, and bandwidth for the antenna.
4.6.2 Performance
Representive performance reported is presented in Figure 4-20 where the
antenna gains and beamwidths are plotted against the number of directors.
4
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Figure 4-20 CROSSED YAGI-UDA ARRAY GAIN AND
BEAMWIDTH VS NUMBER OF DIRECTORS
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With the crossed dipole elements excited by a turnstile feed circuit,
the antenna can be made to perform monopulse tracking by the utiliza-
tion of the sum and different pattern through the respective circuit
ports. However, more than 2 crossed sets of elements may be required
to excite the difference beam mode so required. This is not difficult
to do, however.
For shipboard use, the Yagi-Uda antenna must be kept short, because
it gets flimsy as its length increases, and this w^uld limit the use-
ful gain range to approximately 10 dB.
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4.7 HELICAL RADIATORS
4.7.1 General
A gain of 3 to 15 dB can be easily achieved by a helical design of pro-
per dimensions. The electrical performance characteristic of the heli-
cal antenna is very predictable. The axial mode radiation is obtained
when the helix circumference is
	
1 wavelength. The helix dimensions
are noncritical in nature; and, as a result, the axial mode radiation is
easily generated in practice. For this reason, the helical antenna is
considered to be one of the simplest types of antenna to make. The heli-
cal antenna also possesses excellent broadband properties, including
desirable pattern, impedance and polarization characteristics over a
relatively wide frequency range up to 1.67:1 of the mid frequency.
4.7.2 Performance Characteristics
The more important performance characteristics such as pattern, beam-
width, directivity and terminal resistance may be accurately computed
from the respective formulas presented below:
sin ^ ^)
Pattern	 E = (sin 4n )	 cos	 (4 -9)
sin2
F___
B =	 52	 deg	 (4-10)
Ca AT
B =
	
115
	 deg	 (4-11)
C^ fnT
G = 10 C 
X 
2 n S^	 (4-12)
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Beamwidth (half-power)
Beamwidth (first nulls)
Gain
5.
(2 V
Terminal Resistance
	 R = 140 C  ohms
	 (4-13)
Axial Ratio	 AR = 2 n + 1	 (4-14)
2n
where 
	 = 360°SX
 (1 - cosO) + 2n
n = number of turns of helix
0 = angle off axis in radians
C^ = circumference in free-space
wavelengths
S^ = spa,.ing between turns in
free-space wavelengths
The geometry of a typical helical design is shown in Figure 4-21.
Figure 4-21 TYPICAL HELICAL ANTENNA GEOMETRY
The antenna operates over a 15.5 cm diameter cup ground plane. The diameter
of the helix is 5.9 cm. The helix length is 53 c... The pitch angle is 14 0 .
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In terms of the antenna dimensions, the calculated antenna performance
is presented below:
Beamwidth (half-power)	 = 32.70
Beamwidth (first nulls)	 = 72.40
Gain	 = 14.5 dB
Terminal Resistance	 = 140 ohms
Axial ratio	 = 0.34 dB
Helical antennas are popular for the reception of spacecraft telemetry
signals. They can be made cheaply and simply and can be easily pro-
tected from the shipboard environment by enclosing the helix in a fib-
erglass cylinder.
Helices are also very commonly used in 3- or 4-element planar arrays
for spacecraft tracking.
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4.8 LOG-PERIODIC CROSSED DIPOLE ANTENNAS
4.8.1 General
The log-periodic crossed dipole is a type of circularly-polarized,
broad-band antenna which consists of an array of crossed dipoles with
lengths and spacing arranged in a log-peril is manner. The antenna
may be excited by feeders from back to front, as shown in Figure 4-22a).
In this configuration,the antenna becomes its own balun. A 90° hybrid
provides the necessary phase quadrature currents for the dipoles. Rldi-
ation Of the antenna is endfire in the direction of the shorter element.
The bandwidth of the antenna is determined by the size of the elements
used, where the highest and lowest frequencies are determined resnective-
1 ,y by the shortest and longest dipole. The practical limit of gain for
the log-periodic, crossed-dipole antenna is approximately 9 dBi. The
gain is relatively constant over the design bandwidth.
4.8.2 Design Considerations
A comprehensive analysis of the antenna and step-by-step design proce-
dure are presented by Carrel . (40) The number of elements is determined
by the design parameter, T; the number of elements is increased as T
increases. The antenna size is determined by boom length (the distance
between the smallest and largest element)which depends on a. The boom
length increases as Q increases. The parameter relationships are pre-
sented in Figure 4-22b). In L-band design, the antenna would be much
larger than a helix or Yagi-Uda antenna. Complexity and cost would be
higher. The side- and backlobe characteristics are less desirable.
(40) Carrel, R. "The Design of Log-Periodic Dipole Antennas."
IRE International Convention Record 9, 1961.
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b) DESIGN PARAMETER RELATIONSHIPS
	 do = Q
—T —n
In
hn = 2
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The log-periodic antenna is primarily used in those applications where
its broad bandwidth can be used to advantage. In the application un-
der consideration here, the disadvantages noted above mean that it is
not a serious contender.
t
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4.9 CONICAL AND RECTANGULAR HORNS
4.9.1 General
A horn antenna is a flared end on a hollow conductor transmission line
or waveguide.	 The flare acts as an impedance transformer to convert
from the waveguide impedance to that of the radiating wave in free space.
The throat of the horn also acts as a mode filter, allowing only a sin-
gle mode to propagate from guide to aperture. Therefore, if the flare
angle is not too large, all modes other than the dominant will be eli-
minated at the aperture. Rectangular, circular and elliptical waveguides
and flared horns have been used, but rectangular waveguide is most com-
mon and will be assumed in this section.
4.9.2 E-Plane Horns
Figure 4-23 illustrates E-plane sectoral horns. Figure 4-24 from Sil-
ver(21) shows the relationship of E-plane aperture width (in wavelengths)
versus E-plane pattern beamwidths. An E-plane 10 d6 beamwidth of 160°
is indicated with a one-half wavelength E-plane aperture width.
An optimum wide angle sectoral pattern with low side lobes requires a
large aperture width, contrary to the apparent trend in Figure 4-24.
The wide patterns of small aperture horns never have steep "edges" to
the patterns,and considerable radiation spills beyond the intended beam
sector. As illustrated in Figure 4-25, from reference 21, the use of
an in-phase circular arc aperture of increasing electrical width pro-
duces an increasingly better approximation to an idealized pre-shaped
sectoral pattern with less and less radiation beyond the sector angle
(21) Silver, S. Op. Cit.
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subtended by the aperture arc. Thus a tradeoff exists--one may use
quite small apertures for wide beamwidths (with spillover) or quite
large circular apertures for wide beamwidths (with very little beam
spillover and fairly uniform pattern amplitude over the beamwidth).
This tradeoff is illustrated in comparing the conventional sectoral
horn of Figures 4-23a) with 4-23b), where the circular arc aperture
is realized in a compound horn. Both horns have the same sectoral
beamwidths but not the same beam efficiencies (spillover).
4.9.3 Circular Polarization
Circulaifipolarization can be achieved for horn antennas by several
means, but extremely low axial ratios are difficult to maintain at
wide pattern angles such as ±>60° off axis.
Figure 4-23c) illustrates the use of a wave polarization converter
screen spaced a short distance from the sectoral horn aperture to ac-
hieve circular polarization. This converter screen changes the linearly
polarized wave radiated from the horn aperture to one of circular pol-
arization.
Lerner 
(41) 
shows a version of such a screen composed of three photo-
etched sheets and a dielectric honeycomb core. The conductive foil
etched on the plastic sheets forms a grid of thin strips (shunt induc-
tance) interlaced with rows of isolated rectangles (shunt capacitance).
With the incident wave E-field oriented at forty-five degrees to the
grid pattern, circular polarization can be obtained. By use of three
such sheets, a wide-band impedance match can be obtained. Lerner
(41) Lerner, D.S. "A Wave Polarization Converter for Circular
Polarization." IEEE Trans AP, January 1965.
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wi
reported that a curved cylindrical plate,mounted over a sectoral horn,
produced an insertion loss of less than 0.5 dB with an axial ratio un-
der 1.7 dB. A further advantage of the polarizer is that it can serve
as the horn radome.
Horns are very commonly used as feeds for high-gain antennas, where
their easily controllable characteristics and relatively uniform aper-
ture power distribution make possible the design of highly efficient
systems. Obtaining circular polarization from a horn antenna is rela-
tively complex, and is a considerable disadvantage, as the simple horn
is otherwise small, lightweight and inexpensive to produce.
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4.10 THE SHORT BACKFIRE ANTENNA
4.10.1	 General Description
One very attractive single-beam antenna candidate for gains on the order
of 12 to 14 dB is a relatively new design referred to as a "short back-
fire" antenna. It has the very desirable characteristics of high effi-
ciency and simplicity of construction. The short backfire antenna shown
in Figure 4-26 consists of two planar reflectors of different diameters,
separated by one-half wavelength, forming a shallow leaky cavity resona-
tor with the radiation beam normal to the small reflector. The antenna,
originated by Ehrenspeck, 	 is fed by a dipole at the midpoint between
the two reflectors and yields useful gains of 10-15 dBi. Typical values
for the reflector diameters at 1540 MHz are 2.0 wavelengths (39.0 cm) and
0.5 wavelengths (9.8 cm), as shown in Figure 4-27, for 14 dBi gain and 350
beamwidth. The addition of a quarter-wave rim on the larger reflector
reduces back radiation from -20 dB to below -30 dB. The pattern and gain
bandwidth have been measured to be 17% in one example, although the
natural impedance match bandwidth is only 3-5% for VSWR's under 2.0 and
might have to be broadened with a matching network to provide a low VSWR
at the transmit frequency of 1640 MHz (i.e., for 6.4% bandwidth).
	 ,.
The major interest in this antenna is due to the fact that its aperture
efficiency is approximately 70%, a figure very difficult to obtain in
parabolic reflectors of this small diameter (2.0 wavelengths). With the
high aperture efficiency goes exceptionally low sidelobe levels, helping
to reduce multipath and ship structure _^attering losses. Figures 4-,8
and 4-29 give some measured (43)
 beamwidth, sidelobe and gain parametric
(42) Ehrenspeck. "The Short Backfire Antenna." Proc. IEEE itCorrespon-
Bence). Vol. 53, pp. 1138-1140, August 1965.
(43) Dod, L.R. "Experimental Measurements of the Short Backfire Antenna."
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., Report S-525 -66-480,
October 1966.
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Figure 4-27 011ENSIONS OF SHORT BAXKFIRE ANTENNA
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data. In addition, it is quite simple in construction and not sensitive
to dimensional tolerances.
4.10.2	 Principles of Operation of the Short Backfire Antenna
m
	
	 The name "short-backfire antenna" is misleading since the operating mode
for the backfire antenna is characterized by multiple reflection of
electromagnetic waves between the two plane reflectors, with a stanAing
?
	
	 wave field distribution along the antenna axis. This condition requires
that the reflectors be separated by n a0/2, where n is an integer, such
that the tangential E fields vanish at their surfaces. The stored energy
in the near-field zone is concentrated in the region between the reflec-
tors along the antenna axis, and is radiated through the aperture plane.
A short-backfire antenna w i th reflector separation of 0.5 wavelength is
the shortest possible dimension for antenna configurations in this cate-
gory.
a
The aperture distribution has been shown
	 to be that of a cavity re-
sonator; it is thus cosinusoidal in both E and H planes. The dipole
acts merely as an exciter for the cavity field and may be replaced by
another structure of similar dimensionas , such as a loop, for example.
4.10.3 Tracking Capability of the Short Backfire Antenna
In order to obtain monopulse sum (E) and difference (A) beam performance,
the circular symnetry of the reflectors permits the use of a multiple
crossed dipole feed. A pair of orthogonal dipoles can be excited in
(44) Chen, R.M., Nyquist, D.P., Lin, J.L. "Radiation Fields of the
Short-Backfire Antenna." IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation.
pp. 596-597, September, 1968.
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quadrature as a turns ti 1 e feed (0°, 90°, 180°. 270° phas i ng) to produce 
circular polarization in the axial beam. Although a 4-ann log-spiral an-
tenna can also be excited with a 720° phase progression (0°, 180°, 360°. 
540°) so as to produce a circu1a,rly po1arizc:;d (:on1ca1, point nulled A 
beam simultaneously witm a circularly po1al'ized I: beam, tfilis is not in 
general true of 4-ann structu'res of other shapes, such as the 4 poles of the 
crossed dipole. In fact, a remarkable proof was recently pUblished(45) 
for n-a,nn antennas exhibiting lin-fold SY!llllletry", i.e., antennas having 
n identical anns of any shape, regularly disposed about an oriented axis, 
a, such that a rotation through an angle 2w/n about the axis, a, leaves 
the structure invariant, each arm being carried into congruence onto the 
next one. The n anns are fed equally, but wi th an i ncreas i ng phase i n-
crement of 21T/n for the I: (axial) beam pattern and 41T/n for the A (point 
nulled) pattern. The theorem states that for such n-ann antennas, in 
the vicinity of the antenna axis a, circular polarization is necessarily 
obtai ned in the I: pattern, regardless of the shape of the antenna anns 
if n > 3, and in the A pattern if n > 4. Thus, a 5,6,7, 8,- ... ann 
linear crossed-dipole feed will automatically produce circular polariza-
tion in both the E and A patterns. However. in the case of a 4-ann an-
tenna, circular polarization is not obtained automatically in the /). chan-
nel excitation but, if achieved at all. is obtained only because of the 
nature of the antenna structure; i.e., as for the 4-ann log-spiral antenna. 
Consequently. for the short-backfire antenna. a se~of 3 crossed dipoles 
(n = 6) will suffice to produce circularly polarized I: and A monopulse 
modes as in the 4, 6, 8 ••.. ann spiral antennas. (46) A relatively simple 
(45) 
(46) 
Crout. P.O •• liThe Deten.,c.on of Antenna Patterns of n-Ann An-
tennas by Means of 8i camp .~ Functi ons. II IEEE Trans. on Antennas 
and Propagation. pp. 686-6tSl:I. September. 1970. 
Deschamps. G.A. and DYS(i~l. J.D. liThe Logarithmic Spiral in a . 
S1 ngle Aperture Mul ti -mode Antenna System. II IEEE Trans. Antennas 
and Propagation. pp. 90-96, January ,1971. 
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stripline hybrid matrix, a form of the Butler Matrix(47) can be used to 
simultaneously excite the E and A modes for monopulse operation, which 
may then be converted to a single channel monopulse receiver configura-
tion, as discussed in Section 3.5.3. 
For shipboard operation, the antenna itself can be readily enclosed by 
a honeycomb fiberglass radome for weather protection, and still be a 
very small package (e.g., a cylinder 10 em long and 40 em in diameter). 
The ShOl't Backfire Antenna would thus appear to be a most suitable can-
didate for a shipboard antenna. Its extremely high efficiency gives it 
relatively high gain, but not at the expense of a narrow beamwidth (which 
would complicate the tracking function). It is capable of providing an 
axial null pattern for tracking without excessive complication. The 
small size, ease of construction and compact, rugged shape are also ad-
vantages for shipboard use. 
(47) Butler, J. and Lowe, R. "Beam Forming Matrix Simplifies Design of 
Electronically Scanned Antennas." Electronic Design, p. 170, 
April,1961. 
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4.11 TURNSTILE ON GROUND PLANE
4.11.1	 General
r
The turnstile antenna is a design where two dipoles are arranged ortho-
gonal to one another and are excited with phase quadrature current of
equal magnitude. The radiation of the antenna is circularly polarized
in the axial direction from the crossed elements.
A turnstile antenna may be used to provide a unidirectional pattern by
operating it over a ground plane as shown in Figure 4-30.
V
I
Al2
Figure 4-30
	 TURNSTILE ANT-ENNA
In this design, the dipole elements are excited by a split balun and the
=^.
	
	 necessary phase quadrature current is obtained by making one dipole slightly
shorter than the other. This antenna is very simple to design and re-
l atively inexpensive to make. The antenna pattern shape is approximately
wmr ,
 i'z:r  , where o is the angle off the antenna axis. The peak gain of
the antic
	
	 slightly greater than 5 dB. The impedance bandwidth is
-N,.^,.
slightly less.'*=_1) Percent. The antenna design is well suited to the
w sue`	 1
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subject. shipboard applications as a very low gain radiator. and is very 
simple to manufacture. The antenna may also be used as an array element. 
4.11.2 Circular Polarization Characteristics 
With the turnstile on ground plane radiator shown in Figure 4-3. the 
axial ratio of the circular polarization degrades with increasing angle 
e away from the beam ax; s. Thi sis shown in Fi gure 4-31. (48) For exam- . 
ple, at e = 52 degrees, the axial ratio is 5.1 dB. From Figure 4_32(49) 
it is seen that. for a satellite axial ratio of 3.0 dB, a polarization 
decoupling loss of 0.9 dB results. 
A way of reducing the wide angle axial ratio of the turnstile is shown 
in Figure 4_33,(48) where the turnstile arms are curved above the ground 
plane. It should be noted that the axial ratio at e = 52° is 2.6 dB. 
a considerable improvement over the conventional flat turnstile. Satel-
lite polarization decoupling loss would then be less than 0.4 dB. 
(48) 
(49) 
(48) 
Scott, W.G. "Special Antenna for a Moon Caps~I~.". Electroni~~. 
November 16. 1962. pp. 46-49. 
"The Microwave Engineers Handbook and Buyers Guide." Hori:zon 
House, Dedham, Mass. February 1966. 
Scott. Op. Cit. 
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4.12 CONICAL LOG-SPIRAL
	
4.12.1	 General Characteristics
The conical log-spiral is a circularly polarized, unidirectional radia-
tio; antenna with extremely broad bandwidth (i.e., frequency independent).
However, the wide angle circular polarization pattern performance of
this antenna rather than its broad band properties, is of interest in
the maritime satcom application. The antenna is constructed by wrapping
balanced equiangular spiral arms on a conical surface fed at the tip of
the cone. The sense of rotation of the circularly polarized field is
determined by the direction of winding of the spiral arms. Several
variations of the design are available. The primary variation is in
terms of the number of spiral arms. As an example, the two arm configu-
ration provides a single lobe of radiation along the axis of the cone
in the direction of its apex, whereas the four arm configuration may be
excited to radiate two modes of radiation, an axial beam and a point-
nulled conical beam. The four arm configuration is thus capable of
generating a pattern null which can be used to provide for dual channel
monopulse tracking. The antenna peak gain, however, is generally less
than 6 dBi for the axial beam and less than 5 dBi for the conical beam.
For hemispherical or greater coverage, the requirement is easily met with
a two arm design.
	
4.12.2	 Design Parameters
The performance of the conical log spiral antenna can be appropriately
specified in terms of the five parameters given below:
1) Included cone angle. 20
2) Armwidth angle, E
3) Spiral rate, a
4) Base diameter, D
5) Apex diameter, d
r-
250
These parameters are shown in Figure 4-34. The originator of the conical
spiral antenna, Dyson, (50) has found that by increasing d to 450 , half-
power beamwidths up to 180° can be obtained. However, the polarization
axial ratio at the beam edges degrades with increasing beamwidth, so
that for a 1800
 beamwidth, axial ratios of 6.0 dB typically exist.
4.12.3 Improved Circular Polarization , for Conical L2rSpirals
For beamwidths of 1800 , Scott, et al (51) have shown that 4 and 8 arm coni-
cal spiral antennas provide improved axial ratios. Figure 4-35 and 4-36
show patterns of 4 and 8 arm spirals with hemispherical beams.
	
(The
oscillation on the basic pattern is a measure of the axial ratio along
the pattern.) For the 4 arm spiral, the desired approximation to a hemi-
spherical beam with one sense of circular polarization is within 10.85 dB
of constant amplitude and under 2.7 dB axial ,ratio over the hemisphere.
An 8 arm design p l ,Aovides even better axial ratio performance. Here the
axial ratio stays under 1.7 dB and pattern amplitude is constant to with-
in ±1.3 dB over the hemisphere.
4.12.4 Conical Loq-S iral Configuration Aspects
The multi-arm (n-arm) designs are driven with equal amplitude per arm
and 2n/n phase progression per arm for the axial beam. A hybrid strip-
line network is required to feed these n terminals. Such networks can
(50) Dyson, J. "New Circularly Polarized Frequency Independent Antennas
With Conical Beam or Omnidirectional Patterns." IRE Trans. on An-
tennas and Propagation. July 1961.
(51) Scott, W. G., Ermatinger, C.E., Westerman, C.W. and Harrington, V.L.
"Wide-angle Circularly Polarized Antenna Techniques for Spacecraft."
IRE 9th Conference on Aerospace and Navigational Electronics. Oct. 1962.
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Design Values at 1540 MHz
Cone Half Angle 00 = 7.5°
Spiral Angle a = 45°
Tip Diameter d = 1.0 cm
Base Diameter D = 8.6 cm
Armwidth Angle d = 90°
LcRne Length = 23 cm
0
4— d/ 2
r^
^	 a
B
I
p	 low-- D/2 —qw"'
O
p l = po a (sin 0o/tan a)
p2 = K P1
K = e (- sin oo/tan a)6
Figure 4-34 HEMISPHERICAL COVERAGE CONICAL SPIRAL ANTENNA
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be small and rugged.
An alternate hollow conical beam shape can also be obtained from a given
n-arm conical spiral if h ? 4. This beam is obtained by an equal amplitude
excitation with phase increments of 4w/n per arm. The beamwidth of the
axial beam and the tilt angle of the center of the hollow conical beam
are controlled primarily by the spiral arm pitch angle a. Increasing
a (tighter winding) gives narrower axial beams and tighter (narrower) hol-
low conical beams. Increasing the number of arms produces smoother pat-
terns with lower wide angle axial ratios, but increasing n requires a
feed network of increasing complexity. Four, six and eight arm antennas
are, however, practical and have been used. Another benefit of increas-
ing n is an extremely low level of back radiation, i.e., less than-20 d6.
This can be advantageous for minimizing unwanted scattering from ship-
board structures.
In general, the connection between n coaxial feed cables and the n spiral
arms at the cone tip is the only delicate part. A small conformal plas-
tic radome over the spiral with interior foam filler would be adequate
for environmental protection. Spacing of the radome from the spiral can
be designed to minimize deleterious effects of ice coatings on antenna
impedance and VSWR. In its wide-angle form, the conical spiral antenna
is eminently suitable for use as an array element in linear (fan beam)
arrays and in electronically steered or switched arrays.
Preceding page blank
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4.13 CAVITY-BACKED SPIRALS
	
4.13.1	 General
A cavity-backed spiral is a type of broad-band antenna which utilizes the
effect of a cavity to provide a unidirectional beam perpendicular to the
antenna aperture. The antenna is circularly polarized according to the
winding sense of the two or more printed circuit spirals. Nearly all the
spirals in use are either Archimedean or equiangular spirals. The an-
tennas are built with equal spiral and cavity diameters. A reasonable
spiral diameter for the subject application is 15 cm. The gain of the
cavity-backed spiral antenna is similar to the behavior of a dipole over
a ground plane, being a maximum when the cavity depth is about a quarter
wavelength (approximately 5 cm) and dropping off rapidly for depths
greater than 3/8 wavelength. The antenna gain is approximately 6 dB
in an optimum design, with a 3 dB beamwidth of approximately 60 degrees.
In comparison with the turnstile antenna on a ground plane, the cavity-
backed spiral antenna may be less desirable for array applications due
to cost and complexity. However, it can be used as a low gain radiator
for mechanical pointing or as a beam switching element. A typical cav-
ity-backed spiral design is shown in Figure 4-37.
	
4.13.2
	 Design Features of Cavity-Backed Spirals
Like the conical spiral, the simplest cavity-backed spiral design is a
two-arm spiral of copper foil printed on a dielectric plate and mounted
on a cavity. The two ar-rs are fed balanced at the center terminations
from coax lines through the cavity back wall from a stripline hybrid.
Also, like the conical spiral, use of 4, 6, or more spiral arms improves
wide angle polarization circularity and permits simultaneous sum (E)
k
n
2USE
5.1 .M(2 in)i
SPIRAL ELEMENT
15cm
(6in)
CAVITY
Figure 4 - 37	 CAVITY-BACKED SPIRAL ANTENNA
and difference (n) patterns to be formed for dual channel monopulse
feeding of a single antenna. Figure 4-38 shows the pattern performance
of a 6 -arm antenna. (52) The extremely low axial ratios over the wide
pattern angles may be noted. However, 180 0 beamwidth axial ratios are
inferior to those of an n -arm conical spiral. Both central and outer
arm feeds have been used to provide independent circularly polarized
monopulse patterns of ,both right and left hand circular polorization.
A disadvantage of the flat spiral is that the beamwidth is more or less
fixed rather than being controllable by arm pitch angle as is the coni-
cal spiral. It is, however, quite small and compact and readily amen-
(52) Chadwick, G.G. "Multiple Arm Spiral and its Derivatives For
D/F and Homing" (Radiation Systems Inc.) Paper presented at
Los Angeles Chapter IEEE, Group on Antennas and Propagation,
15 January 1970.
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able to e!'lcapsMla~ion in fiberQlass. and ~:-'oulc.i be c;c!lside~'ecl a c--ed1-
ble candidate for a gai"l reqIJiren,;lt on the order of (; ci!3. 
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4.14 CAVITY-BACKED CROSSED SLOTS 
4.14.1 General ~nfi9urdtion 
The crossed slot antenna is another design capable of producing a broad, 
circularly polarized pattern. The antenna consists of ~ peir of ortho-
gonal slots bac!<ed by a cav~ty. A deta1ied arrangement of an L-band de-
sign is shown in Figure 4-39. JI'l this design, each slot is syrrmetdcal-
1y fed from the slot ends oy means of coaxial lines. The necessary 
phase of quaJrature feed for circular polarization is provided by a 90 0 
hybrid as illustrated in the schematic diagram of Figure 4-40. 
4.14.2 Performance features 
The peak gain of the antenna is approximately 4.5 dB above a circular 
pola~ized isotropic source, i.e., 4.5 dBi. The 3 dB beamwidth of the 
antenna is approximately 140 degrees. Axiill ra·'ios at 90" off the beam 
axis are typically 6 dB for crossed slots in a 0.5 waveiength diameter 
cylinder. (51) 
Although the antenna has a desirably broad pattern for phased array 
arplication 'Jf larse angle $canlling, it 1s not 'Jery cost effective due 
to design complexity for either the mechanically pointed single-beam 
cat.egory or the scanned array category. 
(51) Scott, W.G. et al Op. Cit. 
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4.15 CAVITY-BACKED CROSSED DIPOLES
This is an antenna design where a crossed dipole (turnstile) radiator is
housed in a cavity. The antenna performs much li°;e the cavity-backed
crossed-slots antenna with the E and H fields interchanged. However,
the general design is much simpler than the crossed slots since its ex-
citation of the crossed dipole elements can be done by a simple split
balun, similar to that of the turnstile antenna operating over a ground
plane, described in Section 4.11. The beamwidth of the crossed dipoles
is less than the crossed slot design. Its application is limited to
low gain performance for mechanical pointing or switching design. A
typical design is illustrated in Figure 4-41.
a
Crossed
Dipoles Element
Cai
Figure 4-41 CAVITY BACKED CROSSED DIPOLES
This type of antenna is well suited to use in arrays because of its sim-
plicity and small size. In such applications the cavity is very often
made with a square cross-section to permit a simpler mechanical configura-
tion for the array.
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y4.16 SUMMARY COMPARISON OF MECHANICALLY POINTED, SINGLE-BEAM ANTENNAS
A representative selection of antenna radiators which provide values of
gain of between 3 dB and 18 dB have been studied in some detail. The
performance constraints placed on the design of the antenna are quite
modest, as is evidenced by the sheer number of candidate designs which
would be capable of meeting the requirements. Physical sizes of all
antennas at 1540 MHz are quite modest, especially for values of gain
less than 15 dB, so that no particular emphasis on absolute (aperture)
efficiency is required. In addition, severe problems of weight or
wind torques do not exist to complicate pedestal design.
In general, the designs studied are quite broad-band. Even when opti-
mized at 1540 MHz,the loss in efficiency at 1640 MHz is generally off-
set by operating at the higher frequency, so that gain values are com-
parable.
Other considerations of major importance are the capability of parti-
cular designsto produce circular polarization, to develop an axial
null pattern for automatic angle tracking (preferably by single chan-
nel monopulse), moderate sidelobes and low complexity.
Estimates of cost are extremely difficult to make, since the type of
antenna considered is not generally produced in quantity, and there
is little industry experience in estimating costs for production
quantities in the region of one thousand. It is evident, however,
that the cost of the antenna radiating element is likely to be a
small part of the overall terminal cost (--,2 to 4%) so that large per-
centage variations in antenna radiator costs will have a very small
effect on the overall terminal cost. The general characteristics of
the antennas studied are summarized in Table 4-1 for comparison pur-
poses.
2F 
TABLE_ 4-1	 COMPARISON OF SINGLE-BEAM ;ANTENNA TYPES
PARAMETER
SIZE (AT CAPABLE
ANTENNA GAIN NOMINAL BEAM GENERAL POLARIZA- OF SIDE AND COMPLEXITY, ETC.
TYPE (NOMINAL) GAIN) SHAPE BEAMWIDTH VOLUME TION TRACKING? BACKLOBES (RELATIVE COST*)
Parabola 15 dB 30" Pencil Typically Moderately Depends on Yes, with Low Impractical
(minimum) (750 mm) Beam 18° for Large Feed.	 C.P. multi-ele- at low gains
min.	 Dia. 20 dB readily ment feed. (M)
Gain achieved
Parabolic 12 dB 3011x5" Fan Function Moderately Depends on Yes, in Aoderate Simple Fan
Cylinder minimum (750xl85 Beam of Aper- Large Feed. elevation, Beam
mm) ture(17° Linear with multi- (M)
xl20° for readily element
12 dB ex- achieved feed
ample)
Planar Gain varies with aper- Any Function Moderately Depends on Yes Low Versatile but
Array tare size (8 - 18 dB) Shape of Aper- Large element. Complex and
ture C.P. read- Expensive
ily achie- (VH)
ved .
Linear Gain varies with ar- Fan Function Moderate Depends on Not Moderate Less Complex
Array ray length Beam of Array but long element. Readily than Planar
(9 dB-^780mm) Length Can be array
(120°x18° made cir- (H)
for 9 dB cular
array)
Crossed Gain varies with Wide 300-500 Moderate Circular Yes, but	 Moderate Light but
Yagi-Uda length Symmetrical for but long only with fairly complex
(10-15 dB) — Beam 11-15 dB linear (M)
1(400-1000 mm) polarization
*RELATIVE COST: VH = Very High; H = High; M = Medium; L = Low.
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PARAMETER
SIZE (AT CAPABLE
ANTENNA GAIN NOMINAL BEAM GENERAL POLARIZA- OF SIDE AND COMPLEXITY, ETC.
TYPE (NOMINAL) GAIN) SHAPE R174MWIDTH VOLUME TION TRACKING? BACKLOBES (RELATIVE COST*)
Helix Gain varies with Wide Sym- 35° for Small Circular No High Small, Light,
length metrical 14 dB gain Simple to make
9 dB—
 8" (20 cm) Beam (L)
15 dB r,
 21 "	 (54 cm)
Log- 9 dBi 38 cm x Wide Sym- 50° at Moderately Circular Yes, but Nigh Limited to
Periodic 51 cm metrical 9 dB Large only with ,-,9 dB gain
(15 1lx20 11 ) Beam linear po- (M)
larization
Horn 14-19 dB 33-51 cm Broad Varies Moderately Circular Yes, with Moderate Fairly simple,
(12 11 to20 11 ) "Flat- with gain Large difficult multimode to high, but bulky
topped" (180 at with Sec- horns depends (L)
Fan Beam 19 dB) toral on geo-
Horns metry
Short 14.5 40 an W ­'de Sym- 35 0 Moderate Circular Yes, with Low Very efficient,
Back-fire (1611) metrical multiple Simple
Beam crossed (L)
dipole
feeds
Turn- 3-6 dB 10 cm Very Wide 800 -1200 Small Circular Yes, with Moderate Very Small;
stile on (3.94") Symmetrical multiple to Low Low Gain
Ground Beam crossed (L)
Plane dipole
feeds
RELATIVE COST: VH = Very High; H = High; M = Medium; L = Low. 
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TABLE 4-1 COMPARISON OF SINGLE-BEAM ANTENNA TYPES (Con't) 
\'PARAMETER 
SIZE (AT CAPABLE 
ANTENNA \ GAIN NOMINAL BEAM GENERAL POLARIZA- OF , SIDE AND COMPLEXITY, ETC. 
TYPE (NOtUNAL) GAIN) SHAPE BEAMWIDTH VOLUME TION TRACKING i BACi<LOBES (RELATIVE COST*) 
.-
Coni c:a 1 2-8 dB 23 cm . Very Wide 60°-180 0 Small Circular Yes. if Low Small; Low Gain 
Log-Spiral (9") Symmetri ~a 1 multip~e 
(M) 
Beam arms are 
used 
Cavity- 6 dB 15 cm Wide Sym- 700 Small Circular Yes, if Low Sma 11, Low Ga; n 
Backed (5.9") metrical multiple (H) Spiral Beam arms are 
used 
Cavity- 4.5 dB 11.5 em Very Wide 1400 Small Circular Not Moderate Small, Wide Angle 
Backed (4.5") SynlT!etri Cf 1 Practic81 (M) Crossed Beam 
Slots 
,. . t 3-6 dB 1J cm Very Wide 1800 -120° 5mbl1 Circl..iar Yes. with' Mod~rate Small, Low Gain ... aVl y-
Backed (5.1") Symmetrira1 multiple (L) [voossed Beam crossed 
iJ1Poles I dipole i r.eeds 
-
*RELATIVE COST: VH = Very ~li gh; H = Hi gh; M ;;: Medi lim; L = Low. 
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General statements can be made about various types of antennas for pro-
ducing directive beams. Directive beams can be obtained fairly simply
at L-band frequencies primarily due to practical physical sizes. For
high gain -pplications, the paraboloid reflector is a widely used micro-
wave antenna since it is simple and inexpensive. Broad-side arrays
can also be designed to provide similar performance. However, they find
limited use in practice owing to the number of elements required to
approximate the reflector antenna performance. In the medium gain range,
the end-fire or Yagi element and helical radiator can-be designed econo-
mically to provide 15 d6 gain. Other radiators such as the horn, corner re-
flector and short-backfire antenna can be implemented to provide approxi-
mately the same gain. Spirals, turnstile antennas and crossed slots are
the most promising low gain radiators. These antennas are also well suited
for array application to provide narrow beam and high gain performance.
From the candidates discussed, no one antenna design emerges as an ob-
vious choice, sirce other system considerations will establish the major
characteristics required. It is possible, however, to select antenna
types which appear most suitable for use in certain gain ranges and this
is done in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2 PREFERRED ANTENNA TYPES
Gain Range Antenna Type Remarks
3- 6 dB Turnstile on Ground Plane Small and Simple, Curved for
improved axial ratios
7-10 dS Helix or Horn Both inexpensive, Horn better
for tracking
11-15	 dB Short Backfire Very efficient, Simple, Fair
tracking
16-18 dB Parabola Simple and inexpensive at
moderate gains
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The array type antennas are absent from this table because of their com-
plexity and consequent cost for fixed-beam applications. They have other
advantages which are discussed in Sections 5 and 6.
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SECTION 5
MULTI-BEAM ANTENNAS WITH BEAM SWITCHING
5.1	 CATEGORICAL CONSIDERATIONS
5.1.1	 Basic Beam Switching Concept
An obvious alternative to the use of 	 s and gearing to direct a nar-
row-beam antenna is to use many antennas, all fixed at appropriate orien-
tations and locations on the ship so as to provide the required coverage.
In order to actually realize the required gain, the antenna receiving
the strongest satellite signal must be selected. Thus, the basic con-
cept of multiple-antennas with beam-switching is to obtain the complete
required azimuth coverage (180 0 ) and elevation coverage (90 0
 plus maxi-
mum ship roll angle) by switching between a number of fixed angular cov-
erage beams.
Unlike the mechanically-steered, single beam approach, the antenna ra-
diators may be fixed to the ship structure. Conceptually, the motors
	 1
and cable-wraps (or rotary joints) are replaced by the use of many an-
tenna radiators and switches. The switch control, i.e., beam pointing,
may be done remotely; either by manual operation, slaving to shipboard
inertial references, or by comparing outputs from adjacent beams and
angle tracking automatically. A process referred to as beam interpola-
tion may be used to minimize gain variations as the signal direction
moves across sectors.
In addition to the deletion of the requirement for motors, gears and cable
wraps or rotary joints, a major advantage of the switched-beam concept
is that the radiating apertures for the individual sector beams may be
Preceding page blank
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separated and mounted in strategic locations about the ship, rather
than in a single co-located array of radiators. The separated loca-
tions could,.for example, be at positions around one of the bridge
decks, thus avoiding a need for mast location.
However, separate locations imply the use of multiple low noise receiver
preamplifiers and possibly transmitters. While the transmit link can
tolerate some line loss, the receive path may not (depending on ra-
diator gain), so that each radiator may be required to have at least
one diplexer, preselector filter and low-noise preamplifier. The
line losses due to distance and/or insertion of switches can be compen-
sated by larger (higher gain) antennas, and thus more of them to pro-
vide the required greater-than-hemispherical coverage. For a given
radiator size, a considerable amount of additional electronics is re-
quired to implement an array of switchable beams relative to a single
mechanically-pointed beam. The cost of this additional electronics
is the major disadvantage of the switched beam concept. A second
disadvantage for the shipboard application is that the antenna "sys-
tem" would be considerably larger, in combined size, than the swept
volume of a single movable radiator.
The factors which constitute these advantages and disadvantages are
discussed in the following sections.
5.1.2	 The Switch Location Problem
A fundamental consideration in the design of switched beam antennas -
whether separate antenna apertures or multi-beam shared single aper-
tures are used - is that of the location of the beam switch. Figure
5-1 illustrates the basic concept of switching, showing a single
switch between antenna ports.
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Figure 5-1	 SWITCHED-BEAM CONCEPT WITH SINGLE ELECTRONICS GROUP
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Clearly, if a single diplexer and transmitter/receiver are to be used,
the separation between the antennas should be small. The line loss of
typical coaxial cable for such an application, 1.3 cm (0.5 inch) in
diameter, i s' greater than 4 dB per 10 meters (13 dB per 100 ft) . More
expensive coax or elliptical waveguide could be used to decrease this
line loss, but such lines are not generally desirable for shipboard
installation. With the beam switch located as in Figure 5-1, any line
loss, including the loss of the switch itself (typically 0.5 to 1.0 dB)
detracts directly from the antenna's receive and transmit gain. The
bridge decks on large ships might be 30 by 30 meters. Large line losses
such as 4-8 dB would be prohibitive, in terms of masking them up by in-
creasing the gain and number of antennas accordingly. Thus, if one com-
mon electronics group is to be used with switched-beams, the antennas
should be virtually co-located, at least within 1-2 meters. Given this
conclusion, it is appropriate to consider "shared" apertures using an
array of elements such as described in Section 5.3.
The alternative to more and larger apertures due to line  1 oss is mul-
tiple transmitters and receivers. This is conceptually illustrated
in Figure 5-2. Use of multiple active components permits antennas
to be separated by long distances. For even a nominal amount of net
gain in such a concept, such as 9-10 6*2, the number of antennas required
can become prohibitively large.
5.1.3
	 Number of Beams for Switching
While it was estimated in Section 3.2 that the number of separate ra-
diators (or beams) required to cover the hemisphere with a gain of G
is about 21GI, the actual number is slightly more complicated, depen-
ding on.
 beam shape, allowable cross-over nulls, etc. For example, a
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receiver RF stages. In each location, one-half or one-quarter of the
antenna radiators could be essentially attached to each other.
The short-backfire antenna was used as an example because nf its small
size (= 40 cm diameter by 10 cm). Other elements, such as rectangular
horns, could also be used - which could yield less area below 3 dB points,
but would require some form of circular polarizers, such as screen',
T
n any case, the physical mass of 34 individual antennas would cer-
tainly be a significant burden to the ship. In addition, initial in-
stallation and alignment to set and orient each radiator individually
would constitute a major cost disadvantage in such a system. Lowering
the gain requirernants obviously would lower the number of separate an-
tennas required. For example, minimum net gains of 3-4 dB could be
achieved with about 6 beams of 6-7 dB peak gain each.
While many configurations are possible, Table 5-1 below indicates the
approximate number of separate beams required for se.acted values of
minimum gain achieved.
TABLE 5-1
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF FIXED BEAMS REQUIRED FOR SWITCHING
Minimum Net Gain
	 Typical Number r
	
Required	 of Beams
	
3-4 dB	 6
	
6-7 dB	 12
1-11 dB
	 34
15=16 dB	 96
In order to reduce the physical mass involved in the above example,
phased arrays can be used in which "groups" of beams are formed by
single apertures containing many smaller elements. Such a concept
is discussed in Section 5.3.
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further general disadvantage associated with the switched beam cate-
gory is the difficulty of automatic tracking. In theory, automatic
tracking of the satellite signal is possible by comparing received
levels in (four) adjacent beams. Sum and differences patterns can be
established by appropriate comparator circuitry, which is switched
from beam set to beam set, where a set consists of four or five beams.
This would increase the number of RF switches in the receive path of
Figures 5-1 or 5-2 by at least a factor of four.
In general, the increased complexity of automatic angle tracking with
switched beam arrays tends to make the slaved stabilization approach
(Section 3.4) more attractive in this antenna category. The circuitry
required for automatic tracking is discussed in Section 5.3.3. As a
major conclusion indicated above is that phased-arrays can be used to
provide switched beams with smaller overall apertui-es, the following
Fection reviews certain features associated with possible array ele-
ments.
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5.2 ANTENNA ELEMENTS FOR SWITCHED-BEAM ARRAYS
5.2.1	 General
In Section 4, a number of antenna types were discussed relative to their
properties as individual radiators. In some cases, comments were made
as to their suitability in arrays. The main criteria relative to suit-
ability are beamwidth,i.e., coverage, and polarization axial ratio limi-
tations when the elements are used in arrays.
Generally speaking, all the antennas discussed in Section 4 could be
used in a switched-beam array configuration. Typically, low gain ele-
ments are most desirable in that they permit wide fan beams to be gen-
erated with a linear array. The fan beam approach with linear arrays
is less complex than the planar array approach when considering beam
switching. It simplifies the pointing circuitry, i.e., the switching
logic used in slaving and/or the beam comparison circuitry used in
automatic tracking. Of the elements discussed in Section 4, the fol-
lowing are especially good selections:
• Helices
Turnstiles
• Conical log spirals
• Cavity-backed spirals
For some applications, i.e., the wide fan beam linear array, the above
elements may have too much gain to yield the required wide angle, e.g.,
a -30° to 100° elevation angle in an array switched in azimuth only.
This fan width is then about 130° for "large" ships (>150 meters). For
"small" ships (<150 meters) with baseline worst-case roll amplitude of
45 0 , the elevation coverage requirement would be larger, i .e. , approach-
ing 145°.
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Multi-arm conical spiral elements were examined in Section 4-5 for incor-
poration in a four element linear broadside array to produce a sectoral
beam with wide angle circular polarization. In this section, several
other elements are shown which may have structural, cost, or other advan-
tages for particular installations in such arrays. These elements are:
the resonant quadrifilar helix, the square waveguide septum horn and
slot-dipole combinations. For comparison purposes, the off-axis perfor-
mance of a standard half-wavelength turnstile is shown in Figure --4.
5.2.2
	 Resonant Quidrifilar Helix
The "resonant quadrifilar helix" (53)(54) is a short 4 arm helix turnstile
driven at one end and shorted via crossed rods at the other end as shown
in Figure 5-5. It is, in effect, a "wrapped-up" turnstile antenna which
trades bandwidth and isotropic coverage (turnstile) for a cardioid of re-
volution, broad directive beam with very good wide angle circular polari-
zation. Webster (55 ) has examined 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1-turn structures
with total resonant arm lengths of 1/2 wavelength. Also, similar antennas
with a/4 arms have been developed. (56)
 The best wide-angle axial ratio
result is for a a/2 arm, 3/4 turn version wherein axial ratios were under
(53) Kilgus, C.C. "The Resonant Quadrifilar Helix." IEEE Trans. An-
tennas and Propagation, May, 1969. (Correspondence)
(54) Kilgus, C.C. "Resonant Quadrifilar Helix Design." Microwave
Journal. December 1970.
(55) Webster, C.W. "Test Report on the 3/4 Turn Resonant Quadrifilar
Helix." Internal Memo S2T-4-037, October 10, 1968. Applied Phy-
sics Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University, Silver Springs, Md.
(56) Webster, C.W. "Experimental Test Results - a/4 Volute." Inter-
nal Memo S217-4-042, May 1, 1969. Applied Physics Laboratory of
the Johns Hopkins University, Silver Springs, Md.
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3 dB for the entire main beam hemisphere. The half-power beamwidth was
110 0 , with amplitude about 9 dB down at 180° beamwidth. The maximum
dimension would be 6.3 cm (2.5 in) (length) at L-band. The a/4 arm an-
tenna is even smaller and capable of the same performance, but actually
could be too narrowband even for the maritime satellite application and
more sensitive to environmental changes.
5.2.3 Square Wavequide Septum Horns
Another new element is the square waveguide septum horn, 
(57) 
shown in
Figure 5-6. This antenna element is all metal and thus could be en-
vironmentally rugged. The circularly polarized horn shows exceptional
axial ratios to wide angles in two orthogonal planes containing the
aperture normal. For pattern planes between the two principal planes,
axial ratios are comparable to those of a turnstile (Figure 5-4). How-
ever, this interplane performance is not detrimental for a sectoral
beam with the na rrow beamwidth under 20°, as is of interest in the sub-
ject application. A five element test array was tested and confirms
this. (57) The wide fan, 10 dB beamwidth was 120°, with axial ratios
under 2 dB. 'fhe narrow 3 dB beamwidth was 12°, with axial ratios under
2 dB through the first two (13 dB) sidelobes. However, at 90° off-axis
axial ratios were 4 dB. The crossed-ellipse technique of Section 4.5.2
could perhaps improve these figures.
5.2.4	 Slot Di pole Combinati ons
A third type of element is the slot-dipole combination, an example of
which is shown in Figure 5-7. This element produces 120° beamwidth
(57) Davis, D., Digiondomenico, 0., and Kempic, J. "A New Type of
Circularly Polarized Antenna Element."
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for axial ratios under 3 dB in its broader plane(-4 dB power points) and
was developed specifically to minimize axial ratio degradation due to
mutual coupling in the large array environment. (" )(" )
 Its wide-angle
par''ormar ce is considered quite good, however its construction is
fairly complex.
Thus, a considerably large variety of elements is generally available
for use in arrays. However, wide angle coverage (for fan-beam linear
arrays) is difficult to achieve. Because beamwidths of at least 1800
would be required for azimuth fans which were switched in elevation an-
gle only, elevation fans are considered simpler for the shipboard ap-
aplication in terms of wide-angle requirements, where the elevation
beamwidth required is between 1200 and 1450 , depending on ship category.
J
^s
.
(58) Gabriel, W.F. and Dod, L.R. "A Complementary Slot-Dipole Antenna
for Hemispherical Coverage." NASA GSFC Report X-525-66-435, TMX-
55681, October, 1966.
(59) Cox, R.M. and Rupp, W.E. "Circularly Polarized Phased Array An-
tenna Element." IEEE Tran. Antennas and Propagation. (Corres-
pondence) November 1970. pp. 804-907.
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5.3 THE BUTLER ARRAY
The Butler array is a special type of switched-beam array employing an
RF beam-forming device utilizing a matrix of 3 dB hybrid junctions and
fixed phase shifters to form, in a theoretically lossless way, overlap-
ping beams from a single array aperture. These overlapping beams are
positioned in such a way that for linear arrays, the cross-over points
are approximately 4 dB below their beam peaks. For a planar array,
beam cross-ovens are at -8 dB in diagonal planes. Each antenna beam
has the gain of the entire aperture (allowing for the usual aperture
scan loss). There are as many beams as the number of elements in the
array, and the number of elements must be equal to a power of 2, i.e.,
2, 4, 8, 16, etc.
All of the beam peaks and nulls occur at certain angles which are re-
lated to the array spacing by the following relationship: (60)
sin a p = (a/Nd) (Nq + n - 1/2)
(5-1)
sin a o = (a/Nd) (m + n - 1/2)
where a p = angles of peaks
a o = angles of nulls
N = number of antenna elements
d	 = element spacing
X = wavelength
n	 = beam number (n = 1 for the first beam to the right
or left of broadside, etc.)
q	 = any integer. (q = 0 yields the position of the main
beam. Non-zero values of q give the position of grating
lobes)
60	 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratories.
"Phased Array Radar Studies." Technical Report No. 236, Nov.
1961.
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m = 1, 2, 3, etc. but m # qN
The angular coverage of the overlapping beams is:
opp = 2 sin -1 is/2d (1 - 2/N)],	 (5-2)
whe re
pp
= the angle between the peaks of the extreme
right and extreme left beams
It may be seen from the above equation that for large angles of cover-
age, an element spacing close to a/2 should be used. More important,
the element spacing should be selected consistent with the capabili-
ties of the array element coverage. For example, an eight element
half-wave spaced linear array gives opp = 122° while for 16 elements
Opp would be 140°. To provide a beam pointing to a direction which
has low element coverage results in a great reduction in gain. In de-
signing an array, the element spacing and the element pattern must be
carefully weighted. In additionto the gain reduction due to element
pattern, the gain of the extreme beams is further reduced by the
scanning angle. The beam broadens as it points away from broadside
due to aperture foreshortening. For a high gain beam, a large number
of elements must be used and the elements themselves must have a broad
pattern.
The Butler array with a large number of elements is somewhat complex
in the beam-forming matri y , where many hybrid junctions and phase shift-
ers are required. For example, 12 hybrids and 8 fixed phase shifters
are required for an eight element (eight beam) matrix. A 16 element
(16 beam) array matrix requires 32 hybrids and 24 fixed phase shifters.
However, this matrix is most compactly fabricated using strip-(trans-
mission) line printed circuit techniques. Figure 5-8 illustrates an
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eight-element linear array concept, in which the array is augmented by
two helices to provide 10 overlapping beams.
Figure 5-9 shows the Butler array feed concept. Since each array and
helix pair gives only half-hemisphere coverage, two such sets are re-
quired. The port and starboard sides of an upper bridge deck might be
good locations for such an array. The basic beam concept is that of a
fan beam, with a single wide angle beamwidth in elevation. The antenna
sets should be tilted, at about 300
 to 35° in elevation, about which
the coverage is approximately ±60 0 . The peak gain of the array beam
is approximately 10 dBi and at beam cross-over points, it is 6 dBi. At
the expense of additional circuit complexity (available solid state
power dividers and double-pole 8-way switches) the minimum cross-over
gain can be increased to 9 dBi by beam interpolation.
As noted in Section 5.1, (and also in Section 6.4), either or both low
noise receiver preamplifiers and transmitter power amplifiers may be
inserted into the matrix. Also, by adding circulators and a second
matrix, both transmit and receive operation may be accomplished from
one array, using both pre- and post-amplifiers at each element, to
avoid the line loss implied in Figure 5-9.
The minimum gain of +6 dBi for the dual Butler array system of Figures
3-8 and 5-9 is created by two factors. First, the individual multi-
:^am cross-ove rs drop 4 dB to this level. Secondly, the "hole filler"
helix antennas drop to this level at their cross-overs with the fan
beam array scan limits. The latter situation can be improved by using
four Butler arrays of eight beams each configured as in Figure 5-10,
with each array pointing at a 30-35° elevation angle but subtending
only 90° in azimuth with its eight beams. With this configuration,
the special "hole filler" beams are not required. However, the inherent
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6 dBi beam cross-over level is still present. But it can be improved,
in this case, by additional RF circuitry to provide "adjacent beam in-
terpolation", as shown in Figure 5-11.
The variable power divider permits the signal to be put into the "nth"
beam, divided equally between the n and (n + 1) beams, or finally all
into the (n + 1) beam. In the intermediate position, the composite
beam has a 35 percent (61) wider half-power beamwidth than the individual
beams. The composite beam falls at the cross-over of the n and (n + 1)
beams and thus raises the effective cross-over level from 4 dB down to
approximately 1.6 dB down, a considerable improvement. The variabl
power divider may be formed from solid state varactor or PIN diode
stripline components. The divider may also be capable of continuous
variation instead of having the three discrete positions described
above. In this case, the beam interpolation provides continuous am-
plitude scanning across the angle between the n and (n + 1) beam posi-
tions and the gain ripple is only 1.3 dB below the n and (n + 1) beam
peak gains. After the variable power divider has covered the n, (n + 1)
sector, the double pole switch is stepped to the (n + 1) and (n + 2)
terminals and then the beam interpolation is repeated.
Continuous monopulse null tracking can also be accomplished from the
Butler array by the addition of more components referred to as a "steer-
ing box". (61) A block diagram of this automatic tracking array system
is shown in Figure 5-12. It is basically a 3-way power divider using
phase shifters as control elements. (Note that the phase shifters may
be ganged to one control signal.) The summation of three ;adjacent
beams permits the difference pattern to be generated for tracking in
one axis. The sum beam peak and the difference beam null then track
(61)
Ross, G. and Schwartzman, L. "Continuous Beam Steering and Null-
Tracking with a Fixed Multiple-Beam Antenna Array System." IEEE
Trans. Antennas and Propagation. Sept. 1964. pp. 541-551.
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over the n to (n + 2) beam sector. A closed loop tracking system of this
type is illustrated in Figure 5-13. Ross and Schwartzmann
(61) 
show that
the maximum .change in the error sensitivity of the null pattern (i.e.,
the derivative of the difference pattern at the point of null signal) is
8/7. Thus, the gain and phase margins for a closed-loop system must
accommodate a change in error sensitivity of 8 /7r, or about 8 d6. This
could be a significant handicap, so that a "shaping network" might be
necessary to maintain a constant scale factor.
i
(61) Ross, G. and Schwartzmann, L. Op. Cit.
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5.4 ARRAY OF CORNER REFLECTORS
As one example of a switched-beam antenna which is not a shared array
nor strictly separate independent antennas, an array of corner reflect-
ors has been postulated which provides a peak gain of about 10 dBi.
Figure 5-14 illustrates the basic concept.
Each of the six corner reflector elements provides a coverage of about
30 0 by 120 0 , and has a gain of about 9-10 dB. Without adjacent beam
interpolation, the minimum gain of the antenna could be as low as 6-7
dB. The inherent polarization characteristic is linear along the half-
wavelEngth dipole feeding the reflectors. With the aid of a wave-pol-
arizing converter screen, the linear polarization may be converted to
circular. The polarizer is located at the aperture of the corner re-
flector array, as indicated in Figure 5-14. The entire antenna array
is tilted 30 degrees -in elevation. The array measures about 2.6 meters
in arc length. To gain full hemispherical view, two arrays must be
used. The preferable locations for the antennas are on the port and
starboard sides of one of the upper bridge decks, or of course, the mast.
The simplest method for selecting antenna beams is via remote switching
with reference signals from the ship's gyrocompass, i.e., slaving, al-
though automatic angle tracking is possible.
The major disadvantages of this design are its large physical size and the
cost of the polarize r design. An alternative technique is to rotate the
feed dipole so as to tilt the dipole axis at an angle relative to the
reflector corner. Woodward (62) has shown that the tilted dipole feed
will cause circular polarized radiation from the co^ner reflector. This
technique is somewhat cheaper to fabricate than the wave polarization
converter but is probably somewhat inferior in off-axis axial ratio performance.
(62) Woodward, O.M., "A Circularly-Polarized Corner Reflector
Antenna," IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation,
July 1957, pg. 290.
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5.5	 SWITCHING OF SEPARATE, FIXED ANTENNAS
In Section 5.1. it was noted that the beam switching concept can be
implemented with separately located antennas, oriented to provide
the necessary hemispherical coverage. An example was illustrated in
Figure 5-3 for use of antennas with a peak gain each of about 14.5 dB.
The net gain (without adjacent beam interpolation circuitry) would be
about 10-11 dB, and it was concluded that the concept was relatively
complex and physically large for such a gain.
In general, for a lower gain requirement, the concept obviously has in-
creased merit. Far fewer elements would be required since individual
elements can have broad beams. In theory, a low gain system of about
4 to 5 dB can be provided with as few as four antennas of quadrant
coverage characteristics. In practice, it takes a few more radiators
to accommodate the coverage required for maritime satellite communica-
tions. Each antenna would be oriented to essentially provide coverage
of a quarter of the hemisphere. The crossed-dipole over ground plane
or cavity-backed spirals could be used as elements; however, the heli-
cal or conical spiral antenna offers pattern performance which can
be more readily varied. The bearm-iidths of the crossed-dipole and
cavity-backed spiral are very much fixed, whereas the helical antenna
beamwidth can be adjusted by varying antenna length.
A five-turn, dual-wound helix would produce a symmetrical beam of 800
beamwidth at the half power points. The associated peak gain is
slightly greater than 7 dB with respect to a circularly-polarized
source, i.e., 7 dBic.	 'he dual wound spiral is fed from the top end
of the helix as shown in Figure 5-15. Either a Roberts or split
balun could be employed to excite the dual-wound spiral. In each
case, the two interwound spirals are excited in a balc.nced manner.
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The feed line may be inserted through the center and may be used to
support the helix by making it rigid.
Figure 5-16*shows how helical antennas may be employed to form a beam
switching antenna for shipboard satcom application. The design employs
eight helical antennas, and provides a mini rmum coverage gain of about
6 dBic. Similar to other designs, the most desirable location is
about the mast, or on the port and starboard side of one of the upper
bridge decks of the ship. By locating one antenna on each side of
the ship, an unobstructed total coverage of graater than a hemisphere
is obtained. Figure 5-17 illustrates the coverage possibilities. By
separating the antenna elements into two groups, the tall structures
such as smoke stacks or radar antennas would not obstruct the viewing
angles of the antenna. Operation of the helical antenna beam switch-
ing system is schematically represented by Figure 5-18. Each helical
element provides a broad 80° beam so that the motion of the ship can
be easily tolerated. Remote switching would best be done by slaving
to the ship's inertial references, i.e., the gyrocompass and a simple
inclinometer, although automatic tracking is possible by comparing
signals received in all beams. This example, with such wide beams,
would not be amenable to conventional monopulse operation, although the
analogous beam comparisons can be made. For example, a single re-
ceiver could be used to rapidly scan the outputs of all eight antenna
ports to always indicate the best one. This would require a 3 dB
power divider in the receive line prior to the communication channel
switch (i.e., in Figures 5-1 or 5-2), with a separate switch for rapid
scanning. As this 3 dB loss would be intolerable prior to receiver pre-
amplification, the configuration of Figure 5-2 would have to be used,
at least in the receive path. That is, eight diplexers and preselector/
preamplifiers would be required. This merely serves to strengthen the
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conclusion that slaving is the more desirable means of antenna pointing
for switched-beam antennas.
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5.6
	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FOR BEAM SWITCHING CONCEPTS
The preceding sections have served to indicate that the use of multiple
antennas, or antennas with multiple beams, with beam switching, is fea-
sible for the maritime shipboard application. In essence, the basic ad-
vantage of the switched-beam concept, that corresponding to no mechanical
motion, is brought about by a large increase in RF circuitry. However,
this, in itself, is not necessarily a critical limitation, especially
when considering low-gain requirements.
It has been shown that a moderate gain requirement of 4-5 dBic can be
easily satisfied by a very simple design consisting of eight helical an-
tennas. A quadruple-eight element Butler array design of considerably
more complexity can produce about 3-4 dB higher gain, depending on whether
adjacent beam interpolation circuitry is included. Also, an example of
two corner reflector arrays was shown to provide a gain coverage o-F 9
to 10 dBic for the ship. However, the latter design suffers major dis-
advantages in size and complexity.
Off-axis circular polarization performance can be best for the Butler
array if curved turnstile or spiral elements are used. (See Section 4.11).
The helical system and -the corner reflector system both are limited  to
conventional transmitter/power amplifier arrangements. The Butler array
permits the use of multiple low power transmitter power amplifiers, so
that a certain amount of combining can be done by the array aperture it-
self.
For example, it was shown in Figure 2-5 that a 10 dB gain shipboard an-
tenna permits use of a 100 watt shipboard transmitter power amplifier.
An 8 dB (net) gain antenna would require a transmitter power of about
160 watts. These powers can be achieved by series and parallel com-
binations of transistors, i.e., a transistor array. In the quadruple
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8-element linear Butler array antenna concept, each antenna array can be
used to combine transmitter power outputs with one-eighth the power, e.g.,
20 watts, feeding each array element. This would constitute a minor ad-
vantage of the switched beam array concept, although it is inherent that
this advantage means use of multiple diplexers and receiver preamplifiers
as well.
All systems are capable of mechanically soup.' design for the shipboard en-
vironment, by the use of plastic foam-filling and fiberglass radome covers.
The effects of severe ice formation over the aperture is probably most
serious for the Butler array and least deleterious to the helical system.
Table 5-2 summarizes the very general characteristics of the switched-
beam example configurations considered. The most credible candidates are
the first and last, i.e., the simple array of 8 helix antennas and the
quadruple Butler 8-element` array with beam interpolation.
As noted at the outset, the main disadvantage of the switched-beam cate-
gory is complexity of RF circuitry. It should not be construed that
this complexity reduces reliability, however, relative to a mechanically-
pointed beam. In theory, the array approach may be most reliable. How-
ever, the increased circuit complexity does mean increased shipboard ter-
minal cost.
A good deal of the additional RF circuitry, while functionally complex
in block diagrams, can readily be done in stripline at 1600 MHz. This
permits the required functions to be implemented fairly cost-effectively
when manufactured in large numbers. No precise knowledge of costs is
known, but it is estimated that the most of a switched-beam antenna sub-
system would be considerably larger than a mechanically pointed, single-
beam antenna of equivalent gain. This conclusion does change with the
gain requirement; at very low values of gain such as 3-5 dB net, the
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TABLE 5-2 SUMMARY COMPARISON OF EXAMPLE SWITCHED-BEAM ANTENNA CONCEPTS
Switched-Beam D^,l Quadruple
Example 34 Separate Butler Lin- Butler (Linear)
Performance Simple 8-Helix A rr ay of 12 Short-Back- ear 8-Element
8-Element Array w/
Parameter Combination C fner Reflectors fire Antennas err/ 
4 Helices Beam Interpolation
Minimum Gain, dBic 4-5 6-7 10-11 6-7 9-10
Peak Gain, dBic 7-8 9-10 14.5 10 10-11
Basic Beam Shape Circular, 80° Fan, 30°x120 0 Circular, 33° Fan/Circular, Fan, 20°x130°
20°x130°
Physical Size Medium Very Large Very Large Large Large
Relative Axial Good Poor Good Fair Best
Ratio for C.P.
Potential Envir- Small Moderate Small Icing Problem Icing Problem
onmental Degradation
Complexity, Relative
Cost Lowest Medium High Higher Highest
W0
00
reverse would probably be true.
It was estimated in Section 3.7 that the cost of a mechanical pointing
subsystem (not including automatic tracking or slaving peculiar equip-
ment) would be about $2800 in production. The cost of a simple low to
medium gain (3-15 dB) antenna radiator, when weather protected, is es-
timated to be about $150. Thus, the total cost of a mechanical system
should be less than $3000. While this would indicate that as many as
20 antennas without mechanical pointing could be used, it is estimated
that this number would be reduced to about 10 to 12 when the beam-
switches and related logic are included. When additional installation
costs are included for the significantly increased physical size of
the antenna system, it -is believed that the trade-off number of radia-
tors is closer to 6 or 8. This corresponds to antenna net gains on
the order of 4-5 dB.
In summary, it can be concluded that the switched beam concept is es-
pecially suitable to low-gain antenna system requirements (:s6 dB),
and that large separations between individual radiators are not feasible
unless multiple RF electronics groups are employed, and that beam-
switch control is best accomplished by slaving to appropriate ship-
board references.
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SECTION 6
ELECTRONICALLY-STEERED BEAM ANTENNAS
6.1 THE ELECTRONIC SCANNING CONCEPT
In contrast to switching between fixed beam positions, the linear and
planar arrays discussed in Sections 4 and 5 can be continuously steered
in direction by the continuous control of phase-shifters. Consistent
with common terminology, the electronically-steered beam arrays are re-
ferred to as phased arrays. Over the last decade, phased array techno-
logy has received a great deal of attention. (63) The primary a pplica-
tion for the technology has been radar, for search and tracking. (64)
The phased array is a versatile antenna which can be designed to per-
form a wide variety of functions in communications as well as the radar
field. The antenna can perform very rapid scanning without physically
moving the a,itenna aperture. This is done by rapid changing of the
phasing of each antenna element to provide a collimated beam in the de-
sired direction. Because the antenna elements are individually control-
led, various beam shapes, including the formation of simultaneous beams,
are possible. The major disadvantages of phased arrays are high cost
and complexity resulting from the many additional components relative
	
. h,
to conventional antennas. They are most effective when rapid movement
of a single beam is required.
The most common geometrical forms of array antennas are the linear and
(63) Hansen, R.C. "Microwave Scanning Antennas," 3 Volumes,
Academic Press, New York, 1966.
(64) Hardeman, L.J. "Phased Arrays Scan Rapidly Towards Growth
in the 70's" Microwaves, June, 1970.
Preceding page blank
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planar arrays. The linear array design provides one-dimensional steer-
ing of fan shaped beams, while planar phased arrays can be designed to
provide two-dimensional, steering of pencil beams. 
(65) 
Other types of
array configurations are possible. For example, the elements can, in
theory, be arranged on the surface of a cylinder to generate 360° of
coverage. The same coverage may be also obtained with a number of lin-
ear or planar arrays. An array may be also designed onto the surface
of a sphere, or an object of almost any shape, but each element must be
carefully phased to produce plane waves.
For the su:jject shipboard application, fan beam steering is most desir-
able since the coverage can be satisfied by one dimensional steering.
For a moderate value of required gain, such as 10 dB, a typical example
corresponds to the use of six linear arrays, with three on each side of
the ship. Such an arrangement is illustrated in Figure 6-1. As in the
switched beam category, the array should be tilted about 30° in eleva-
tion for best coverage, including ships roll, by the broad element pat-
tern. Each array contains 8 elements and provides 60° steering. The
individual linear array arrangement can be as discussed in Sections 4.5
and 5.4. The elevation angle coverage is fixed, at about 120°-130° for
typical large ships. The azimuth angle beamwidth is quite narrow, i.e.,
about 10-15 degrees. A number of element designs can be employed in
the array to yield the required beamwidth. Since the crossed-dipole
is the simplest to produce, its use will be assumed in the following
discussions.
It may be noted at the outset that the configuration shown in Figure
6-1 is in fact a combination of electronic steering and beam switching,
(65) Hering, K.H. "Optimization of Tilt Angle and Element Arrange-
ment for Planar Arrays" Microwave Journal, January, 1971.
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FIGURE 6-1 ELECTRONICALLY-STEERED ' ANTENNA CONFIGURATION FOR 10-13 dB
GAIN, WITH SWITCHING BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL PHASED ARRAYS
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where the switching is between "groups" of beams. It is almost axio-
matic in this category that some switching between groups is required,
in that it would be extremely difficult to provide the required greater
than hemispherical coverage with a single phased array. The gain and
circular polarization of an array in the end-fire direction (parallel
to array aperture) are typically severely degraded. Also, the same con-
siderations illustrated in Figure 5-1 and 5-2 are pertinent in this
category; that is, a variety of alternatives in phase-shifter and group
switch locations exist, with varying degrees of RF circuit complexity
and performance.
The linear array which generates a single beam can be converted to a
multiple beam antenna by attaching additional phase shifters to the out-
put of each element. This permits a number of beams to be generated
simultaneously from the same aperture. The multibeam feature could be
used for tracking purposes to steer the communication beam to the direc-
tion of the strongest signal. Low-noise amplifiers may be placed between
the antenna elements and the phase shifting networks to amplify the in-
coming signals and compensate for losses in the phase-shifting network.
By definition, diplexer:: would also be used then between elements and
phase-shifters, so that -Liice as many phase-shifters, i.e., 96, would
he required. Steering can be also accomplished via si gnals from the
gyrocompass and an inclinometer. In the latter approach, the array de-
sign is greatly simplified since the individual element requires one
phase shifting device only. It is to be noted that a vertical reference
would be required in this narrow azimuth beam example, to compensate for
azimuth errors caused by ship roll, as described in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
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6.2 LIMITATIONS IN ARRAY SCAN ANGLE
As noted, scanned arrays become more difficult to design as the scan
angle away from broadside increases beyond ±45. This is due to two
problems - 1) maintenance of good circular polarization and 2) mainten-
ance of good impedance match. Due to mutual coupling between array ele-
ments, the input impedance can develop high mismatch values at specific
off-axis beam scan angles. These "blind spots" can cause more than 50%
reflection of the transmitter power. A simple model of the reflected
power is (66)
R (o)
	 _	 [tan (o/2)] 4	 (6-1)
where R (o) is the reflection coefficient and o is the scan angle from
broadside. This equation is based on a theoretical "current sheet"
array which has a matched impedance at broadside and has only a resis-
tive mismatch at other scan angles. Knittel (67) states that real arrays
not utilizing the complexity of scan dependent reactive matching net-
works will have aperture reflections two and three times R (o). Thus,
the above R (o) expression is considerably optimistic. Accordingly,
Knittel presented the following table summarizing the effect of scan
angle design on gain, including the aperture projection scan loss. The
element spacings given are optimized for maximum gain without grating
lobes.
(66) Wheeler, H.A. "Simple Relations Derived From A Phased Array
Made of an Infinite Current Sheet" 1964 IEEE Antennas and Pro-
pagation International Symposium Digest, pp. 157-160.
(67) Knittel, G.H. "Choosing the Number- -nf Faces of A Phased-
Array Antenna for Hemisphere Scan Coverage" IEEE Trans. on
Antennas and Propagation, November 1965.
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TABLE 6-1
EFFECT OF SCAN ANGLE ON GAIN IN A PHASED ARRAY
Max. Scan An gle 63° 550 470 410
Element Spacing 0.628a 0.691a 0.679x 0.700a
Max. Power Reflected 14% 7% 4% 2%
Broadside Beamwidth
Max. Scan Beamwidth 0.45
0.57 0.68 0.76
Broadwide Gain*
4.1	 dB 2.8 dB 1.9 dB 1.3 dB
Max. Scan Gain
It is obvious then, that smaller scan angles produce better performing
arrays. However, smaller scan angles requires more arrays to cover a
hemisphere. Thus the usual trade-off exists of more (costly) equipment
for better performance.
The use of four ''inear fan beam arrays for 10 dB minimum gain over the
hemisphere requires a maximum scan angle of 45°, i.e., close to the 41°
value in Table 6-1. This number of arrays then would maintain the
scanned -bt-am gain performance to within 1 to 2 dB of that realized at
broadside. The six array configuration depicted in Figure 6-1 would
obviously reduce the degradation, since the maximum scan angle would be
decreased to ±30°. As the gain improvement may be small, the use of
four linear 8-element arrays is probably a good compromise. Extrapo-
lating, the use of just three arrays would require scabs anales of ±60°,
with a scan loss of 4.1 dB. Thus, the fourth array is clearly warranted.
J.
Realized Gain in the presence of mismatch loss.
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6.3 PHASE SHIFTER DEVICES
A critical element in phased arrays is the phase-shifter itself. Two
of the most widely used electronically-controlled, phase shifting devices
in array application are the ferrite and diode phase shifters. These
devices can be designed to have phase variations in a continuous fashion
or in discrete states. The ferrite devices are known for low loss per-
formance and low driving power requirements in waveguide design. Their
use is firmly established for frequencies above 3000 MHz. On the other
hand, the diode phase shifters appear to be generally superior for fre-
quencies below 3000 MHz in size, weight, power handling and temperature
considerations. (68) The following paragraphs describe the characteris-
tics of diode phase shifters.
6.3.1 Diode Phase Shifter Control Elements
The control elements for diode phase shifters are varactors and pin
diodes. These elements can be integrated with transmission lines, cir-
culators, and hybrid couplers to form a variety of phase shifters with
continuous or stepped phasing. The continuous phase shifter would make
use of a continuous variable capacitance from the varactor diodes to al-
ter the phase of microwave energy passing through them. On the other
hand, the step type of phase shifters would utilize essentially the short
and open circuited impedances of the pin diodes to produce the required
discrete phase changes.
Of the two basic types of control elements, the varactor is limited in
power handling capability because capacitance changes produced by a bias
change are nonlinear. Therefore, the RF voltage swing in the varactor
must be restricted so that the average capacitance observed by the RF
(68) Mortenson, K.E., "Microwave Semiconductor Control Devices",
Microwave Journal, May 1964
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(68) Mortenson, K.E., Op. Cit.
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signal is approximately the same at all bias points. A tolerable RF
voltage swing is approximately 10 percent of the breakdown voltage.
6.3.2 Diode Phase Shifter Power Handling Capabilities
r
The power handling capabilities of varactor phase shifters may range
from 100 watts average at UHF to a few watts at X-band with special
varactor diodes, while the pin diode unit can be fabricated to handle
much greater power at these frequencies with a smaller insertion loss.
The latter can handle five to ten times the power of the former, and
should thus be used in the subject L-band application. In peak power
comparison, the pin diode construction exceeds the varactor design by
several orders of magnitude. A comparison of two types of phase shift-
ers by Mortenson (68) is given in Table 6-2. This comparison clearly
indicates that pin diodes are superior to varactors in the areas of
higher power handling, smaller insertion loss, and greater phase range.
6.3.3 Pin Diode Phase Shifter Designs
Several basic designs using pin diodes to form phase bits are shown
in Figure 6-2. In each case, the diodes are incorporated in such a man-
ner that a change in diode impedance causes a change in RF signal trans-
mission. These diodes are operated in two alternative do biases to pro-
vide near open and short circuited conditions. An increment of phase
shift is achieved by reverse and forward biasing of the diodes. The
configurations are described below, respectively.
Reflection Time Delay Configuration
Figure 6-2a and 6-2b are phase snifters operated on reflection prin-
ciples. The diodes are used to alter the short circuited positions at
TABLE 6-2
COMPARISON OF STEP PHASE SHIFTERS AND CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE TYPE PHASE SHIFTERS
Continuously Variable
Characteristics Step-Type Phase Shifter Type Phase Shifter
Phase Incremental, Step values Continuous, range limited
unlimited-dependent only by capacitance change and
on line lengths and inser- insertion loss limits
	 (up
tion loss 'limits	 (as much to 2200/unit)
as 360 0 steps)
Insertion Loss Least dependent upon diode - Dependent upon diode -
0.4 dB at L-band 1.5 dB at L-band
Peak Power Less RF voltage or current RF voltage swing restricted
swing restrictions - 50 kW by capacitance change -
100 W or less
Average Power 100 W at L-band 25 W at L-band
Phase Power Level None (within power rating) Dependent upon RF voltage
Sensitivity swing compared to break-
down of varactors
Phase Stability:
. Temperature Independent up to about Dependent upon capacitance
150° C change - 0.10/°C
b.	 Control Not critical as long as No hysteresis effects
forward or reverse bias
is maintained, no hyster-
sis effects
Speed Moderate, less than 100 ns Highest, nanosecond range
Diodes Operating in the Reflective Mode on 3-dB Hybrid Coupler
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Lhe end of the lines to the diode position by applying approximately
100 ma of do current to each diode. The phase change produced by this
design is approximately twice the line length between the diode and its
short circuited termination. The design indicated in Figure 6-2b is
capable of bilateral performance but sy-nmetrical terminations must be
maintained on both coupling arms. The line lengths must be equal. Al-
so, the diodes must have equal characteristics and be positioned at the
same distance away from their terminations. This is to ensure that the
waves reflected from the coupling arms are self cancelling at the input
terminal and that all the reflected waves are summed up at the output
port to produce a low VSW R.
Loaded Line Configuration
The design of Figure 6-2c, referred to as a loaded-line phase shifter,
uses quarter-waved-spaced diode pairs to perturb the phase of the trans-
mission coefficient. The diode pair can take on either of the on and
off states and the total transmission phase shift is determined by the
number of pairs of diodes in the line and their states. The total phase
shift for this type of phase shifter is approximately equal to the phase
shift of a section, times the number of sections in the line. The larg-
est measured phase shift per diode pair reported is 23°; hence, many
diode pairs are required to obtain a phase shifting range of 360°.
Switched-Line Length Configuration
Figure 6-2d is an illustration of a switched-line length design where
diodes are used to switch incremental line length. This design consists
of two SPDT switches and two line-lengths for each bit. The number of
diodes required per bit is four. In an ideal construction, this design
can handle twice the peak power of the hybrid-coupled-bit design in Fig-
ure 6-2b, since no reflected waves occur in the switched-line circuit
and the doubling of the RF voltage is precluded. The loss is approximately
321
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identical to a 180° phase bit of an optimized hybrid-coupled unit.
Therefore, the total loss of a four-bit switched-line phase shifter is
four times the loss of the 180° hybrid-coupled bit and 2.28 times the
same loss for the four bit hybrid-coupled design.
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6.4 DIGITAL US ANALOG (CONTINUOUS) PHASE SHIFT SCANNING
6.4.1	 Digital Phase-Shifting
Two types of phase-shifting in arrays are possible; digital and analog
(continuous). In the digital approach, the phase shift and thus the
antenna beam motion is in discrete steps. The accuracy with which a
phased array beam can be pointed thusly is determined by the minimum
phase step size.
The number of phase bits which are required to provide a certain beam-
position accuracy in a phased array can be ascertained as follows. (69)
An approximate formula which relates phase bits "n" to array elements
"N" and fraction of the 2/7r (voltage) beamwidth o  is given by
n —_ 1092 N/ov	(6-2)
For example, if an 8-element array is assumed and the desired beam-
position is e  = 112 (beam-position is controlled to half of the 2/w
voltage beamwidth), then according to the above expression, the num-
ber of binary phase bits required is
n	 1092 8/2 = 4	 (6-3)
The number of beam positions available is 2 n = 16 beams. Half of
these beam positions are in the first quadrant, and half are in the
a ,
	
	 second. Some of the positions will form grating lobes. Of course,
the directiv'ty and beamwidth are still determined by the size of
the phased array. If the beam-position is controlled to 2 /7r voltage
beamwidth, the required number of binary phase bits is three (for
(69) MIT-Lincoln Laboratories Technical Report No. 236, "Phased Ar-
ray Radar Studies." November 13, 1961.
}
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example, 45 1 , 90° and 1800).
In a situation where the actual number of phase bits available is less
than the number of phase bits required, an error in beam position re-
sults. An approximate formula which expresses the worst beam pointing
error (AO) in terms of the 2/7r beamwi dths of a uniformly illuminated
large array is
AO	 a 2 2b	 x 100%0 
	 27TN
where a = required phase quantization
b = n - m
n = no. of required phase bits
m = no. of available phase bits
N = no. of array elements
In array practice, it is not necessary to quantize phase to an accuracy
of 27T (ov/N) radians steps to obtain N/ov
 beam positions. In general,
T	 (69)
n should be greater than m. in an example given in the referenced study
for a uniformly driven 64-element array, the required number of phase
bits was 7 but the available phase bits was 4. The pointing angle error
was determined to be less than 2%.
6.4.2	 Continuous ( Analog) Phase- Shift Scanning
Unlike the digitally-st9pped phased array, the beam position of the analog
array can be continuously steered by changing the bias voltage across the
varactor diodes of the phase shifter to obtain phase shift. Except for
(69) MIT-LL Technical Report #236. Op. Cit.
3^4
phase shifter implementation, the analog array physical characteristics
are identical ^o those of the digital array. The continuous phase-shift
scanning array efficiency is slightly less than that of the digital sys-
tem due to higher loss in the phase shifter. Thus, it may generally be
concluded that the digital stepping approach is a superior selection for
the L-band shipboard application.
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6.5	 CONCLUSIONS ON ELECTRONICALLY-STEERED ANTENNAS
Given the phased array concept, one of the primary considerations in
the design, complexity and performance of the antenna is the location
of the phase shifters in relation to the array elements. The various
locations poss i ble, with the corresponding array circuitry requirements,
are indicated in Figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6-6. Other configurations
are possible; however, the four shown illustrate the basic variations.
Obviously, these figures show only one eight-element array, while four
are required for complete coverage. The utmost in circuit simplicity
would exist if the switch used to select one of the four arrays were
inserted between the combiner/divider and diplexer in Figure 6-6.
The arrangement shown in Figure 6-3 utilizes separate apertures to per-
form the transmit and receive functions. The configurations of Figures
6-4, 6-5 and 6-6 use common apertures, but with varying amounts of RF
circuitry. Table 6-3 summarizes a comparison of the four basic con-
figurations.
The number of components noted in the table refer to the complete an-
tenna system consisting of four 8-element phased arrays with adjacent
electronically steerable fan beams. A fifth category is included in
Table 6-3 to distinguish between the use of four or one diplexers, ac-
cording to the location of the switch used to select arrays.
In terms of power efficiency, it is clear that the first configuration,
Figure 6-3, is superior. The antenna gain provided by the array aper-
ture would be realized in operation. However, a total of 8 array a-
pertures are required, with 64 elements, 64 phase shifters and 32 each
of low-noise receiver preamplifiers and transmitter power amplifiers.
The second configuration, Figure 6-4, is just slightly less efficient,
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1NO. OF NO. OF TRANSMIT/
NO. OF PRE & POST PHASE NO. OF RECEIVE
CONFIGURATION APERTURES AMPLIFIERS SHIFTERS DIPLEXERS EFFICIENCY BEAM VOLUME WEIGHT
Separate Transmit
& Receive Apertures 8 32 64 None Good Independent High High
(Figure 6-3) of each
Common Aperture,
16 Phase Shifters 4 32 64 32 Fair Independent Medium Moderate
per Array of each High
(Fi gure 6-4)
Common Aperture,
8 Phase Shifters, 4 32 .32 32	 Poor Common Medium Moderate
8 Diplexers per of each High
Array
(Figure 6-5) I
3
'Common Aperture,
Single Diplexer 4 4 32 4	 !e°. Common Medium Lower
per Array of each P ar
(f=igure 6-6)
A
Common Aperture,
Single Diplexer 4 1 32 1 Poorest Common Low Lower
with 4 Arrays each
e.g.,-0.5 dB, but requires one-half the number of apertures and ele-
ments in a trade for 32 diplexers. The third configuration, Figure
6-5, is considerably less efficient due to phase shifter insertion
losses. Diode phase shifters are quite lossy, typically with 2 to 3
dB insertion losses. Thus the third configuration i c^ clearly unde-
sirable since low efficiency results without a major decrease in the
number of RF components.
The fourth configuration, Figure 6-6, is the least complex, especially
if the 4-way switch between arrays is inserted between the phase shift-
ers and a single diplexer for all apertures. In addition to having very
low power (gain) efficiency, the latter configuration does not provide
for "graceful" transmitter failure. In the first three arrangements,
the transmitter power may be divided between eight radiating elements.
Thus, 32 transmitter power amplifiers, in all, could be used at one-
eighth the power, e.g., 20 watts each, of a single transmitter rated
at '160 watts. This feature should be considered minor, however, com-
pared to the complexity required. The antenna system power efficiency
is by far the most critical parameter. Attempting to achieve the rel-
ative simplicity of the last configuration by increasing the number
of elements, and/or arrays to compensate for phase shifter, etc.,
insertion losses is an un-rewarding trade-off, in that the overall an-
tenna system size becomes quite an installation burden to the ship.
Table 6-4 summarizes a comparison of the various phased-array approaches
with that of a switched -beam antenna using a Butler (linear) array,
such as illustrated in Figure 5-11. The two antenna categories may
be considered to have nominally equivalent gains, depending in each
case on switch or phase shifter location. It must generally be con-
cluded that the switched -beam category is more desirable due to higher
reliability and less cost.
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TABLE 6-4 COMPARISON OF ELECTRONICALLY STEERED ARRAYS AND SWITCHED BEAM ARRAY
ELECTRONICALLY STEERED ARRAYS
ommor .-'-pertures
Separate Common Apertures 8 Phase Shifters
Butler Matrix Apertures For 16 Phase Shif- and 8 Diplexers Common Aperture
Array Type (Switched) Array Transmit&Receive tors per Array per Array Single Diplexer
(Figure 6-3) (Figure 6-4) (Figure 6-5) (Figure 6-6)
No Phase Shifters: High speed beam scanning;	 Good Angular Coverage;
Good Angular Coverage: Graceful Degradation of Array; 	 Commonality of Components
Reliable due to pas-
Independent Independent
ADVANTAGES sive beam-forming Tx and Rx Tx and Rx
network;	 Lowest Beam Steering; Beam Steering; Lower Efficiency Lower Efficiency
Cost High Efficiency Moderate Effi-
ciency
Lossy Feed System: Two Array Aper- Steering Logic Steering Logic Steering Logic
Gain degradation at tures: Required: Required: Required:
DISADVANTAGES beam cross-over Steering Logic Very Expensive Expensive Less Expensive
(even with beam Required:
interpolation) Most Expensive
The electronically steered category would require slightly larger
physical dimensions. The beam steering logic required would virtually
be a small special purpose computer. As noted, monopulse-type auto-
matic signal tracking is possible in both the switched-beam and phased
array categories, but would be quite complex in terms of RF and recei-
ver circuitry. Accordingly, the slaved stabilization approach, with
periodic manual re-alignment,is considered the superior beam pointing/
selecting approach for these two categories, at least in the moderate
gain (` 10 dB) region. Although fan beams have been considered most
useful, it would be necessary to slave the beam position control to
both azimuth and elevation references, due to the fact that ships roll
dynamics affect relative bearing as well as elevation. (In this
context, it should be noted that the preceding comparisons, i.e.,
Tables 6-3 and 6-4 apply to linear [fan-beam] arrays used in either
direction, i.e., horizontal fans as well as vertical fans..) ThP point
is, however, that the requirement for dual-axis slaving requires mod-
erately complex logic to implement the required beam pointing.
In summary, while the concept of electronically-steered phased arrays
has the very desirable features associated with frictionless motion,
the current complexity of practical implementations is considered herein
to negate their recommendation as a moderate gain shipboard antenna
for maritime satellite communications.
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SECTION 7
SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF SELECTED APPROACHES
7.1	 SUMMARY OF TRADE-OFF ANALYSES
Following a review of the background to maritime mobile satellite ser-
vices in Section 1, Section 2 of this report described the various
performance factors pertinent to and design constraints placed on ship-
board antennas intended for widespread use by the civilian maritime
community. It was shown that while the large potential maritime mobile
user population (many thousands) dictates that the primary link power
burden should be placed on the spacecraft, the shipboard terminal should
be configured to provide a modest amount of gain. This conclusion is
based not only on system capacity considerations and space segment costs,
but also on the relationship between shipboard antenna gain and ship-
board transmitter power amplifier complexity. The selection of about
10 dB for antenna gain reduces the shipboard transmitter output power
requirement to about 100 watts, which is readily achievable with a
reliable, low cost transistor array at L-band.
Design Constraints
In general, shipboard antenna gains of 3 to 18 dB are of interest in
the context of this study, with 10 dB considered as a baseline refer-
ence value for comparison purposes. Section 2 also identified the
basic performance parameters of interest in considering antenna designs,
all of which are related to
• Minimum Operational Gain
•
•
•
•
For example, it was shown
and polarization mismatch
Manufacturing Cost
Installation Cost
Reliability
Operability
that considerations of multipath interference
loss lead to the conclusion that the shipboard
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antenna should employ circular polarization, a definite constraint to
certain types of radiators. It was also shown that the angular dynamics
undergone by typical civilian ships are significant, in terms of impos-
ing coverage and rate requirements on antenna design. These are sum-
marized in Table 7-1, along with the above factors.
Three basic categories of antenna subsystem concepts were defined:
1. Mechanically Pointed, Single Beam Antennas
2. Fixed Antennas with Switched Beams
3. Electronically-Steered Phased Arrays
Beam Pointing Technique
Commoii to all three concepts is tPe beam pointing problem, i.e., what
to use as the basis for beam steering or selection. The consideration
of this problem was the primary objective of this study. Accordingly,
Section 3 considered the trade- offs associated with four different
types of antenna pointing:
1. Manual (Operator directed or selected)
2. Slaving (Stabilized to Shipboard Inertial References)
3. Automatic Angle Tracking (of satellite signals)
4. Step-Track (continuous step-scanning)
Manual tracki ng by operators was shown to be inadequate on its own in
terms of system reliability, except when used for very low gain antenna
requirements, i.e., 3-5 dB. The manual pointing capability should how-
ever be provided in every terminal as a permissible mode of operation,
for alignment and initial acquisition.
Antenna pointing by slaving to shipboard inertial references was shown
to be a very credible scheme, especially for low-tc-moderate gain
(< 9 dB) applications. Since virtually all ships of the size considered
as potential users are equipped with gyrocompasses, slaving in azimuth
would be relatively inexpensive. It was shown, however, that a vertical
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TABLE 7-1
	
	
SUMMARY OF GENERAL ANTENNA
SUBSYSTEM DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
CONSIDERATION PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT
System Capacity,
Shipboard Transmitter Antenna Gain X10 dB
Output Power
Multipath,
Polarization Circular Polarization
Mismatch
Wind Loads 75 Knot Design Criteria
Ship Dynamics:
Ship Size >150m Coverage: 360 0 Azimuth
-30 0 to +900
Elevation
Rates:
	
15 Deg/Sec,
7.5 Deg/Sect
Ship Size <150m Coverage: 3600 Azimuth
-450 to + 900
Elevation
Rates:	 45 Deg/Sec
45 Deg/Sect
Small Size, Simple Mechani-
Installation Cost cal	 Interface, No W.veguide.
Consider Locations Other Than
Mast Head
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reference should also be used, since ship rolling in heavy seas can
produce large relative azimuth errors as well as elevation errors.
This conclusion is true even if vertical fan beam antennas are used.
Most sh i ps are not equipped with verticalcal references ; therefcre ,
such must be included in the antenna terminal subsystem when the
slaving approach is used. It was shown in Section 3 that a simple
inclinometer (pendulum) could serve as an adequate vertical reference,
as long as it is located near the roll axis of the ship. The slaved
antenna pointing concept is illustrated in Figure 7-1 for the mechani-
cally pointed, single beam antenna category.
The primary disadvantage of the slaved stabilization approach was
noted to be the requirement for periodic realignment to compensate
for the linear motion of the ship. Depending on the an tenna beamwidth
and ship speed, the frequency of realignment might be between every
1 and 3 days. The real i gnmr.rit procedure would be manual, accomplished
by a crew member steering the beam to the angle of maximum received
signal strength. The requirement for periodic manual realignment is
a significant disadvantage of the slaving technique, not only because
of the burden on the ship's crew, but because of system reliability.
This feature could also lower the confidence of the maritime industry
and commerce community, in general, in the whole maritime mobile
satellite network.
The best alUrnative to the slaved stabilization approach is automatic
angle tracking based on received satellite signal levels. This is
conventionally accomplished by using an antenna feed scheme which
permits the formation of a null in the (antenna) pattern in the
boresight direction. Automatic tracking generally requires a
special receiver as well as special antenna feed circuitry. 	 Four
basic approaches to automatic tracking are possible:
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/ ANTENNA
'	 REFLECTOR
SCREEN
RADIATING
ELEMENT
BRIDGE: Gyrocompass (Yaw and turn stabilization)
RADIO ROOM: Azimuth Setting Control
Elevation Setting Control
Satcom Terminal
Fi gure 7-1 DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF GYROCOMPASS AND INCLINOMETER
STABILIZED SATCOM ANTENNA SYSTEM
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1. Conical -Scanning
2. Three-Channel Monopulse
3. Two-Channel Monopulse
4. Single-Channel Monopulse
Of these, it was shown that single-channel monopulse, alternately re-
ferred to as psuedo-conscan or simply monoscan, is the most cost-effective
for the subject shipboard application. Multichannel monopulse is more
accurate for the same received signal level, but monoscan requires far
fewer components and is more reliable. While a special feed circuit is
required (a difference channel combiner and a sum carrel coupler), no
special receiver channel is required. The communications receiver can
be used to amplify, transport and translate the tracking error siqnal
to audio, whereupon only special error detectors are required to generate
pointing commands. The monoscan concept is illustrated in Figure 7-2,
showing the interface with the antenna and communications equipment.
A fourth antenna pointing scheme referred to as step-track was also
analyzed. In this conce pt, no special RF null-forming circuitry is
required. The antenna is continually stepped in small increments,
and a comparison of received signal levels sequenced in time is made
'to indicate the direction of maximum level. The technique is es-
sentially a mechanization of manual tracking, and was analyzed to be
too rate-limited for shipboard use because of ship motion, as well as
requiring relatively high received signal-to-noise ratios.
The conclusion to the analysis of beam pointing or selecting techniques
is that both automatic tracking by monoscan and slaved stabilization
with periodic realignment are practical. While the equipment costs
for the slaving equipment are about half of those for implementing
monoscan tracking, the difference between the two is estimated to be
i
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ADDITION FOR MONOSCAN
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SHIPBOARD TEF44INAL CLOCK DIAGRAM HITH MONOSCAN AUTOTRACKING
reduced to $300 when the additional installation costs associated with
inclinometers, reference cables, etc. are included (Table 3-4, page 181).
A comparison between the two pointing alternatives also depends on the
antenna gain considered. Generally, slaving is more suitable at the
lower values of gain, where realignment is required less frequently and
autotracking nulls are broader, while autotracking is more effective for
higher gain applications. Table 7-2 summarizes these conclusions. In
addition, the selection of the best pointing scheme is also dependent on
the type of antenna used.
Mechanically-Pointed, Single Beam Antennas
A variety of single beam attenna types suitable for mechanical pointing
were reviewed in Section 4. The selection of antenna radiator types
is shown in Table 7-3, according to gain requirements. Compared to
the cost of pointing mechanisms and circuitry, all these antenna radia-
tors are relatively inexpensive, as indicated in Figure 7-3. For size
efficiency and simplicity of manufacture, the short-backfire antenna is
of special interest.	 Its small size can readily provide for a gain of
about 14 dBic (dB relative to an isotropic, circularly polarized source),
and appears ideal in its physical characteristics. A simple crossed-
dipole feed (with 5 or more arms) can be used to provide for a (monopulse)
pattern null for monoscan autotracking.
One disadvantage of mechanically-pointed antennas is the need for
cable-wraps or rotary joints. Cable wraps are not significant burden
by any means, but may not be adequate for the azimuth axis in an
elevation-over-azimuth gimbal, since certain shipowners may desire
the capability of continuous operation while circling through many
revolutions. For this reason, an x-y mount may be desirable, In this
arrangement, the two axes of rotation are orthogonal elevation axes.
An example of an x-y mount is illustrated in Figure 7-4. Its only
disadvantage would be the inconvenience of monitoring, by a ship-
board operator, two elevation meters instead of the conventional
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TABLE 7-2
BASIC CONCLUSIONS ON BEAM POINTING
i'CHNIQUES ACCORDING TO ANTENNA GAIN
Beam Pointing/Selecting Scheme*
Antenna Gain Category Considered Most Cost-Effective
Low Gain Antennas Slaved-Stabilization
( <6 dB) and/or Manual Tracking
Moderate Gain Antennas Monoscan Autotracking
(7 -	 14 dB) or Slaved Stabilization
High Gain Antennas Monoscan Autotracking
(15	 -	 18 dB)
*
As an example, the costs of beam pointing for a mechanically
pointed antenna are estimated as follows:
1.	 Basic Manual Pointing (Pedestal, gearing, remote display,
control, etc.) _ $2800.
2 a. Additional Cost for Slaving (Dual axis, with peculiar
installation costs) _ $2200.
2 b. Additional Cost for Monoscan Autotracking = $2500
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TABLE 7-3
SELECTION OF MECHANICALLY POINTED
ANTENNAS ACCORDING TO GAIN
Gain Range Antenna Type Characteristics
3- 6 dB Turnstile on Ground Plane Small and simple, curved for
improved axial ratios
7-10 dB Helix or Horn Both inexpensive, horn better
for tracking
11-15 dB Short Backfire Very efficient, simple, fair
tracking,
	 small	 (39 x 10 cm)
16-13 dB Parabola Simple and cheap at these
gains, but relatively large
(60 - 80 cm diameter)
I UUU
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600NL
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Antenna Gain at 1600 M11z
Figure 7-3 BASIC ANTENNA RADIATOR COSTS
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Figure 7-4 CONCEPTUAL X-Y ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
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az-el display. This handicap can be overcome, however, either by
familiarity or by incorporation of an X-Y to az-el angle data con.ver-
te r.
Switched Beam Antennas
Section 5 addresses a logical alternative to motors, gears and cable-
wraps, that of switched-beam antennas. In this case, multiple anten-
na apertures are used, each of which may be attached independently to
the ship structure. The locations need not be the mast, but the sep-
aration between antennas should not be too great, unless multiple RF
transmitters and receivers are used.
Of the example configurations studied, two are considered as represen-
tative of attractive schemes. The first is an array of 8 low gain,
independent helix antennas, located appropriately about the mast or
one of the upper decks of the ship. The second is a set of four But-
ler-fed linear arrays, each of which produces a fan beam covering
about 130° in elevation and 20 0
 in azimuth and steppable through an
azimuth range of 90°. A summary of the characteristics of these two
antennas is presented in Table 7-4. The use of separate antennas
with beam switching is practically limited to low gain applications
for the subject shipboard application, due to the volume of equipmer_
resulting from the large number of radiators needed to accommodate
the greater-than-hemispherical coverage. The use of fan beams gen-
erated by four linear arrays provides for higher gain without exces-
sive size due to the aperture-sharing characteristics of each 8-ele-
ment array. In order to realize near-full gain of the quadruple ar-
ray, it is recommended that adjacent beam interpolation circuitry be
included. This "fills in the nulls" of the switched-beam array pat-
tern to a large extent (1-2 dB).
z
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TABLE 7-4 PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED SWITCHED BEAM ANTENNAS
Switched-Beam
Example Quadruple Butler
Simple (Linear) 8-Element
Performance 8-Helix Array W/ Beam
Parameter Combination Interpolation
Minimum Gain, dBic 4-5 9-10
Peak Gain, dBic 7-R 10-11
Basic Beam Shape Circuiar, 80° Fan, 20° x 130°
Physical Size Medium Large
Complexity Lowest Highest
Relative Cost
Potential Environ- Small Icing Problem
ment Degradation
A major trade-off in the configuration of any array is the location of
the switch relative to the antenna elements and the transmit-receive
diplexer. In order to avoid the degradation of antenna gain and re-
ceiver noise temperature implied by the insertion of the beam switch,
the number of transmitter power amplifiers and low noise preamplifiers
used must be increased from one to the number of elements employed,
i.e., 32. For the switched beam antenna category, it was concluded.
that the switch insertion loss (perhaps 0.5-1 dB) should be permitted,
thereby minimizing RF circuitry.
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Electronically Steered Antennas
Finally, Section 6 reviewed the properties of electronically-steered
phased array antennas, in terms of their suitability for the ship-
board satcom application. The best arrangement would be a set of
four linear, 8-element arrays to cover the hemisphere, similar to the
higher gain switched-beam example noted above. Given this, major
variations in system configuration are possible depending on location
of the phase-shifters. As no single array is practical which can
accommodate the required coverage, all example configurations are
combinations of electronic scanning and beam switching.
Of the various phased array configurations studied, two candidates
are most representative of good designs. One is the arrangement,
shown in Figure 6-4, of a common aperture with independent steering
of transmit and receive beams, and the other is the least complex,
with a single diplexer and communications electronics shared between
the required arrays.
Of the first, it must be noted that the number of components required
is extremely high, although very reasonable efficiencies are achieved
	
It 
I
by having both the transmit and receive amplifiers between the aper-
ture and the phase shifters. The sheer complexity of the design, when
associated with its bulk, means that it would be the least likely can-
didate to benefit from mass production techniques, and would inevit-
ably be relatively expensive.
The other candidate does not suffer from the same disadvantages as
the first, but neither does it have the attendant advantage of high
efficiency. The circuitry which is inss erted between the aperture
and the communications electronics would result in up to 3 or 5 d6
of loss, dependent on the scan angle, which will cause a loss of at
348
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least 5-6 dB in terminal G/T. This would require four times the satel-
lite power of an equivalent "loss-less" design, or alternatively the
array gain, and consequently the number of arrays required, would have
to be increased, to the point where the initial advantages of simplicity
have been completely negated.
Much of the attenuation (loss) in the approach just discussed is caused
by phase shifters. Elimination of these devices by the use of a But-
ler feed matrix (i.e., switched-beam array) reduces this loss by a con-
siderable amount. The cost is also considerably reduced, since the ac-
tive diode devices are replaced by passive stripline components which
are relatively cheap to produce, especially in quantity. These components
are still between the electronics and the aperture, so that the loss is
not negligible. Higher gains, and consequently more arrays, are required,
to counter this effect and also the gain loss at beam cross-over poin-s.
The switched-beam Butler-fed array is still more cost-effective than the
electronically-steered array.
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7.2 SELECTION AND COMPARISON OF MEDIUM-GAIN CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
As indicated in the preceding summary paragraphs, no single antenna or
pointing approach is optimum for all values of required gain between
3 dB and 18 dB. As the nominal baseline gain of 10 dB has been used
as a specifically pertinent reference, it is considered appropriate
to compare system configurations which provide this basic capability.
One system which must be considered as a very attractive candidate is
the single, mechanically pointed short-backfire antenna using single-
channel monopulse automatic angle tracking to direct the beam. This
is consistent with the conclusions of Sections 3 and 4. The peak
gain of this system would be on the order of 14 dB, and the minimum
gain realized in operation would be at least 13 dB.
Another system which should be selected is the switched-beam, quadruple
linear array which is pointed by slaving to shipboard inertial refer-
ences. This system is depicted in Figure 5-10. Each of the four ar-
rays is an 8-element Butler-fed linear array producing a fan-beam
about 200
 wide in azimuth and about 1300
 in elevation. The peak gain
of the array is about 10-11 dB, when the switch insertion loss is in-
cluded. As this is fairly low, adjacent beam interpolation circuitry
should be used to fill in the nulls between beam centers. This would
keep the minimum gain at about 9-10 dB as the array is switched in
azimuth. As noted in Section 5.3, automatic angle tracking is possible
by forming a monopul o e pattern, but in this case, the complexity of the
RF circuitry could be increased by a significant amount, although simi-
liar circuitry is required for the adjacent beam interpolation function.
It is considered herein that the two different antenna concepts summar-
ized above are representative of practical system solutions for the
subject medium-gain, sHipboard antennas. As discussed in Section 6,
the phased array category is not considered to be competitive with
the above two. Table 7-5 presents a general comparison of the two
selected approaches.
Examination of the factors listed in Table 7-5 appears to indicate
that there is little to compare. The mechanically-driven single-beam
antenna is more effective in all aspects. This may be a little mis-
leading. In theory, while it has many more complex RF circuit com-
ponents, the switched-beam array can have the edge in equipment re-
liability, since the additional RF circuitry is basically passive.
On the other hand, the frequently heard opinion that motor rC.'o-ives are
unreliable is repudiated by their overwhelming use. For example,
mast-mounted, motor driven X-band radars are virtually standard on
all ships.
In essentially all studies of moderate-gain L-band antenna design for
aircraft (which the writer is aware of), one form or another of a
switched-beam array has been concluded as optimum. Clearly, the air-
craft application poses significantly different constraints. The
first is the flush-mounting constraint imposed by drag considerations.
The second is the coverage required. Civilian aircraft actually do
not roll as much or as often as ships. Most aircraft antenna studies
have not considered coverage below the (aircraft) horizon necessary.
In addition, weight limitations are more stringent and frequent per-
iodic maintenance is more acceptable. Thus, it should not be sur-
prising that a different conclusion exists in the civilian maritime
user application.
The costs listed in Table 7-5 should be considered very approximate.
While they reflect a certain amount of vendor survey, there is little
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TABLE 7-5	 COMPARISON OF SELECTED MEDIUM-GAIN
ANTENNA SYSTEM CANDIDATES
;rJl
1-
Antenna Mechanically Driven Quadruple
System Short-Backfire Antenna 8-element Linear
with Monoscan Tracking (Butler) Array with
Parametric Adj Beam Interpolation
Characteristic and Slaved Switching
Peak Gain 14 dB 10-11	 dB
Min Operational Gain 13 dB 9-10 dB
System Noise Temp.
(Transistor N.F.=
3.5 dB, Preselector 525K 580K
Loss=0.5 dB,	 15"
Satellite Elevation)
Beamwidth 330 20° x 130°
Axial	 Ratio for C.P. Very Good Fair
Relative Normal Worse
Multipath Effects
Size,	 (complete 0.35 m3 1 m3
Antenna S/S)
Complexity Minimum Moderate-High
Periodic Alignment No Yes
Necessary
Reliability Good Good
Potential Environ- Minimal Icing
mental Degradation
Problem
Manufacturing Cost-
Antenna System Modest Higher
Incl.	 RF Head, (--7.8K)* (-,-10.9K)*
Pointing S/S
Installation Cost High Higher
(-3-7K) (-6-14K)
* Assumes at least 200 units per manufacturer
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directly applicable vendor experience to warrant confidence in order-
of-magnitude estimates of costs of such components in large scale
production. A detailed analysis of costs by appropriate component
and subsystem manufacturers is beyond the scope of this limited study.
Table 7-6 summarizes a breakdown of the equipment costs listed in
Table 7-5. They are of course, heavily dependent on many factors,
especially quantity of manufacturer. These estimates assume at least
200 units per manufacture. Also, a slightly higher transmitter pow-
er is considered appropriate for the switched-beam use. It should be
noted that the listed equipment costs do not include the various mod-
ems (at least three required) and input-output equipment housed in
the radio room.
Installation costs are generally uncertain, and quite variable from
ship to ship. They are generally reported to be high for such equip-
ment by shipowners. The switched-beam array installation is consid-
ered significantly more tedious, since there are more units to install
and careful alignment of each is required during installation. In ad-
dition, the dual axis slaving approach adds to the installation burden.
A final point to be made is with respect to mast location and system
redundancy. While the top of the mast is by far the most desirable
location for the selected mechanically-pointed antenna system, certain
shipowners may insist it be placed elsewhere, simply because of prior
crowding. If no ocher superstructure location exists which provides
for the required greater-than-hemispherical coverage, then two anten-
as may have to be used, mounted for example on opposite sides of an
upper deck. Such a location would be more of a burden on the mechan-
ically-pointed, single beam antenna than on the switched beam array,
which is readily amenable to such a separation. It would add about
$2500 to the cost of equipment in the mechanically-pointed case, rela-
tive to zero in the array configuration. This brings the equipment
F.
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TABLE 7-6
COST ESTIMATE 3REAKDOWN OF ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURE FOR SELECTED DESIGNS
Mechanically Pointed, Autotracking Antenna
Short-Backfire Antenna, with Radome	 $	 300
Pedestal, Motors, Display, Controller
	
2,200*
Monoscan Equipment, incl. Feed. 	 2,500*
Diplexe r, RF Lines
	 500
Low Noise Preamplifier
	 300
Transmitter, <100 w	 1,200
Up & Down Con verters	 600
Cabling, Miscellaneous
	
200
Total	 $ 7,800
Switched- Beam Linear Array
4 Linear Arrays, 8 Elements each $ 3,000
Butler Feeds
	 (4) with Beam Interpolation 2,800
Slaving Equipment, Dual Axis 1,200*
Switching Logic 800
Diplexer, RF Lines 500
Low Noise Preamplifier 300
Transmitter, >100 w 1,400
Up & Down Converters 600
Cabling, Miscellaneous 300
Total $10,900
* See Table 3-4 for further breakdown.
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costs much closer together. The high gain of the short-backfire an-
tenna makes it more amenable to use of a single RF head (diplexer,
transmitter power amplifier, low noise preamplifier and up/down con-
verters) between the two antennas, however. On the other hand, dual
RF heads could be used with both system concepts for about an addi-
tional $2500 each. The obvious redundancy of such a dual antenna in-
stallation would have certain advantages in communications reliability.
An automatic handover switching function could have to be implemented,
and this would be an additional few hundred dollars. Thus, complete
RF redundancy may be provided for about $5.5k with the mechanically-
pointed system and for about $2.9k in the switched-beam array system.
Thus, the general conclusion of the comparison is that the mechanical-
ly-pointed short-backfire antenna subsystem is the better design ap-
proach for the majority of users. Its characteristics and performance
are summarized in Table 7-7. It should be noted that the estimated
cost of $7800 in Table 7-6 for the basic antenna subsystem includes
antenna mounted RF electronics, but does not include the costs of the
basic radio equipment needed in the radio room, or general installa-
tion. In addition to the low frequency circuits for antenna position
control, the radio room electronics include IF distribution (70 MHz)
circuitry, an access control modem, a voice modem, a data/telex modem,
a teletype and a small console for housing. This equipment is estima-
ted to cost an additional $4700. Thus the total cost of the terminal
equipment is estimated to be about $12,500. For ease of reference and
comparison in context, a breakdown of the total shipboard system cost
is presented in Table 7-8. In many cases, there could be an addition-
al 15% in price for vendor mark-up. As noted, installation costs can
vary a great deal, but typically might average between $4000 and $5000
for the complete shipboard terminal.
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iTABLE 7-7
SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE
OF RECOMMENDED SHIPBOARD ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM
Antenna Subsystem Characteristic Performance
Antenna Gain, 1535-1543.5 MHz 14.0 dB peak,
(13.0 dB min. operating in system)
Antenna Gain, 1636.5-1645 MHz 14.2 dB pak
Antenna Radiator Type Short-Backfire
Antenna Feed Monopulse, (>0.02 volts/volt-deg)
Antenna Size 39 cm (15.4 in.)	 diam.	 by 10 cm
(3.9 in.)	 deep
Half-Power Beamwidth — 33°
Polarization Circular
Pedestal X-Y Mount
Coverage: 360° Azimuth, and:
Ship size	 >150 m -300 to 90 0 elevation
Ship size	 <150 m -450 to 90 0 elevation
Angular Rate Capability:
Ship size	 >150 m 15 deg/sec, 7.5 deg/sec2
Ship size	 <150 m 45 deg/sec, 45	 deg/sec2
Wind Loads 75 knot design criteria,
Survivability at 150 knots
Pointing Modes:
1)	 Manual Console operator
2)	 Autotracking Single-channel Monopulse (Monoscan)
Monoscan Coupling Factor 12 dB
Position Tkg Loop (Noise) Bandwidth 2 Hz (Large Ships), 4 Hz (Small ships)
Electronics Mounted With Antenna Diplexer, Preamplifier (3.5 dB N.F.)
Solid State Transmitter (%•60 W),
L-band/70 MHz Up- and Down-Converters
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TABLE 7-8
ESTIMATE OF EQUIPMENT COSTS FOR COMPLETE
SHIPBOARD TERMINAL SYSTEM
Subsystem/Component Est.	 Cost
Short-Backfire Antenna, with Radome $	 300
Pedestal, Motors, Display,
Controller, etc. 29200
Autotracking Electronics, incl.
	
Feed
and Servo 29500
Diplexer,	 RF Lines 500
Low noise Preamplifier (Transistor) 300
Transmitter (<100 w) 1,200
Up- and Down-Converters 600
Cabling (70 MHz Comm) 200
IF Distribution (70 MHz) 300
Access Control Modem 900
Voice Modem 800
Data and Telex Modem 1,200
Input/Output Device (TTY) 19400
Rack/Console 100
Total Terminal $129500
aY
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SECTION 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1	 RE-STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
As this study is the first known to specifically address L-band ship-
board user antennas for use with a civilian maritime services satel-
lite system, it was intended to be parametric in nature rather than
directed at a specific antenna proposal. The fundamental objectives
of the study were to:
1) Perform and document a basic conceptual investigation of
shipboard antenna subsystems which would operate in the
band 1535 MHz to 1645 MHz, with
2) Gain considered as a study parameter over the general
range 3 dB to 18 dB, by
3) Identifying the various pertinent performance character-
istics and requirements and related design trade-offs,
and by
4) Comparing alternate approaches for their simplicity and
general suitability.
The study, thus directed, is intended for use by system planners in
postulating maritime satellite system configurations, link sizing and
economic trade-offs.
As an ancillary result from the study, a specific antenna configura-
tion emerged as most cost-effective. Thus, additional conclusions
and recommendations relating to this antenna are also presented in
the following pages.
Preceding page blank
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8.2	 CONCLUSIONS
8.2.1 Technical Conclusions
Previous analyses of performance requirements indicated that -the ship-
board anterina should have a gain, in the receive band of 1535 MHz to
1543.5 MHz., on the order of 10 dB or more, assuming an earth-coverage
s p acecraft antenna and a ca pacity equivalent to 10 voice channels.
This results in a requirement for less than 100 watts of shipboard
RF transmitter power, which is relatively inexpensive.
Consistent with this basic sizing, the most fundamental conclusion to
this study is that shipboard antenna subsystems providing a moderate
amount of gain, i.e., 9-14 dB, are in fact feasible, practical and
economically viable within the concept of a commercial maritime ser-
vices satellite system.
Specifically, based on an analysis of environmental constraints and
performance versus complexity comparisons of various pointing and an-
tenna techniques, the following antenna subsystem design approach was
concluded as singularly optimum:
Basic approach:	 Mechanically pointed, single bears antenna
on a small, dual-axis mount
Antenna type:	 Short-backfire radiator, 39 cm (15.4 inch)
di a^n oter by 10 cm ( 3.9 inch) deep, with
'14 dB peak gain
Antenna feed:	 Monopulse (crossed-di poles), circular
polarization
Antenna point-	 Automatic angle tr,-,king of satellite us-
ing:	 ing single-channel monopulse circuitry
with manual control for back-up and acqui-
sition
360
Minimum gain:	 13 dB in operation (with received signal
level of 45 dB-Hz)
Spatial cover-	 360° azimuth, -45° to 90° elevation for
age:
	
ships <150 meters in length; -30 0
 to 900
elevation for larger ships
Tracking rates:
	 45 deg/sec, 45 deg/sec t for ships <150
meters; 15 deg/sec, 7.5 deg/sect for
larger ships
Antenna loca-
	 Mast-mounted wherever possible
tion:
Antenna/mount
	 <50 lbs, including RF electronics (diplex-
subsystem
	
er, ',ow noise preamplifier, 60 watt trans-
weight:
mitter, up- and down-converters)
The mechanically-pointed, single beam antenna approach was concluded
to be superior to the alLCrnate categories of multibeam antenna arrays
with beam switching and electronically-steered phased arrays for the
following reasons:
• Lower total equipment cost (for gains >4 to 5 dl's)
• Smaller overall size (swept volume) for comparable gain
s Relative ease of achieving the greater- than- hemispherical
coverage required
• Better overall performance (gain, noise temperature, cir-
cular polarization, pointing error)
• More self-contained and thus lower installation costs
• Amenability to use of single RF transmitter/preamplifier
at antenna
For pointing of the directive beam (about 33 0
 beamwidth for the short-
backfire antenna), it was concluded that autotracking of the satellite
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signal is the best approach. While manual pointing by the radio operator
would certainly be less expensive, such an approach was concluded to be
adequate only for very low gain applications (i.e., 3 or 4 dB), wherein
fairly infrequent switching would be possible. This inadequancy of man-
ual pointing is due to the high relative angular dynamics attendant with
ships motion in heavy seas. A manual remote position control mode is re-
commended, however, as a back-up and for initial acquisition.
Slaving of the antenna beam to shipboard inertial references (the gyro-
compass and an inclinometer) was concluded to be an adequate solution
for antennas of moderate gain (9-14 dB); however, it was negated in favor
of satellite signal autotracking for the following reasons:
I
• An analysis of ships motion showed that large relative
azimuth errors due to ships rolling can occur (when
the satellite is in the direction of the bow-stern line),
and thus making necessary the installation of a special
inclinometer (near the ships roll axis)
• Lower pointing error, for roughly equivalent costs when ex-
tra installation costs associated with gyrocompass and in-
clinometer slaving are included.
• Higher reliability
• Better self-containment; one interfacing cable rou-Ce instead
of three
• No periodic manual realignment required to compensate for
ships daily headway
Of the possible approaches to automatic satellite signal tracking
(multi-channel and single-channel monopulse, conical-scan, Step-Track),
362
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it was concluded that single-channel monopulse (monoscan) is the optimum
choice for the shipboard application because
Mono.-- r-an angle tracking performance (sensitivity, pointing er-
ror) is adequate
• The Step-Track technique is not feasible due to the combina-
tion of high angular dynamics and low received signal levels,
and thus
• Monoscan is the simplest, least complex and least expensive
of the usable techniques
• Compared to the more accurate multi-channel monopulse schemes,
monoscan requires no additional RF or IF receiver channels and
thus no periodic intra-channe'l phase and gain alignments
• Because of the above, the monoscan approach has the highest
operational reliability
The complete shipboard terminal, concluded as being most cost-effective,
consists of three basic entities:
1) Antenna Assembly - This includes the short-backfire antenna
covered with fiberglass, pedestal and motors, diplexer, mono-
scan combiner and RF portion of the radio electronics. The
60 watt transmitter, low noise preamplifier and up- and down-
converters (filter, mixer, RF multiplier and IF amplifier/
driver portions) are recommended for housing at the antenna
for the obvious reasons of achieving the maximum efficiency
attendant with negligible RF line loss, and the relative
ease of long cable run interface at IF. It is estimated that
the total weight of the antenna assembly should be less than
50 lbs. For complete coverage, it is clear that the most
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effective location for the antenna assembly is as close to
the mast as possible - ideally above the radar antenna(s).
2) Interface - Because the RF electronics are antenna mounted,
the cabling between the antenna assembly and the radio room
can be a harness of relatively small diameter, flexible, coax.
This interface consists of two local oscillator signals (typ-
ically fixed in the 40-50 MHz region), the up- and down-link
communication signals at IF (e.g., 70 MHz) the monoscan tim-
ing signal, antenna motor control signals (two) and ac and
do power. (No power supplies would be included in the an-
tenna RF package.)
3) Radio Room Electronics - A console would be installed below
deck (in the radio room) which need consist only of four small
functional chassis:
• Access Control Modem
(including IF distribution)
• Voice Modem
• Data/Telex Modem
• Antenna Controller
(including ui s! , ' -	 y d tracking circuitry)
As these chassis would be small, they Auld be housed in less
than one-half a standard rack - or preferably in two table
mounted consolettes. In addition, a conventional teletype
would be required.
For ships severely constrained by overcrowding of equipment on masts and/
or other suitable superstructures, wherein installation of dual antenna
subsystems on bridge decks is considered, the cost-effectiveness super-
iority of the mechanically-pointed short-backfire antenna over an assem-
bly of four linear, 8-element arrays designed for switching of vertical
fan beams about the periphery of the ship, is,estimated to be reduced to
364	
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a small amount. Even in this case, however, the superiority of the mech-
anically pointed single beam antenna approach is predicted to exist.
Although a single antenna subsystem design approach has been concluded
herein as superior, it must be noted that it is by no means necessary
that all ships using the satellite system be equipped with precisely
the same type of terminal. Clearly, different terminal designs would
be possible in the system, as long as certain basic specifications,
e.g., shipboard EIRP (effective isotropic radiated powei) and receive
G/T (antenna gain to receiving system noise temperature ratio), modu-
lation character and formats, modem performance, selectivity and car-
rier stability were met.
8.2.2	 Economic Conclusions
A basic conclusion to this study is that the cost of providing a moder-
ate amount of antenna gain in the shipboard terminal is essentially the
cost associated with the equipment required for the beam pointing func-
tion. This is especially evident in the mechanically-pointed, single
beam antenna subsystem concluded as the best approach. This and re-
lated pertinent conclusions are highlighted below:
The Cost of Beam Pointing
• Excluding installation and the antenna radiator itself,
the cost of beam pointing, including feed, pedestal end
single channel monopulse (monoscan) autotracking receiver
circuitry, etc. is estimated to be about $4700. (See
Table 8-1 for breakdown.)
• The cost of the antenna radiator itself is relatively
small, being on the order of $200-$300 for the ranges
of 0-1 dB and about 6-14 dB, and less than $200 between
365
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TABLE 8-1
COST ESTIMATE OF BEAM POINTING EQUIPMENT
FOR MECHANICALLY DRIVEN (SHORT BACKFIRE)
ANTENNA WITH MONOSCAN AUTOTRACKING
(assuming 200 unit production base)
Subsystem/Component Cost
1.	 Basic Manual	 Pointable Mechanism:
Antenna Pedestal, Gearing $	 500
Drive Motors 400
Control	 Lines 100
Position Display, Manual	 Controller 900
Miscellaneous	 Furnishings 300
$29200Subtotal, Basic Pointing
2.	 Monoscan Tracking Electronics:
Monopulse Feed and Comparator $	 950
Monoscan Converter and Coupler 850
Scan Generator 100
Sync. Angle Detectors, Filters 200
Servo Position Loop Amplifier 400
$2,500Subtotal, Monoscan
Total, Tracking Subsystem $4,700
1 and 6 dB. Fiberglass radomes and foam encapsulation
are included in these estimates.
• The $4700 tracking equipment cost assumed a 14 dB peak
gain, short-backfire antenna. For a 0 to 1 dB antenna,
there would be no pointing cost, while for up to a 5 to
366
6 dB gain antenna, modest cost azimuth-only slaving might
suffice. For high-gain antennas (e.g., >18 dB), the pedes-
tal and drive motor costs increase significantly.
2. Shipboard Transmitter Costs
• A major advantage of providing a moderate amount of antenna
gain onboard tho ship is that it reduces the transmitter
power requirement. For the $5000 pedestal, antenna and
tracking system described in item 1 above, approximately
a 60 watt transmitter costing less than $1200 is ade-
quate.
• For comparison, from Table 7-8, the total shipboard ter-
minal cost including all baseband (voice, data, access
control) modems and an input/output device was shown to
be $12,500. Thus, the allocation of approximately 40%
of the terminal cost to the beam pointing function per-
mits use of a transmitter costing only 10%. By contrast,
a hemispherical antenna costing $200-$300, and necessita-
ting no pointing, would require about a 1 kW transmitter
employing a traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier and cost-
ing s hout $5000. Thus, the cost of the beam pointing
function tends largely to be saved in reduced transmitter
costs. More importantly, the higher the shipboard antenna
gain, the lower the required satellite transmitter power
and hence space segment cost (i.e., beam pointing is cost-
effective at both ends of the communication link).
3. Shipboard Terminal Cost Vs Performance Trade-Offs
• The shipboard terminal cost vs performance trade-offs are
illustrated in Figure 8-1 as a function of shipboard an-
tenna-(receive) gain, where terminal system cost is
367
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Notes
1. Pointing subsystem costs include all appropriate
mechanical and electronic components necessary
to function.
2. All equipment costs assume manufacture of at
least 200 units.
3. Estimate Vendor Price includes 15% mark-up.
Figure 8-1	 ESTIMATE OF SHIPBOARD TERMINAL SYSTEM COSTS (Excluding Installation)
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constituted by antenna radiator cost, pointing subsystem cost,
transmitter subsystem cost and the cost of the basic remaining
radio electronics, which is constant at $6,300. A vendor or
manufacturer's representative mark-up of 15% is included in
the estimated price to the shipowner.
system price to
t, at about $14,000
the recommended
Above this value
significantly,
• It is concluded, therefore, that the terminal
the shipowner may, in fact, be almost constan,
up to about 13-14 dB, where it is $14,375 for
autotracking short-backfire antenna approach.
of gain, not only do equipment costs increase
but so do installation costs.
4. Shipboard Installation Costs
• It is estimated that when the electronics console and cabling
are included, the cost of installation of a satellite terminal
on a commercial maritime vessel would be about $3,000 even
with a simple,sma1l,fixed,hemispherical (1 dB gain) antenna.
• For moderate gain, modest size antennas, such as the 3hort-
backfire with a small gimbal, the added welding and brackets
for superstructure mounting are estimated to increase the
costs by over $1,000.
• As the antenna and pedestal system becomes larger at higher
gains (e.g.,>18 dB), a crane must be used as well as increased
support structure sizes, such as platforms, so that the instal-
lation task could run $7,000 to $8,000.
• Figure 8-2 shows the effect of these installation costs on
the total cost of the installed satellite terminal system
to the shipowner.
On this basis then, it must be concluded that an antenna gain of 13 dB net
is, in fact, a cost effective selection., given that some gain above 3 dB
is required. Above about 14 dB, it can be expected that costs will
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increase at a very rapid rate, given that the antenna is designed to meet
the same angular rate, wind speed and coverage requirement. The high costs
of shipboard terminals indicated in Figures 8-1 and 8-2 for the very low
gain antennas (1-4 dB) are due to the increased shipboard transmitter pow-
er requirements, and are thereby based on the assumption that the space-
craft antenna has earth coverage in its receive band.
The results of Figure 8-2 can be used to estimate the total investment
by maritime satellite users in shipboard terminals, according to antenna
gain and user population size. For-example, for a user population of
10,000 ships, the difference between 3 dB of antenna gain and 13 dB of
antenna gain is less than $20 million. This would appear to be a small
price to pay for ten times the satellite capacity.
Thus, the conclusion may be made that the shipboard terminals should have
a moderate amount of antenna gain; and given this, that the mechanically-
driven short-backfire antenna with automatic angle tracking, providing a
minimum gain of about 13 dB, is most effective. 	 I
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8.3	 RECOMMENDATIONS
Two basic recommendations are offered as a consequence of this antenna
study:
1. It is suggested that ship operators, both commercial and govern-
ment, consider the mechanically-pointed, short back-fire antenna
subsystem for its favorable features and potential benefits for
maritime satellite communications.
2. It is recommended that a development program be initiated for a
few prototype terminals based on the design concepts presented
in this study, so that meaningful technology demonstrations and
sea trials can be conducted with forthcoming experimental and/or
preoperational L-band spacecraft (e.g., ATS-F, and/or possibly
the proposed DOT or DOT/ESRO Aerosat, etc.)
Consistent with recommendation number 2 above, it is believed that little,
if any, further system analyses or trade-off studies are required to de-
velop a credible shipboard terminal. It is vital, however, that certain
critical components of the recommended antenna subsystem be placed under
development as soon as possible. (In this regard, it should be noted that
no applicable antenna subsystem experimentation has been conducted to date,
and that most of the required components are not readily available.) A
certain amount of specific design analysis in conjunction with the proto-
type hardware development will be necessary. The critical development
items for the recommended user antenna subsystem include the following:
1. Development of a 1535 MHz/1645 MHz short-backfire antenna with
monopulse feed. (A multiple dipole feed - number of arms ?5 -
is suggested.)
2. Design and development of small 1540 MHz monopulse comparator
A•
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(e.g., in stripline).
3. Design and development of small, lightweight, low-loss, inexpen-
sive narrowband monoscan combiner and coupler (possibly integral
with comparator).
4. Design and development of small, lightweight, dual-axis pedestal
with drive motors for the 39 cm (15:4 inch) diameter antenna, about
20 pound-feet torque, and angle data pick-offs with 1° resolution
(a dual-elevation, i.e., X-Y mount with cable wrap appears prefer-
able; however, further consideration should be given to an eleva-
tion over azimuth mount).
5. Design and development of antenna position controller chassis, to
include remote control electronics, position display, manual/auto-
matic mode switch, servo amplifiers, monoscan timing generator,
synchronous (angle) phase detectors and filters (to condition in-
puts from communication receiver AGC).
6. Integration of Items 1-5 with radio electronics.
While not strictly a functional part of the antenna subsystem, the PF
electronics package to be mounted with, or possibly adjacent to, the
antenna should also be developed. It is especially important that this
assembly be mechanically designed in conjunction with the antenna gimbal,
Item 4 above. In order to achieve this necessary integration, the follow-
ing are required:
7. Design and construction of a simple 1.54 GHz/1.64GHz diplexer.
8. Design and development of a small and light,solid-state, 60
watt, 1.64 GHz transmitter.
9. Procurement of a 1.54 GHZ preselector filter and low noise,
transistor preamplifier.
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10. Design and development of up- and down-converters, including
mixers for an IF of 70 MHz, filters, L.O. multipliers and
driver amplifiers (excluding, but specifying, local oscilla-
tor input frequencies and s %',-abi1ities to be externally pro-
vided .
11. Mechanical design and fabrication of a compact weatherproof
enclosure for above RF electronics (in conjunction with an-
tenna gimbal design effort).
Finally, an antenna subsystem by itself is insufficient for the intended
sea trials. Modems should be obtained which are representative of those
considered appropriate for operational use. In addition to antenna sub-
system performance demonstrations (autotracking, voice and data quality)
a very critical aspect of maritime satellite service. will be system ac-
cess. An access control technique (such as that recommended in previous
AMI studies) should be selected and a corresponding access control modem
developed which is representative of an approach that permits efficient
k
access of a few channels by thousands of ships, in both routine and emer-
gency mode.
P.- is estima ,...ed that it would take the better part of one year to develop
the subsystem components delineated above and assemble the prototype ter-
minal(s). With NASA's ATS-F spacecraft soon to be available, and/or pos-
sibly the proposed DOT or DOT/ESRO initial Aeronautical Satellite, and/or
other NASA vehicles, it is recommended that the development effort sum-
marized above be initiated in the very near future.
While it is believed that little further system trade-offs are necessary
to thy' commencement of the development of the terminal recommended herein,
it should be noted that one major maritime satellite service - navigation -
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has not been considered to any great extent in this study. Eventually,
the maritime satellite services will include navigation capabilities,
and if, as considered probable, the prescribed navigation technique in-
corporates multiple synchronous satellites, then an additional major re-
quirement could be placed on the shipboard user terminal. It is ac-
cordingly recommended that further study of satellite navigation as-
pects be made specifically relative to shipboard terminal configurations.
Given the probability of the multiple satellite approach (each of which
would also be communication relays), it may be practical tc, take advant-
age of the fact that the signal energy requirements for navigation ser-
vices should be quite small relative to the communication services. This
difference could be such that two independent high gain shipboard antennas
would not be needed. Given an analysis of satellite separation versus
signal energy requirements, it is conceivable that a single beam is ade-
quate; or that a separate, small, non-transmitting or non-receiving,
fixed hemispherical antenna could be used to provide the additional range
vector. Clearly, this subject warrants further stu dy. Such an analysis,
however, should not impede the recommended shipboard antenna terminal
development.
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APPENDIX A
ANGLE TRACKING ERROR DUE TO THERMAL NOISE
IN A MONOPULSE RECEIVER
r.
Figure A-1 depicts a simplified block diagram of a monopulse angle
tracking system. The scheme characteristically employs three separate
receiver channels - a sum channel and two difference channels. The
channels are separately but dependently down-converted from RF to an
intermediate frequency (IF) where pointing error signals are generated
by product detectors. The error signals are then used to drive the
servomechanism which in turn maintains the antenna pointing toward the
signal source. In this manner, the autotracking loop is closed. The
pointing mechanism may be an antenna drive motor, a set of beam-switches
or phase-shifters in a phased array.
The use of the product detectors in the receiver to form the product,of
the sum and difference channels constitutes cross-correlation of the
monopulse sum and difference signals, and as such characterizes the
tracking scheme. When the RF signal permits (e.g., a CW carrier), a phase-
locked detector may be used in the sum channel, and separate phase de-
tectors employed in the difference channels which in turn utilize the
sum channel local oscillators (and phase-locked VCO)' as references. In
this latter receiver configuration, the basic cross-correlation model
still applies.
While there are numerous causes of pointing error in such a tracking
scheme such as wind gusts, dynamic lag, amplitude and phase unbalance
between channels, et.., the most fundamental limitation in tracking
performance is that due to thermal noise in the receiver. The fallowing
paragraphs summarize the derivation of the tracking error due to ,thermal
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Figure A-1 MONOPULSE ANGLE TRACKING
noise in terms of the design parameters of a monopulse angle tracking
system. These parameters include the monopulse feed ( pattern) charact-
F-istic, the receiver noise figures and bandwidths and the servo band-
width, as well as received signal levels.
For the purpose of analyzing the performance of the monopulse tracking
technique, a model for the error detection portion of the system is as-
sumed and i s shown in Figure A-2. The symbols used in this diagram are
defined as follows:
GE (o) = voltage gain of the sum channel at an angle o off bs; esight
Go (o) = voltage gain of the difference channel at an angle o off
boresight
o	 = the angle between boresight and the direction of the RF
signal
S (t) = signal at the antenna aperture
n E (t) = sum channel noise
no (`' ) = difference channel noise
np (t) = product detector noise
The inputs to the product detector may be written as:
u(t)	 = GA[G Z (o) S(t) + n,(t))
	 (1)
v(t)	 = kGA [GA (0) S(t) + no(t)]	 (2)
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where
GA	=	 AGC amplifier gain
k	 =	 error channel gain proportionality constant
The product detector output then becomes:
E(t) = akG2A [G^(o) GA (0)S2 (t) + G
E 
(o)S(t) n
o 
(t)
+ GA (o) S(t) n E (t) + n 
E 
M n o (t) ] + np(t)	 (3)
where
a	 =	 product detector gain constant.
The first term of Equation (3) contains the desired error informa -
tion and the noise is represented by the remaining terms.
Assuming that S(t), n E (t), n  M and n p (t) are uncorrelated, the
power spectrum of E(t) is given by:
SE (f) = a2 k2G4 [G2(o ) G2(o ) S 2 (f) + G2( o) 	Ss (f) x Sno(f)
s
+ 
G2 ( o ) S s (f)x SnE (f) + SnE(f) x Sno (f)] + Snp(f)
	
(4)
Equation (4) indicates that by increasing the error channel gain
constant, k, the effect of the product detector noise can be
minimized. The upper limit of this gain constant, k, is restricted
by the saturation characteristics of the product detector. In
general, the amplifier gain is adjusted for zero error voltage in
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the normal tracking condition, i.e., in the on-boresight condition.
Prior to equating the desired (first) term in and noise (remaining)
terms in (4), certain assumptions are warranted for tractability of
the result. These are the following:
a) The AGC in the sum channel maintains the amplified signal
output at a constant value.
b) The product detector (self)	 noise np (t) is negligible.
c) The tracking error is small, so that GA (o) S(t)	 n^(t)	 is
negligible and G Z (o) = GE(0).
d) The difference channel voltage gain GA (o) may be expressed
as
GA(o) = k  GE (o) o = k  G E (0) o	 (5)
where k  is the slope of the difference channel error
signal (voltage) pattern normalized (via AGC) to the
sum channel, in volts/volt-degree. (See Appendix B).
With the above assumptions, the rms angle tracking error (standard
deviation in o) may be reduced from Equation (4) and expressed for
convenience as
1 + N	 B2 _	 1	 _	 E	 o	 (6)
on	 k2	
N
S 	 S	 BI Fo 
E	 No
In this expression,
S = signal power (sum channel reference)
N Z = sum channel noise power in IF bandwidth
Na = difference channel noise power in IF bandwidth
BIF = IF bandwidth
Bo = servo position loop (two-sided) noise bandwidth
1
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For the case of relatively high signal-to-noise ratio (S/NE»1)
in the sum channel (such as would be typical in a phase locked
loop, wherein the loop bandwidth is used instead of IF bandwidth)
and upon noting that N. = k To BIF , where T  is the receiving sys-
tem noise temperature of the difference channel(s) and k is Boltz-
mann's constant,
^2	 -	 1	 No	 Bo	-	 1	 k To Bo	
(7)
on	 k2	 S	 BIF	 k2	 S
A
Another equivalent expression which is frequently convenient is
Qo 1 + P	 B	 T	 BD To
	
n _	 1	 E	
o	
o	 _	 1
kA2	 PE 	
BIF	 TE	 kQ PE	 B IF TE	 (8)
where PE is the sum channel ( IF) signal-to - noise ratio.
It should further be noted that the use of B o as the two- sided noise
bandwidth of the servo position loop facilitates the use of the
above expressions as a measure of the total angle-tracking error due
to thermal noise, i.e., the sum of two orthogonal tracking axes.
Finally, it may also be noted that the above expression is analogous
to that given by Develet (1) for the case of equal system noise tem-
peratures in the sum and difference channels ( untypical in satellite
r—imunication terminals), and to that given by Manasse (2) when the
,gnal detection time is equated to 1/13a.
1 J.A. Develet, "Thermal Noise Error in Simultaneous Lobing and
Conical Scan Angle -Tracking Systems," IRE Trans. on Space Elec-
tronic and Telemetry, June 1961.
(2) R. Manasse, " Maximum Angular Accuracy of Tracking a Radio Star by
Lobe Comparison," IRE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Jan. 1960.
Y.
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APPENDIX B
MONOPULSE ERROR SIGNAL SLOPE
The following describes the selection of a "conditionally optimum"
feed offset angle, or squint angle, which in turn produces an opti-
mum monopulse tracking error signal slope in a classic amplitude
comparison monopulse tracking system. The error slope parameter is
considered as a basic figure of merit in monopulse tracking systems,
and can be more completely defined as the slope of the monopulse
difference (voltage) pattern at the boresight null, normalized by
the sum channel signal voltage (via AGC).
In general, the slope of the difference pattern produced by a mono-
pulse feed system is best determined experimentally; however, the
approximation to follow can serve as initial system design criteria.
The main beam of the antenna may be represented by a voltage function
of gaus$'an distribution:
E(o) = Ae	 2
where A is an amplitude factor, p is an antenna geometry constant re-
ferred to as the beam shaping factor, and 0 is the angle off bore-
sight. An analysis of an amplitude comparison monopulse system can
be improvised by considering two such beams (corresponding to one
axis), each displaced from the boresight by an equal but opposite
amount, AG. The expressions for the two beams, A and B, are then,
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_ 
p2 0 + A0)2
2
and
	 EA (o) = Ae
p2 (o - AO) 2
	 (2)
2
E  (o) = Be
In the monopulse system, the sum (or reference) channel is given by
the sum of E A N and EB(o), and the error channel is given by the
difference between the two beams. The sum channel signal (voltage)
is then
	
p ^o + AO)2	 _ p2 (o + 00) 2
2
	
2
E E (o) = Ae	 + Be	 (B)
and the difference channel signal is
	
_ p2 (0 + 00)2	 _ p2 (0 + A0)2 I
2	 2
E  (o) = Ae	 - Be	 (4)
These expressions represent the signals in the sum and difference
channels as produced in the monopulse comparator. Their character-
istic form is maintained throughout the hetrodyning operations down
to the (last) receiver I.F. stage. At the I.F. point, however, the
basic form of the signals is altered by the automatic gain control
circuitry. The effect of the AGC is to normalize both the sum and
the difference signal amplitudes with respect to the amplitude of
the sum signal. The output of the sum channel becomes constant in
time, ideally, and the output of the difference channel becomes the
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ratio
	
EA f o) /F Z (o),	 A basic angle detection scheme is shown in
Figure 1 which illustrates this point.
In a typical phase-locked angle-tracking receiver, the sum signal
supplied to the angle phase detector may actually be the signal from
the VCO or a referencz oscillator employed in the sum channel. The
resulting effect is, however, identical to that described above.
The effect of normalization via AGC is then such that the tracking
sensitivity of the monopulse system is given by the slope of the
signal (ratio) Eo io)/F E (o) 	 near the boresight direction, i.e.,
as o approaches zero. This may be thought of as the slope of the
signal that exists between the last difference channel I.F. ampli-
fier stage and the (azimuth or elevation) angle phase detector, since
the actual error signal at the output of the phase detector is modi-
fied by the phase detector gain constant, and the like, which does
not in itself affect the basic monopulse tracking sensitivity. (Con-
stants such as this are calibrated out.)
It may be assumed for purposes of this discussion that the basic
beams given by Equation (2) have identical patterns, i.e., there is
little if any amplitude unbalance, and thus A = B. The normalized-
error signal is then given from Equations (3) and (4) by
p 2 (0 + 00) 2 	 p2 (o - 00)2
_	 2	 _	
2
Eo (o) _ e
	 - e
E
	
_ p 2 (o + 00) 2 	 p2 (0 - eo)2
2	 2
e	 +e
As the tracking sensitivity, k o , is defined as the slope of the
signal above near the boresight direction, it may be determined
(5)
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s tan dF2A0- = d2F
	 J
upon differentiation of Equation (5) with respect to the direction of
signal source, 0, and evaluating the result when the signal is on
boresight; i.e., at e = 0. It may also be noted that the slope of
the ratio above at 0 = 0 is numerically equivalent to the slope of
the difference pattern divided by the sum channel gain at boresight.
That is,
a	
Eo (o)
	
E^ (0)E '  (0) - E A (0)E '^ (0)	 Eo (0)k.o =	
aoLE Z 
0	 =	 2	 — = F^ (0)
	
(5)
0^	 [
E (0)  
1
sine , by definition, the difference channel signal E. (o) is zero
at c = 0. In any case, the error slope at the boresight null is
Y .,)und, upon differentiation, to be
k 
	
= -p2 00
	
(7
Thus, the theoretical value of the "normalized" slope of the monopulse
difference pattern is given by the simple expression above comprised
of the beam shaping factor "p" and the effective offset angle, or
squint angle, 00. The beam shaping factor is essentially a constant
for a given antenna, i.e., it is a function only of antenna size and
frequency. It nay be computed simply by evaluating the beam function,
Equation (1), at the half-power point. The effective offset, or squint
angle, on 'che other hand, is a fundamentally important parameter in
tracking antenna system design.
For a given antenna and feed design, the effective offset angle for
classic 4-horn feed geometry may be computed from
B-5
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t
where d is the physical distance between a pair of feedho rns, F is the
focal length of the antenna and s is the beam deviation factor. The
beam deviation factor varies from 0 to 1, and is typically very near
upity.(l)
The actual selection of the offset angle value
sign is usually based on a compromise. It may
(7) that the larger the value of offset angle,
slope, or tracking sensitivity is. It might bi
that the offset angle which maximizes tracking
solution of
a
[EQ (0)
ano
	
E^ 0
	
-	 0
in antenna system de-
be noted from Equation
the greater the error
expected, in general,
sensitivity would be a
(9)
however, no such practical solution exists, as may be noted from Equa-
tion (7) (as derived for a gaussian distribution). The same conclusion
results if uniform or cosine amplitude distributions are assumed. (2)
Another criterion that could be used is to maximize the slope of the
difference pattern itself, i.e., employ the offset angle that results
from
a
[E'
a (0)l
a oo	 =	
0 (10)
In this case a solution does exist. As may be noted upon differentia-
tion of the difference pattern of Equation (4), its slope is given by
l	 Potter, P.D. "Antenna Design", Chapter 9 of "Space Communications"
Ed. by Balakrishnan, A.V., McGraw-Hill, 1953.
(2) Rhodes, D.R., "Introduction to Monopulse". McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959.
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_Zp o02
Ea (0)	 1.2Ap2 0o	 e	 2	 (11)
in which case the solution of Equation (10) results in
oe =	
R	
(12)
as the value of offset angle which maximizes the (un-normalized)-slope
of the difference pattern. This selection, however, generally results
in a serious loss of sum channel gain. The sum channel gain on boresight
is seen, by evaluating Equation (3) at o = 0, to be
_ P2 ^^2
E^ (0) = 2A e	 2
	
(13)
This maximum theoretical gain of an antenna corresponds to a single
--d on the boresight axis such that oo = 0. For a feed geometry with
the effective offset angle given by Equation (12), the voltage pattern
amplitude would be reduced by the factor a -k , and the power pattern
would be reduced by a factor of a -1 , corresponding to about 4.3 dB loss
in reference channel gain. Clearly, this would not represent a good
system design in a power-limited communications link. Thus, a trade-off
ex ists between tracking sensitivity and sum channel gain in selecting
the effective offset angle. As this compromising situation is typical,
it has come about from experience that the optimum squint angle be
taken as that which oaximizes the product of sum channel am
That is
litude and
un-normalized difference pattern sloe at boresight. (2)(3^(	 )	 P	 P
for a classic four-horn monopulse feed system, the optimum offset angle
2	
Rhodes, D.R., Op. Cit.
(3) Hannan, P.W.; "Optimum Feeds for all Three Modes of a Monopulse An-
tenna". IRE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation. Sept. 1961.
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is that which results from
a	 [ E E (0) E  (0)]
D o0
Maximizing the product of Equations (11) and (13) then, by means of
Equation (14), yields an "optimum" offset angle of
(AG) opt. 	 1
,r2- a
Employing this value for the effective 	 t angle results in a
normalized monopul se error slope as gi ,.:v 'Jy 'Equation  (7) , with (15) ,
of
0
E^
(14)
(15)
(ko)opt.
	 (16)
Further, the effect of selecting the latter value of offset angle on
the sum channel gain at boresight may be found by substituting in Equa-
tion (13) with (15). The effect is to reduce the voltage pattern am-
plitude by a factor of e -4 , and thus the power pattern by a factor of
e ^. This corresponds to resultant antenna gain, referred to the sum
channel, of about 2.17 dB less than the theoretical maximum permitted
by a single (non-tracking) feed located on the boresight axis. This
is analogous to 14miting the maximum (reference channel) aperture ef-
ficiency to about 61%. (Factors other than feed offset would, of
course, further reduce efficiency.) Thus, the selected value of off-
set angle and ensuing monopulse error signal slope may be considered
as a practical "optimum" in system design criteria.
It is more convenient to express the optimum offset angle and error
signal slope given by Equations (15) and (16) in terms of antenna half-
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power bandwidth, since this parameter is generally more readily avail-
able or approximated. Referring to the voltage function assumed in
Equation (1), the basic op wer pattern is then, of the form
p (o)	 = A2 a-p 2 2o	 (17)
Given the half-power'beamwidth, the antenna beam slope factor "p"
may be found from Equation (17) with p (o)/A 2 = %, with o = ohp/2'
where o hp is the two-sided half-power beamwidth. This is solved as
-1n 
p (2)	
2
p =	
A	 = 2-(In 2	
= 
1.67	 (18)0	 o hp	 ohp
Inserting this result into Equations (15) and (16), the final expres-
sions for optimum offset angle and slope may be written as
(AO) opt. = 0.424 0 h	 (19)
and
(Ko)opt. =	
1.17	 (20)
hp
Further, a final parameter of interest is the capture range, or capture
beamwidth, of the angle tracking system. This is the angular offset
over which the output difference channel voltage pattern, or "S" curve,
gives a driving signal of the correct polarity. Clearly, it can be no
greater than twice the feed offset angle (representing the peaks of the
difference patterns). Thus, the capture range (D may be approximated as
(D ^ 2 Ae =	 0.85 o hp	 (21)
It may also be noted from the relationship of p (0) /A2 and o that 85% of
the three dB beamwidth corresponds to the 2.2 dB beamwidth.
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APPENDIX C
ANGLE TRACKING ERROR DUE TO THERMAL NOISE
IN A SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE RECEIVER
Single channel monopulse is a hybrid angle tracking scheme which of-
fers certain advantages inherent in both conventional multi-channel
monopulse and conical-scan. It employs a monopulse feed rather than
a mechanically rotating feed (or antenna) but yet requires c ,l v a
single receiver channel. In addition to saving the cost of differ-
ence channels (preamplifiers, down-converters, IF's, etc.), the hy-
brid scheme negates the necessity of tedious periodic alignment of
phase and gain between channels.. These advantages are achieved at
the expense of higher tracking errors and slightly reduced terminal
net G/T performance.
	 This latter feature is due to the insertion
of a coupler in the "sum" channel receive path prior to low-noise
preamplification, which is used to add to (i.e., amplitude modulate)
the sum channel a signal resulting from the combination, in phase 	
,1 1
or time, of the two difference channels.
Single-channel monopulse is alternately referred to as pseudo-conscan
and monoscan. The following paragraphs review the calculation of
angle tracking error due to receiver noise for a typical monoscan
configuration. The simplified block diagram of Figure C-1 depicts
the basic single-channel concept. The monoscan converter, which
combines the two difference channels into a single multiplexed sig-
nal, may take a variety of forms based on either phase multiplexing
(aJding two signals in phase quadrature) or time-division-multiplexing
Antenna subsystem figure of merit for receive functions; the ratio
of antenna gain to receiving system noise temperature.
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by alternate sampling. This analysis assumes the latter te^:hnique,
which employs relatively simple digital control circuitry. The out-
put of the difference channel multiplexer, the monoscan converter,
is added to the sum channel via a simple coupler to produce a com-
posite amplitude-modulated pseudo-conscan signal. After appropriate
down-conversion to IF, the error signals are AM detected and the
two tracking channels are separated by the phase demodulator (time-
demultiplexer). The actual AM detector may be the communications
receiver's AGC detector, and may be either a simple non-coherent
envelope detector or a phase-locked coherent (quadrature) amplitude
detector. The phase demodulator may consist of gated phase detectors.
The comparator sum channel output, u(t), may be expressed as follows:
u(t) = G(0) S(t) + n E M	 (1)
where
G(0) = voltage gain of the main beam at an angle a off
boresight
S(t) = received signal at the antenna aperture
n 
E 
M = antenna sum channel noise
Then, the error channel, v(t), is given by:
1
v(t) = G(0) k	
2
o
c
where
EUAM 0  + UE(t) 0E] S(t) + no(t)
	(2)
ko
	= normalized (voltage) gain slope of the difference
channel patterns
Lc = monoscan converter power loss
n 
A 
M = error channel noise
UA(t) = unit azimuth channel sampling function
C-3
UE (t) = unit elevation channel sampling function
oA = azimuth angle between the target and boresight
a 	
= elevation angle between the target and boresight
The sampling functions U 4(t) and UE (t) are orthogonal to each other
as shown in Figure C-2
U„ ( t)
t
1	
UE(t)
t
	Figure C-2
	 Monoscan Sampling Function
The input to the preamplifier at Point A in Figure C-1, denoted by
w(t), can be, represented by:
W(t) = 1 -	 G(o)	 1 +	 1k	 U (t) c + U (t) o	 S(t)L	 Lc(L-1)]o	 A	 A	 E	 E
	
+ 1 -^ n ( t ) +	 n(t) +n(t )	 (3)L	 E	 L	 R
1
4
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where n R( 0 = receiver noise
L = coupling factor (as indicated in Figure C-1)
The first term of Equation (3) is the amplitude modulated signal,
the amplitude of which is (1 - 1;L) 2 G(o) S, where S is the amplitude
of S(t). The modulation index km , is given by:
	
k 2 = k 2	 1
m	 o Lc L-1
This modulation index is a measure of the sensitivity of the track-
ing system to the target offset from boresight.
The system noise, nS (t), is given by the last three terms of Equa-
tion (3), i.e.:
z
nS ( t ) = 1 -	 n (t) + ^^	 no( t ) + nR (t)	 (5)
Assuming that w(t) is automatic-gain-controlled before the AM detec-
tor and that the AGC bandwidth is much smaller than the pseudo-con-
scan frequency, the input to the AM detector is given by:
w'(t) = P 1 + km [dA(t) OA + UE(t) 001 SIM
+	
^P	
ns(t)
2
1 -	 G(o) S
where P = constant output of the AGC amplifier
S'(t) = frequency translated received signal with unity amplitude
(4)
(6)
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Assuming a square-law AM detector as a convenient model, the maximum
low-frequency noise spectral density at the output of the detector
is given by:
	
(D	 = 2
	
P4	
— ^ns2 B +	
p4	 Iom	
1 2 G(o) S4	 2	 IF	 1	 2	 2 ns1	 (1	 G(o)SL	 L	 (7)
	where	 4)ns = noise spectral density of nS(t)
B I F = IF bandwidth
After phase detection, the azimuth error signal spectrum is given by:
42
S (f) = p km
	
02 S (f)
az	 2	 A U
where S U (f) = spectrum of U(t)
Since -the servo subsystem is designed to compensate for an angle
offset of o  when the output of the AM detector has a spectrum as
indicated in Equation (8) above, the rms tracking error due to
noise is thus given by:
Cr
2
 = 4)omBo	 - 4B 	
2
 nsBIF	 +	 ins
on p
4 km	
L
km 	 1- 1 2 G4	
L
E)) S 4	 l_ 1 G2 C S 2!	 ( )
2
where BQ = two-sided servo noise bandwidth. Since 
^DnsBIF 
is the
noise power at Point A in Figure C-1 (but in the IF bandwidth)
and 1/2 (1 - _14) G2 (o) S 2
 is tht signal power, Equation (9)
may be reduced to:
(8)
(9)
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a 2	=
on
..	
Bo
km aI
f	 N`
^ S2 + 2 N	 ^.SF
	
1	 1 + 2 S/N	 Bo	 (10)
	
k 2	(Si N)2	BIF
where S/N is the pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio in the IF band-
width.
This result is similar to that given in Appendix A for conventional
multi-channel monopulse. A major factor reducing the tracking ac-
curacy available with a given feed and received signal-to-noise
ratio is that due to the reduction in the effectiveness of the
monopulse error signal slope k  when transformed to a monoscan
modulation index k m . The amount of this reduction is dependent
on the coupling factor L as given by Equation (4). A typical
monoscan converter loss is about 1 dB, ant' a typical sum chan-
nel coupling factor is about 10 dB. Since tracking error aon
is inversely proportional to k m and ko , Equation (4) indicates
an increase in error by a factor of about 3.4 (ignoring sig-
nal-to-noise ratio and system noise temperature factors). 0e-
creasing the coupling factor clearly improves accuracy, however,
it does so only at the expense of effective antenna gain. As
indicated in Figure C-1, the coupler has a gain in the sum chan-
nel or communications path of 1 - 1/L, i.e., a line loss of
L^ =
	 LL1	 (11)
As this line loss exists prior to low-noise preampiification,
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it amounts to a loss in effective antenna gain. In addition, it
serves to increase the noise temperature of the feeder line, which
is an increase in system noise temperature. The noise temperature
increase is given by:
where To is the ambient temperature (nominally 288 0 K). While this
increase is actually in line temperature, it is approximately the
same as the attendant increase in system noise temperature since
the other factors (a decrease in the antenna temperature contribu-
tion to system noise and slightly higher actual coupler insertion
loss due to resistive sources) are small and opposing. The general
effect of decreasing coupling factor L on effective antenna gain
and system noise temperature is indicated in Figure C-3.
Thus, the single-channel monopulse approach to angle tracking is
characterized by both higher noise error and higher RF line loss,
all of which reduce the operational G/T of the receive terminal.
Nevertheless, this disadvantage is often cost effective when the
advantages of rece:'ver simplicity and reliability are considered.
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APPENDIX D
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
OF THE STEP-TRACK SATELLITE TRACKING TECHNIQUE
WITH LOW GAIN SHIPBOARD ANTENNAS
1.	 GENERAL
Step-Track is a simple and inexpensive technique for automatic angle
tracking of satellites with narrow beam antennas. The scheme is es-
pecially applicable to systems in which the relative angular dynamics
between the satellite and earth terminals is small. No tracking feed
or special RF receiver is required. After initial signal acquisition,
which may be manual or remotely commandable, the antenna automatically
makes a small angular uuu'we. By comparing the received signal levels
before and after the move, the direction of the next move is decided.
This process is continuous, alternating between antenna axes, such
that the antenna is made to Step-Towards-Energy-Peak. The angular
stepping is continuous, with step size selected so that the effect
on operational antenna gain is small.
No special receiver is required to implement this autotracking func-
tion. The output of the communication receiver's AGC detector can
be used as the received signal reference, with only simple sanfiN B-
and-hold, timing and decision circuitry required to perform the Step-
Track function. Of course, it is axiomatic that a tracking concept
based on locating a beam maximum can never be as accurate as one
which is based on locating a sharp pattern null, such as developed
with conventional monopulse difference patterns. The scheme is also
susceptible to AM interference at the stepping rate, similar to
conical scanning tracking systems. However, the most significant
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limitation of the scheme is its unsuitability when the angular
dynamics are high. Previous analyses (l)
 of the performance of the
Step-Track technique was intended for relatively narrow-beam,
fixed (ground-based) earth terminals operating with nominally syn-
chronous-equatorial orbit communication satellites, where the angular
dynamics is due only to very slow satellite drift.
It is the purpose here to extrapolate the referenced analysis for
the case of wide-beam terminal antennas mounted on ships, in which
ship's motion must be compensated.
2. APPROACH
Because the largest source of angular dynamics between a ship and a
synchronous satellite is the roll component of ships motion, it is
considered possible that an antenna with a fan beam could have ad-
vantages in minimizing required tracking rates. The pitch, yaw,
heave, sway and surge angular excursions and rates are considerably
smaller than that of roll about the ship's longitudinal axis. An
antenna with a very wide elevation beamwidth may not need to track
the roll motion, and a narrow beam in azimuth can be used to achieve
the nominally required gain of about 10 dB. Tne azimuth angular
rates caused by yaw and ships turning could be relatively slow and
thus more easily compensated. While a scheme tailored for this
concept would have distinct limitations when the satellite is in the
bow or stern direction (along the longitudinal axis), for most
(1) Tom, N.N. and Heckert, G.P., "Step-Track - A Simple Autotracking
Scheme for Satellite Communication Terminals." Paper 70-416,
AIAA 3rd Communications Satellite Systems Conference, Los Angeles,
Calif. April 6-8, 1970.
.,
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angular positions the azimuthal rate requirements would be small.
In addition, the use of a fan beam as a model simplifies the analysis
of ship-track performance since tracking need be accomplished in only
one axis. As a baseline example, the following parameters are assumed:
Bas eline Configurational Parameters
Antenna Beam Shape:
	 Fan Beam
Antenna Beamwidth in Azimuth:
	 0 h (Az) = 20 deg
Antenna Beamwidth in Elevation:
	 0 h (E1) = 100 deg
Azimuthal Tracking Rate Required:
	 A = 10 deg/sec
Satellite Elevation Angle Range:
	 < 0 h (E1)
Received Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
	 S/N = 10 dB in BIF
IF pre-detection Bandwidth:
	 BIF = 1 kHz
The fan beam defined by the above half-power beamwidths would provide
for a peak antenna gain of about 12 dB. Tracking errors as high as
one-half the 2 dB to 3 dB beamwidth would then be permitted. The azi-
muthal rate requirement of 10 deg/sec is quite high relative to yaw
or turning; it is intended to accommodate the near-worst case effects
of roll rate on azimuth angle when such geometric conditions exist
(i.e., satellite in direction of bow-stern line). The assumed re-
ceived carrier-to-noise density of 40 dB-Hz, corresponding nominally
to a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB in a 1 kHz receiver IF bandwidth,
is based on a near-worst case link situation and angle tracking on
such a narrow band signal. This signal could be a special non-working
channel designed only for system access control, and thus continuously
transmitted by the satellite at all times.
In general, the tracking performance is found to be a function of the
angular step size, the stepping frequency, the received signal-to-
noise ratio, the signal bandwidth, the post-detection bandwidth and
0-3
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the relative angular rate between the satellite and terminal. The
analysis contained herein follows the procedures developed in the
referenced earlier work ( ' ) . The tracking performance is obtained by
first calculating the probability of a decision error after a step.
Then, the stationary probability of the satellite being at any point
is determined. Finally, from the stationary probabilities, the
average loss in antenna gain is obtained. This probabilistic analysis
requires characterization of the antenna gain function (assumed to be
Gaussian), determination of the probability of error when comparInq
the two sequenced output voltage samples in a noisy environment
(square-law detection assumed), derivation of the transitional pro-
babilities between steps and the stationary probability of a given
antenna pointing offset (a random walk), and calculation of the cor-
responding antenna gain loss as a function of angular step size o0,
detector input, S/N and pre-comparator (LPF) bandwidth b. The basic
concept is illustrated in the simplified block diagram of Figure D-1.
3. EXAMPLE LOW GAIN ANTENNA PERFORMANCE
For a fan beam antenna whose beamwidth in the elevation direction is
much wider than the maximum elevation drift of the satellite, it will
only be necessary to step the antenna in the azimuth direction. The
antenna may be stepped immediately after each sampling. Assuming
that the satellite is moving in the positive azimuth direction, a
typical satellite path with respect to the antenna azimuth boresight
axis is shown in Figure D-2. As indicated in the figure, the effec-
tive satellite step size is oo + 8T, when the stepping is in the same
direction as the satellite motion; and is -AG + 8T when the antenna
Tom, N.,and Heckert, G., Op. Cit.
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Figure D-1 SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF STEP-TRACK TRACKING LOOP
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is stepped in the opposite direction. 00 is defined as the mechan•.-
cal step size of the antenna; 8 is the satellite's relative angular
rate; and T is the stepping time period. Obviously, 817 must be
smaller than A0 in order for the antenna to track the satellite.
As derived in Reference 1, the probability of a decision error after
stepping from respective beam  positions o f
 to 0
i 
is given by:
2
Co
Pe ( oi -> off ) =	 l	 e- x dx
AviJ
where AV iiis the change in amplitude detector output do voltage
resulting from the angular step from o f to off , and is given by:
f	 (S/N)
	
G(e
	 0.)i) - G(
Zvi J =
	
b S	 2
2 2 61+ N [G(oi) + G(E)
IF
and where
b = One-sided post-detection filter bandwidth
B I F = IF bandwidth
G(o i ) = Normalized antenna power gain at an angle 0 i off the
boresight axis = exp [-2.77 (oi /0 hp) 2^
S/N = Signal-to-noise ratio in BIF
Based on the preceding discussion and on Figure D-2, it may be
noted that 0
i 
is related to of by:
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0 i + oo + aT;	 for stepping in the same direction
o	 =	
as the relative satellite motion,J'of - oo + aT;	 for stepping in the opposite direction
as the relative satellite motion.
The post- detection filter bandwidth is restricted by the fact that
the detection circuit must wait until the output voltage of the
post - detection filter settles to a steady -state level after each
step before sampling. Since the rise time of a low-pass filter
with a half-pow, . r bandwidth b is approximately equal to 0.5/b,
and a reasonable time period for allowing the voltage to settle
is about 3 times the rise ti rtie , the post -detection low-pass filter
bandwidth should be selected to be about
b = 1.5
	 (3
T
Accordingly, Equation ( 2) may be resolved to the following:
a. For stepping in the same direction as the relative satellite
motion,
(S/N) I G(o i ) - G(a i + oo + 6*T)
ovij = 
	 2	
(4)
2 
TB	
1 + (^-) [G(o i ) + G(o i
 + oo;+ ST )]
I,
)-2 f
b. For stepping in the opposite direction as the relative satel-
lite motion,
f:v i . 	
2 (TB3T
	 5)
J 
	
2 
l + 
(&)
	
ii[G(o.) + G(o.	
2
- oo	 T)]
From Equations (4) and (5), together with Equation (1), the proba-
bility of a decision error after stepping from any angle, o i , to
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an adjacent angle of can be calculated as functions of the stepping
period, T, and the mechanical angular step size AE).
Given the probability of a decision error, the transition probability
(the probability of the relative satellite position changing from the
discrete points of to a i ) can be calculated by the following equations:
P [ o i -> ( of + po + 8T) ]
a.	 P	 [( o i	 + oo - sT)	 o f ] • Pe [( o i + oo - aT)	 o f ]
+ P [ (oi	 - oo - ^T)	 o f ] • Pe [ ( o i - oo + aT)	 o f ]
for of > 2E) + 8T	 (6a)
b. P [(oi + oo - aT)	 o f ] Pe [(oi + oo - sT) -} of ]
	
+ P [(oi - oo - sT)	 o f ] {1 - Pe [(oi - oo - aT)	 o f ];.
for	 20 +8T<o f <2 +8T
	
(6b)
C.	 P [(oi + oo - ft) 0 i {1 - Pe [(oi + oo - sT) 	 oi]}
	
+ P [( oi - oo - aT)	 o i ] {1 - Pe [(oi - oo - sT)	 o i ]} (6c)
for of < - —a^ °--- + aT
The stationary probability (the long term average of the time the
satellite is at position o i ) is then given by:
P(oi ) = P [(oi + no - ft) -> o i ] + P [(oi - oo - M -* o i ] (7)
Since the satellite must be at one angle at a given time, the sum
of the stationary probabilities must equal to one. That is,
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rP(E)	 =	 1
all
possible
0.
Finally, the average loss can be calculated by:
L = 10 Log [	 P(0 i ) G(o i )] dB
all
possible
E) .
For a fan beam antenna with the half-power beamwidth in azimuth of
20 degrees, the azimuth rate of 10 deq/sec, and S/N of 10 dB in
1 kHz IF bandwidth, the stationary probabilities and the average
loss are calculated for the following selected parameters:
step size
	 oo = 2 degrees
step period	 T = 0.1 second.
Based on the previous analysis, (1) a step size of one-tenth of
the half-power beamwidth was found to be optimum. Thus, a step
size of 2 degrees was selected for the subject example. Also,
certain experiments have indicated that the stepping interval
should be selected surh that the relative satellite position not
be allowed to drift through more than one-half of the step size
between intervals of stepping of the antenna.
For the step size oo = 2 degrees, this means the step period must
be such that the relative angular motion of the satellite does not
exceed one degree during the period. For the assumed maximum
(1) Tom, N.,and Heckert, G., Op. Cit.
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(9)
azimutha*i rate of 10 deg/sec, this means that the stepping inter-
val should be 0.1 second.
The stationary probability (Equation 7) for the baseline example
s shown in Figure D-3 as a function of angular offset relative
to the peak of the antenna beam. It may be noted that the most
probable position is about 2.5 degrees away from the beam peak.
This represents the probability of a certain amount of lag. If.
the ship were rolling back and forth by a small amount, this aver-
age lag would be reduced to zero. The model assumed in the analysis,
however, is for a large roll excursion at 10 deg/sec, i.e., essen-
tially a continuous roll. The average loss in operational antenna
gain was calculated (Equation 9) to be
L = 1.3 dB
This result constitutes a long t-erm average degradation in antenna
gain relative to its peak value, and assumes that tracking is al-
ways maintained, i.e. that the system does not lose lock.
Actually, because of the high angular rate assumed, there would
be a high probability of losing lock with the system. If an in-
stantaneous error were such that no signal is received, i.e., the
receiver AGC loses lock, then the system would probably not recover
and manual re-acquisition would be required. Complete loss of
signal can obviously be expected when the satellite is outside the
antenna beam, e.g., at angle offsets corresponding to twice the
half-power beamwidth. For the example beamwidth (0 hp ) of 20 0 ,
the "loss of track" error angle can be taken as ±20°. The pro-
bability of losing track is plotted in Figure D-4, as a function
of the number of steps taken.
This figure shows that the probability of losing lock is one per-
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: _ STEP-TRACK EXAMPLE:
Beamwidth ohp	 = 20 deg
Ship Roll Rate	 = 10 deg/sec
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Figure D-3 STATIONARY PROBABILITY
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cent when only 75 steps have been made. With the stepping inter-
val of 0.1 second, this amounts to only 7.5 seconds. The proba-
bility of losing system lock could be as high as 10% in less than
one minute.
On the basis of this analysis, it must be concluded therefore that
the Step-Track technique would not be a credible tracking scheme
for the example fan-beam antenna and assumed parameters of received
C/No
 (40 dB-Hz) and angular dynamics (10 deg/sec).
4. CONCLUSIONS
The preceding prediction of performance of Step-Track for single-
axis tracking with a. 20 degree beamwidth, with low level signals
and high angular dynamics, has clearly indicated the unsuitability
of the technique for shipboard use under such conditions. This
conclusion could change significantly however,for different con-
ditions. Pertinent conditional factors are the angular rates and
received signal-to-noise densities.
Lower roll dynamics would obviously improve the performance, but
fairly high rates must be specified for the shipboard antenna -
even if a fan beam is used. Full realization of the benefits of
steerable fan in azimuth only are not possible since ship roll
dynamics have a major effect on azimuth rates when the satellite
is in the direction of the bow-stern line.
The received carrier-to-noise density s pecified can have a major
influence on performance. A higher C/No can be in terms of either
actual signal-to-noise ratio or a wider IF bandwidth with the
same S/N, or both. Because of the assumed square-law detection
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model, wider IF bandwidth is not quite as effective as higher S/N
at low values of BI F , but the relationship i s cl ose enough to make
the above generalization.
	 It may be noted that a small change in
the value of Avij	 as the lower limit in integral of Equation (1),
can produce a major change in the probabi lity of error, Pe (oi-*off)
A few dB increase in C/No can produce a signi ficant decrease in
error probability, analogous to that evident in the familiar curves
of bit-error-rate vs received CA	 (or S/N) for digital data modu-
lation techniques.
The importance. of received C/No as 	 a tracking reference is not
peculiar, of course, to the Step-Track technique, it applies as
k	 well to-conventional (null- formi ng) angle tracking schemes. 	 It is
k	 merely mu;-e critical at this particular level in Step-Track. 	 In
general, however, such factors serve=to add motivation to enlarging
the "size" of the access control channel.	 By this, it is meant that
the access control channel could in general be at a higher data rate,
by multiplexing data services (telex, etc.) together with the access,
control signal.- 	 The combined digital signal channel would have toit	 .
be transmitted at all times of course, at full power.	 (The continuous
transmission feature is the basic reason the fixed-frequency access
control channel is considered most suitable as a tracking beacon.)
A design value of C/No of 45-46 dB-Hz would be most desirable i n
- terms of ease of satelli te transponder design, i n that the control/
data channel could then be allocated the same transmitter power as
the voice channel s.
It should also be noted that the preceding results for the fan beam
example are generally applicable to certain other antennas, when
attendant conditions are selected appropriately.	 Specifically, the
Lurves of Figures D-3 and C w4 are applicable to a symmetrical antenna
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beam with same gain, i.e., an antenna with a beamwidth of 40-45
degrees in each axis. This antenna would have to be stepped twice
as fast because of the requirement for two-axis stepping. The wider
beam and higher rate tend to , compensate for each other in terms of
performance analysis.
One very important factor not heretofore noted is the implied rate
requirements for the stepping drive of the antenna. In either the
fan-beam or symmetrical-beam antenna examples, the required step per-
iod is 0.1 second, in terms of dwell time (per axis). The actual
step through oe should be accomplished in at least one-tenth this
time, i.e., 0.01 seconds. With a two-degree step size, this implies
an average drive speed of 200 deg/sec. Clearly, the associated
accelerations and peak speeds required to meet the above average
speed in 0.01 seconds would be a major imposition on an otherwise
simple system concept.
Thus, even with higher received carrier-to-noise densities potent-
ially available, it would appear that the Step-Track technique is
not advisable for shipboard antennas, even those with wide beams.
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